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Abstract. For a classical group over a non-archimedean local field of odd residual characteristic p,
we prove that two cuspidal types, defined over an algebraically closed field C of characteristic
prime to p, intertwine if and only if they are conjugate. This completes work of the first and
third authors who showed that every irreducible cuspidal C-representation of a classical group is
compactly induced from a cuspidal type. We generalize Bushnell and Henniart’s notion of endo-
equivalence to semisimple characters of general linear groups and to self-dual semisimple characters
of classical groups, and introduce (self-dual) endo-parameters. We prove that these parametrize
intertwining classes of (self-dual) semisimple characters and conjecture that they are in bijection
with wild Langlands parameters, compatibly with the local Langlands correspondence.
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1. Introduction

1.1. One approach to study smooth representations of a reductive p-adic group on modules over
a commutative ring intrinsically is by restriction to compact open subgroups. For p-adic general
linear groups this has yielded detailed classification results, for example Bushnell and Kutzko’s mono-
graph [12] for complex representations and its subsequent partial generalizations to other coefficient
rings, see for example [44, 28, 23].

At the base of the work of Bushnell and Kutzko is an explicit construction of characters of compact
open pro-p subgroups of p-adic general linear groups called simple characters, constructed from certain
arithmetic data. However, there is a lot of flexibility in the choice of arithmetic data leading to,
for example, simple characters contained in isomorphic cuspidal representations. Moreover, there
are functorial relations between simple characters defined on compact open subgroups of different
rank p-adic general linear groups. To control this flexibility and encapsulate these relations, Bushnell
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and Henniart [8] collected simple characters into families called ps-characters and introduced an
equivalence relation on ps-characters called endo-equivalence.

Endo-classes (endo-equivalence classes of ps-characters) have subsequently been extended to inner
forms of general linear groups [5], and have proved fundamental in understanding fine properties of the
local Langlands correspondence [10, 11] and the Jacquet–Langlands correspondence [37, 19], as well as
in the study of Galois-distinguished cuspidal representations [1, 33] and in Bernstein decompositions
of the category of smooth representations over fields of positive characteristic [36].

1.2. Let Go be a p-adic classical group: that is, the group of Fo-points of a unitary, symplectic, or
special orthogonal group defined over a non-archimedean local field Fo of odd residual characteristic p.
Let C be an algebraically closed field of characteristic different from p.

Building on the work of Bushnell and Kutzko, all cuspidal representations of Go on C-vector spaces
have been constructed in [43, 26], and for complex representations types have been constructed for
all Bernstein components [29]. Fundamental to this approach are the self-dual semisimple characters
of compact open pro-p subgroups of Go constructed in [42].1 There are functorial relations between
the self-dual semisimple characters of different p-adic classical groups, and their definition is cursed
by the same flexibility as for general linear groups.

In this article, we generalize Bushnell and Henniart’s notions of ps-character and endo-equivalence
to self-dual pss-characters and endo-equivalence for p-adic classical groups, and along the way to the
semisimple setting of pss-characters and endo-equivalence for p-adic general linear groups. We then
prove two applications.

(i) we complete the classification of isomorphism classes of cuspidal (smooth) representations
of Go on C-vector spaces by conjugacy classes of cuspidal types, following the exhaustive
constructions of [43, 26].

(ii) we parametrize the intertwining classes of self-dual semisimple characters by self-dual endo-
parameters.

1.3. We expect self-dual endo-parameters to have a natural interpretation via the local Langlands
correspondence in terms of the restriction to wild inertia of (extended) Langlands parameters, gener-
alizing Bushnell and Henniart’s ramification theorem [10, 6.1 Theorem] to classical groups and refining
work of the third author with Blondel and Henniart [4, Theorem 7.1]. See the end of the introduc-
tion for a precise conjecture. The added complexity in endo-parameters for p-adic classical groups in
comparison to p-adic general linear groups is explained in the parametrization of L-indistinguishable
representations.

Another application of endo-parameters is found in current work of the first and third authors
which gives a decomposition of the category of all smooth C-representations of Go by self-dual endo-
parameters, refining the decomposition by depth [44, II 5.8]. This decomposition is particularly
interesting when C has positive characteristic where a block decomposition of the category is not yet
known, but where there has been recent progress in depth zero [27]. We expect using endo-parameters
that there is a reduction of the block decomposition for Go to the depth zero block decompositions of
twisted Levi subgroups of Go. This fits with work of Chinello for general linear groups [15] and with
general predictions of Dat [17] .

1.4. We now state our results precisely. Henceforth, all representations are assumed to be smooth.
We assume that Go is not isomorphic to SOp1, 1qpFoq » Fˆo , whose representation theory, in any case,
is well-known.

In [43] for complex representations, extended to representations on C vector spaces in [26], an
explicit list of pairs pJ, λq, called cuspidal types, are constructed consisting of a compact open sub-
group J of Go and an irreducible representation λ of J such that the induced representation indGo

J λ

1In previous works, including [42], only semisimple characters valued in C are considered. However, the constructions
and results also apply to characters valued in C because semisimple characters are (smooth) characters of pro-p groups
and C contains a full set of p-power roots of unity.
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is irreducible and cuspidal. The main results of the cited works say that every irreducible cuspidal
representation π of Go contains a cuspidal type pJ, λq, i.e. it is compactly induced π » indGo

J λ. In
other words, this gives an explicit model of π in terms of the cuspidal type pJ, λq.

There is a precise recipe to construct cuspidal types whence cuspidal representations, however it is
a recipe which requires many choices and it is far from clear when the procedure results in isomorphic
representations. We prove the following intertwining implies conjugacy result :

Theorem (Theorem 11.9). For i “ 1, 2, let pJi, λiq be cuspidal types and put πi » indGo

Ji λi. Then π1 »

π2 if and only if there exists g P Go such that Jg1 “ J2 and λg1 » λ2.

Here λg1 is the representation of Jg1 “ g´1J1g defined by λg1pjq “ λ1pgjg
´1q for all j P Jg1. This

result is not unexpected, by analogy with results for inner forms of general linear groups [12, 34], but
the proof for classical groups requires considerably more technical machinery. A major reason for this
added complexity can be interpreted via the local Langlands correspondence: L-packets for classical
groups are not singletons.

A special case of Theorem 11.9, where the self-dual semisimple characters underlying the cuspidal
types are assumed to be closely related, is proved in [26]. The proof of Theorem 11.9 combines the work
of this paper to control the choice in arithmetic data in the construction of cuspidal representations,
together with an intertwining implies conjugacy result for semisimple characters of [39], to show that
it is always possible to arrange for this to be the case.

1.5. In the main theme of this paper, we generalize Bushnell and Henniart’s theory of potential
simple character and endo-equivalence, originally defined in [8], to potential semisimple characters and
semisimple endo-equivalence for general linear groups, and to self-dual potential semisimple characters
and self-dual semisimple endo-equivalence for classical groups. As well as appearing in an essential
way in our proof of Theorem 11.9, this theory warrants independent study and forms a key part of
our parametrization of intertwining classes of (self-dual) semisimple characters via endo-parameters
which we introduce at the end of the paper.

1.6. To proceed further, we need to introduce more notation. First we realize our classical group as
a subgroup of the group of isometries of a signed hermitian form.

Let Σ “ xσy denote an abstract finite group of order two. Let F{Fo be a quadratic or trivial
extension of non-archimedean local fields of odd residual characteristic p, and let denote the generator
of GalpF{Foq. Let V be an F-vector space and rG “ AutFpVq. Let ε “ ˘1 and h : V ˆ V Ñ F be
an ε-hermitian form defining a unitary, symplectic or orthogonal group G “ UpV, hq:

G “ tg P rG | hpgv, gwq “ hpv, wq for all v, w P Vu “ rGΣ,

where σ acts on rG by the inverse of the adjoint anti-involution of h.
We let Go denote G in the unitary and symplectic cases, and the subgroup of all isometries of

determinant one in the orthogonal case; we call Go a classical group. We fix a non-trivial character ψo

of the additive group of Fo, of level one, and put ψ “ ψo ˝ TrF{Fo
.

We consider our sign ε and extension F{Fo fixed. However, we will vary our F-vector space V
and ε-hermitian form h : VˆV Ñ F. Indeed, this flexibility will be one of the charms of the theory of
endo-equivalence. We still use the notation rG “ GLFpVq, G for the group of isometries of h, and Go

its classical subgroup. While the notation rG does not specify V, nor G or Go specify h, we trust this
will cause no confusion. Indeed, non-isometric ε-hermitian forms can define the same isometry group
up to isomorphism.

1.7. We now introduce an abstraction of the data underlying the construction of semisimple char-
acters, following Bushnell and Henniart in the simple case [8]. Let pk, βq be a semisimple pair, that
is E “ Frβs is a sum

À

iPI Ei of field extensions Ei of F and k is an integer satisfying a certain technical
bound (see Definition 9.1). We call I the indexing set.
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We let Qpk, βq denote the class of all quadruples pV, ϕ,Λ, rq consisting of an F-vector space V, an
embedding ϕ : E Ñ EndFpVq, a ϕpoEq-lattice sequence Λ in V, and an integer r closely related to k,
see Section 9.

Using work of Bushnell–Kutzko [12] and the third author [42], to pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq we associate
a set C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq of semisimple characters (which depend on our initial fixed character ψ) of a
compact open subgroup Hr`1pϕpβq,Λq of G. In the special case where E is a field we call the characters
in C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq simple characters.

Corresponding to the decomposition β “
ř

iPI βi of β in
À

iPI Ei, we have decompositions V “
À

iPI Vi and Λ “
À

iPI Λi. Moreover, there are a natural embedding

Hr`1pϕpβiq,Λ
iq ãÑ Hr`1pϕpβq,Λq and a map C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq Ñ C pΛi, r, ϕpβiqq,

which we write θ ÞÑ θi. Thus from a semisimple character θ we get a collection of simple characters θi,
for i P I, which we call its simple block restrictions.

1.8. Let pk, βq and pk, β1q be semisimple pairs with indexing sets I and I1 respectively, pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P
Qpk, βq and pV, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Qpk, β1q with Λ and Λ1 of the same period as oF-lattice sequences.

Suppose we have semisimple characters θ P C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq and θ1 P C pΛ1, r1, ϕ1pβ1qq which intertwine
in rG “ AutFpVq. The matching theorem of the second and third authors [39, Theorem 10.1], tells
us that there exists a unique bijection ζ : I Ñ I1 and g P rG such that gVi “ Vζpiq and gθi and θ1ζpiq
intertwine in AutFpV

ζpiqq. In this case, we say that θ intertwines with θ1 with matching ζ.

1.9. There are natural (bijective) transfer maps between the sets of semisimple characters defined
by a pair of quadruples in Qpk, βq (see Lemma 9.3). Following the methodology of Bushnell and
Henniart [8], we collect together the semisimple characters related by transfer, into pss-characters: a
pss-character Θ supported on pk, βq is a function from Qpk, βq to the class of all semisimple characters,
such that ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq P C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq, whose values are related by transfer.

We call a value of a pss-character a realization of the pss-character. Thus, by definition, a pss-
character is determined by any one of its realizations. This definition generalizes the definition of [8]
of ps-characters - which forms the special case where Frβs is a field. The degree of a pss-character Θ
supported on pk, βq is degpΘq “ rFrβs : Fs.

A pss-character Θ supported on pk, βq with index set I gives rise to a collection of ps-characters Θi,
for i P I, supported on simple pairs pki, βiq, which we call its component ps-characters. See Lemma 9.6
for more details on this decomposition and Definition 9.1 for the definition of ki.

Our next step is to generalize Bushnell and Henniart’s notion of endo-equivalence from ps-characters
to pss-characters. Let Θ be a pss-character supported on the semisimple pair pk, βq and Θ1 be a pss-
character supported on the semisimple pair pk1, β1q. We say that Θ and Θ1 are endo-equivalent,
written Θ « Θ1, if

(i) k “ k1 and degpΘq “ degpΘ1q; and

(ii) there exist realizations on a common F-vector space V which intertwine in rG “ GLFpVq.
We relate endo-equivalence of pss-characters with endo-equivalence of their component ps-characters:

Theorem (Part of Theorem 9.9). Let Θ and Θ1 be pss-characters supported on semisimple pairs pk, βq
and pk, β1q respectively, with index sets I and I1 respectively.

(i) We have Θ « Θ1 if and only if there is a bijection ζ : I Ñ I1 such that, for all i P I, the
component ps-characters Θi and Θζpiq are endo-equivalent. Moreover, if Θ « Θ1 then the
map ζ is uniquely determined.

(ii) Suppose that Θ « Θ1 and let ζ : I Ñ I1 be the bijection of (i). Let pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq
and pV, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Qpk, β1q. If dimFpV

iq “ dimFpV
ζpiqq, for all i P I, then ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq

and Θ1pV, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q intertwine in rG with matching ζ.

(iii) Endo-equivalence of pss-characters is an equivalence relation.
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We call the endo-equivalence classes of pss-characters semisimple endo-classes. Given endo-equivalent
pss-characters as in Theorem 9.9, we call the map ζ of (i) a matching. The condition, dimFpV

iq “

dimFpV
ζpiqq for all i P I, in (ii) is necessary, as follows from [39, Theorem 10.1]. In the special case of

ps-characters, of course, this condition is automatic.

1.10. Now we turn to the analogous constructions for our classical group G, so consider the action of
the involution σ on the data involved. Let pk, βq be a semisimple pair with indexing set I and E “ Frβs.
We call pk, βq self-dual if the Galois involution generating GalpF{Foq extends to a Galois involution
on E sending β to ´β; in this case we call the F-algebra E “ Frβs self-dual (though self-duality is
really a property of the pair pE, βq). In this case, the Galois involution induces an action of σ on
the indexing set I, which decomposes as I “ I` Y I0 Y I´ with I0 the σ-fixed indices, I` a set of
representatives for the orbits of size 2 and I´ “ σpI`q.

Suppose that pk, βq is self-dual. We let Q´pk, βq denote the class of all quadruples ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq
such that pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq, the F-vector space V is equipped with an ε-hermitian form h :
V ˆ V Ñ F and ϕ,Λ are self-dual. If ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P Q´pk, βq then Hr`1pβ,Λq is Σ-stable and Σ
acts on C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq with fixed points C ΣpΛ, r, ϕpβqq, where as before σ acts via the inverse of the ad-
joint anti-involution of h. We set Hr`1

´ pβ,Λq “ Hr`1pβ,ΛqΣ and define the set of self-dual semisimple
characters C´pΛ, r, ϕpβqq of Hr`1

´ pβ,Λq by restriction from C ΣpΛ, r, ϕpβqq. By the Glauberman cor-
respondence, this restriction is injective and, given θ´ P C´pΛ, r, ϕpβqq we call the unique semisimple
character in C ΣpΛ, r, ϕpβqq whose restriction is θ´ its lift.

1.11. Since, for self-dual semisimple pairs, the transfer maps commute with the action of σ, there
are natural (bijective) transfer maps between the sets of self-dual semisimple characters defined by
a pair of quadruples in Q´pk, βq (see Section 9.2). Thus we can follow the methodology of Bushnell
and Henniart [8] once more.

A self-dual pss-character, supported on a self-dual semisimple pair pk, βq, is a function Θ´ from Q´pk, βq
to the class of all self-dual semisimple characters, such that Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P C´pΛ, r, ϕpβqq, whose
values are related by transfer. We call a value of a self-dual pss-character a self-dual realization of
the self-dual pss-character. Thus a self-dual pss-character is determined by any one of its self-dual
realizations.

A pss-character Θ supported on the self-dual semisimple pair pk, βq is called σ-invariant if, for
any (or equivalently, some) ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P Q´pk, βq the realization ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq is σ-invariant. By
the Glauberman correspondence, a self-dual pss-character Θ´ comes uniquely from the restriction of
a σ-invariant pss-character Θ (see Section 9.3 for the precise statement), which we call its lift, and we
set degpΘ´q “ degpΘq.

Let Θ´ be a self-dual pss-character supported on the self-dual semisimple pair pk, βq and Θ1´ be a
self-dual pss-character supported on the self-dual semisimple pair pk1, β1q. We say that Θ´ and Θ1´
are endo-equivalent if

(i) k “ k1 and degpΘ´q “ degpΘ1´q; and

(ii) there exist self-dual realizations on a common ε-hermitian F-space pV, hq which intertwine
in G “ UpV, hq.

1.12. Let pk, βq a self-dual simple pair, Θ´ a self-dual ps-character supported on pk, βq, and

ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq, ppV, hq, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Q´pk, βq.

It follows from [39, Theorem 5.2] that Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq intertwines with Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ
1,Λ1, r1q in G

if and only if ϕ and ϕ1 are conjugate in G. However, to develop endo-equivalence of self-dual pss-
characters – where we may be dealing with embeddings of non-isomorphic fields – we need a more
general notion than conjugacy. With this in mind, in Section 3 we go back to the start and the theory
of ε-hermitian spaces and Witt groups.

We introduce an equivalence relation, which we call concordance, on the set of self-dual embeddings
of self-dual field extensions into EndFpVq (where the embedding is self-dual with respect to a hermitian
form on V), see Definition 3.25; more precisely, this is a relation on pairs pβ, ϕq. This relation
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generalizes conjugacy: if ϕ,ϕ1 : Frβs ãÑ EndFpVq are self-dual embeddings, then pβ, ϕq and pβ, ϕ1q
are concordant if and only if ϕpβq and ϕ1pβq are conjugate in G, see Remark 3.26.

1.13. We carry concordance through the construction of self-dual simple characters, leading to the
following result:

Proposition (Proposition 6.10). Let θ´ P C´pΛ, r, ϕpβqq and θ1´ P C´pΛ1, r, ϕ1pβ1qq be self-dual simple
characters, and suppose that the periods of Λ and Λ1 as sequences of oF-lattices coincide. Then θ´
and θ1´ intertwine in G if and only if their lifts intertwine in rG and the pairs pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q are
concordant.

In fact, the additional concordance hypothesis is only necessary in the symplectic case when ε “ ´1
and F “ Fo; it is implied by the intertwining of the lifts in all other cases.

1.14. In Definition 9.15, we extend our notion of concordance to self-dual embeddings of self-dual F-
algebras. Let pk, βq and pk, β1q be self-dual semisimple pairs with indexing sets I and I1 respectively,
and E “ Frβs, E1 “ Frβ1s. Let pV, hq be an ε-hermitian space and ϕ : E ãÑ EndFpVq and ϕ1 : E1 ãÑ

EndFpVq self-dual F-algebra embeddings. Suppose we have a bijection ζ : I Ñ I1. We say that pβ, ϕq
and pβ1, ϕ1q are ζ-concordant if, for all i P I0, the restrictions of pβ, ϕq and pβ, ϕ1q to Ei and E1ζpiq
respectively are concordant.

1.15. We can now state our main result on endo-equivalence of self-dual pss-characters:

Theorem (Theorem 9.16). Let Θ´ and Θ1´ be self-dual pss-characters supported on pk, βq and pk, β1q,
respectively, and Θ and Θ1 their respective lifts. Then, the following assertions are equivalent:

(i) The self-dual pss-characters Θ´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent;

(ii) The lifts Θ and Θ1 are endo-equivalent.

(iii) degpΘ´q “ degpΘ1´q and there is a bijection ζ : I Ñ I1 which commutes with σ with the
following property: if ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P Q´pk, βq and ppV, hq, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Qpk, β1q are such
that pϕ, βq and pϕ1, β1q are ζ-concordant and dimF Vi “ dimF V1ζpiq, for i P I, then the realiza-
tions Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq and Θ1´ppV, hq, ϕ

1,Λ1, r1q intertwine in G “ UpV, hq with matching ζ.

As a consequence of Theorems 9.9 and 9.16, we obtain that endo-equivalence of self-dual pss-
characters is an equivalence relation.

1.16. We turn now to the notion of endo-parameter. We call a semisimple character full if it lies in a
set of semisimple characters C pΛ, 0, βq, and we call an endo-class full if it contains a pss-character sup-
ported on a semisimple pair p0, βq. Likewise, we call a self-dual pss-character, endo-class or semisimple
character full if the corresponding lift is full. Every smooth representation of rG (respectively Go) con-
tains a full (respectively, full self-dual) semisimple character by [16, Propositions 7.5,8.5].

We call full (self-dual) semisimple characters endo-equivalent if they are realizations of endo-
equivalent full (self-dual) pss-characters. By [9, Intertwining Theorem], full simple characters of rG
intertwine if and only if they are endo-equivalent. This not only implies that intertwining of full simple
characters is transitive, it also shows that the simple endo-classes of degree dividing dimFpVq param-
etrize the intertwining classes of simple characters of rG. In the final section we prove a broad general-
ization of this result to semisimple and self-dual semisimple characters, introducing endo-parameters
to parametrize the intertwining classes.

First we recall, in the special case of full characters, the transitivity of intertwining statements
obtained from Theorems 9.9 and 9.16:

Proposition (Corollaries 9.13, 9.19). (i) Suppose θplq P C pΛplq, 0, βplqq, for l “ 1, 2, 3, are semisim-
ple characters such that θp1q intertwines with θp2q, and θp2q intertwines with θp3q, and rFrβplqs :
Fs is independent of l. Then θp1q and θp3q intertwine.
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(ii) Suppose θ
plq
´ P C´pΛplq, 0, βplqq, for l “ 1, 2, 3, are self-dual semisimple characters such

that θp1q´ intertwines with θ
p2q
´ in G, and θ

p2q
´ intertwines with θ

p3q
´ in G, and rFrβplqs : Fs

is independent of l. Then θp1q´ and θp3q´ intertwine in G.

In Corollary 10.3 we prove the analogous transitivity statement for intertwining of self-dual semisim-
ple characters in Go for special orthogonal groups. This transitivity of intertwining reflects the struc-
ture in the collection of semisimple characters.

1.17. Let E denote the set of all endo-classes of full ps-characters. An endo-parameter is a function f
from the set E to the set N0 of non-negative integers, with finite support. We define the degree of an
endo-parameter f by

degpfq :“
ÿ

cPE

degpcqfpcq.

Our main theorem on endo-parameters for general linear groups is then:

Theorem (Theorem 12.9). The set of intertwining classes of full semisimple characters for rG “

GLFpVq is in canonical bijection with the set of endo-parameters f of degree dimFpVq.

See the statement of Theorem 12.9 for the description of this map.

1.18. The definition of endo-parameters for classical groups is more intricate. Let p0, βq and p0, β1q
be self-dual simple pairs, and Θ´ and Θ1´ be self-dual ps-characters supported on p0, βq and p0, β1q
respectively. If Θ´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent then:

(i) the extensions Frβs{F and Frβ1s{F share many arithmetic invariants – in particular, by
Corollary 7.12, the extensions are similar, in the sense of Definition 3.33;

(ii) if ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P Q´p0, βq and ppV, hq, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Q´p0, β
1q, then Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq

and Θ1´ppV, hq, ϕ
1,Λ1, r1q intertwine in G “ UpV, hq if and only if pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q are

concordant, (Proposition 7.10).
Thus, by (ii) to parametrize the G-intertwining class of a self-dual simple character we need to take
into account the concordance class of the embedding for which it is a realization of a self-dual ps-
character and not just the self-dual endo-class of the ps-character. Moreover, by (i) we only need
consider similar extensions.

Our involutions induce an action of Σ on E , see Definition 12.13, and we denote by E {Σ the set
of orbits. Note that orbits of length one correspond precisely to (the lifts of) endo-classes of self-dual
simple ps-characters, but there are also orbits of length two. Using the theory of concordance, we
attach to an element of O P E {Σ a set WTpOq of invariants to carry this concordance information,
which we call the set of Witt types for O. When O has cardinality one, so corresponds to the endo-
class of a self-dual simple ps-character supported on some p0, βq with E “ Frβs, the set WTpOq is
in bijection with the Witt group of ε-hermitian forms over E{Eo; on the other hand, when O has
cardinality two, WTpOq is a singleton. A self-dual endo-parameter f´ is then a section of the map

ğ

OPE {Σ

WTpOq ˆ N0 Ñ E {Σ, pw, aqO ÞÑ O

with finite support. Attached to f´, we have its degree degpf´q and an element hermF{Fo
pf´q of the

Witt group of ε-hermitian forms over F{Fo (see Section 12.4).
We denote by EPph,Gq the set of self-dual endo-parameters with hermF{F0

pf´q “ rhs and degpf´q “
dimF V, and we call it the set of endo-parameters for ph,Gq. Note that these depend not only on the
isomorphism class of G, but on the isometry class of the hermitian form h too. Our main theorem on
endo-parameters for G is then:

Theorem (Theorem 12.29). The set of intertwining classes of full self-dual semisimple characters
for G is in canonical bijection with the set EPph,Gq.

See the statement of Theorem 12.29 for the description of this map, which depends on the hermitian
form h, not only on its isometry class.
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1.19. In the case that Go is a special orthogonal group, the partition of the set of all self-dual
semisimple characters for G into Go-intertwining classes is in general finer than the partition into G-
intertwining classes (see Theorem 10.2). It is therefore necessary to augment the set of self-dual
endo-parameters of Theorem 12.29: in Section 12.5 we define a set EPph,Goq of endo-parameters
for ph,Goq and prove that it is in canonical bijection with the set of Go-intertwining classes of full self-
dual semisimple characters (Corollary 12.34).

1.20. We now conjecture a Galois-theoretic interpretation of endo-parameters via the conjectural
local Langlands correspondence. Although our results are for arbitrary classical groups and we expect
a similar picture in that situation, we only make a precise conjecture in the case of a quasi-split
classical group G.

Let WFo denote the Weil group of Fo with inertia subgroup IFo . Let PFo denote the wild inertia
subgroup of WFo , that is the pro-p Sylow subgroup of IFo . Let W1

Fo
“ WFo ˆSL2pCq denote the Weil–

Deligne group, and let GL o “ xGo ¸WFo the Langlands dual group of Go over the complex numbers.
For a group H we write ZpHq for its centre and CHpXq for the centralizer in H of a subgroup X of H.

Let p%, χ%q be an (extended) Langlands parameter for Go. As these appear in various guises in the
literature, we recall one formulation:

(i) % : W1
Fo
Ñ GL o is a continuous homomorphism such that

(a) %pIFoq is finite, % is Frobenius-semisimple, and % : SL2pCq Ñ xGo is algebraic,
(b) the composition WFo

%
ÝÑ GL o Ñ WFo is the identity;

(ii) χ% is an irreducible complex representation of the group

S% :“ C
xGop%pW

1
Fo
qq{C

xGop%pW
1
Fo
qq˝ZpxGoqWFo .

We write LangpGoq for the set of equivalence classes of (extended) Langlands parameters for Go

under xGo-conjugacy.
The local Langlands correspondence for Go predicts a natural bijection (dependent on fixing a

non-degenerate character of the unipotent radical of a Borel subgroup of Go)

LL : IrrpGoq Ñ LangpGoq,

where IrrpGoq denotes the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible smooth representations of Go on
complex vector spaces. When Fo has characteristic zero, LL is known for tempered representations
of split classical groups [2] and quasi-split unitary groups [30]. There is also work in progress in a
generalization to inner forms of unitary groups [25]. When Fo has positive characteristic, Arthur’s
results for split classical groups have been extended in some characteristics [21].

1.21. Let ρ be a wild inertial parameter for Go, that is a homomorphism ρ : PFo Ñ GL o which
extends to a Langlands parameter % : W1

Fo
Ñ GL o. Set

C GL opρq “ tpg, wq P GL o | pg, wqρpw´1pwqpg, wq´1 “ ρppq, for all p P PFou.

As in [18], we notice that C GL opρq » C
xGopρq ¸Ad% WFo which implies that

(1.1) ZpxGoqWFo ď ZpC GL opρqq » ZpC
xGopρqq

%pWFo q ď C
xGop%pW

1
Fo
qq,

as the centre of WFo is trivial and %pSL2pCqq Ď C
xGopρq. We set

Sρ :“ ZpC GL opρqq{ZpxGoqWFo .

By (1.1), we thus have a map from representations of S% to representations of Sρ by considering
a representation of S% as a representation of C

xGop%pW
1
Fo
qq (trivial on C

xGop%pW
1
Fo
qq˝ZpxGoqWFo ) and

restricting to ZpC GL opρqq.
An extended wild inertial parameter for Go is a pair pρ, χρq such that ρ : PFo Ñ GL o is a homomor-

phism and χρ is a representation of Sρ such that there is an extended Langlands parameter p%, χ%q
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with pρ, χρq “ p%|PFo
, χ%|ZpC GL o pρqqq. We write WildpGoq for the set of equivalence classes of ex-

tended wild inertial parameters for Go under xGo-conjugacy. Thus we have a well-defined restriction
map Res : LangpGoq Ñ WildpGoq given by p%, χ%q ÞÑ p%|PFo

, χ%|ZpC GL o pρqqq.
Let EPph,Goq denote the set of self-dual endo-parameters for Go Ď UpV, hq. We have a map ϑ :

IrrpGoq Ñ EPph,Goq which takes π P IrrpGoq to the self-dual endo-parameter attached to the inter-
twining class of any full self-dual semisimple character contained in π, we note that this map depends
on the hermitian form h.

Conjecture (Wild local Langlands). There is a unique bijection

LLp : EPph,Goq Ñ WildpGoq

compatible with the local Langlands correspondence; that is, the following diagram commutes

(1.2) IrrpGoq
LL //

ϑ

��

LangpGoq

Res

��
EPph,Goq

LLp //WildpGoq

In the special case of cuspidal representations of symplectic groups, and assuming LL, work of the
third author with Blondel and Henniart [4, Theorem 7.6] (together with Theorem 12.29 to define the
map ϑ as above) shows that if we further project from the set of endo-parameters for Go by forgetting
their Witt type data and further project from WildpGoq to the set of (non-extended) wild parameters
for Go, then we get a bijection for which the resulting diagram commutes.

1.22. In an orthogonal direction to Bushnell and Kutzko’s generalization [12] of Howe’s construction
of cuspidal representations of p-adic general linear groups in the tame case [24], Yu constructed
cuspidal representations of a broad class of p-adic connected reductive groups H defined over Fo

[45], a construction which Fintzen recently proved exhausts all cuspidal representations whenever
the residual characteristic of Fo does not divide the order of the Weyl group of H [20]. Hakim
and Murnaghan [22] considered the flexibility in the data defining Yu’s cuspidal representations and
developed a refactorization procedure to classify isomorphism classes of Yu’s cuspidal representations
by equivalence classes of these data. It would be interesting to develop notions of pss-characters,
endo-equivalence, and endo-parameters in this setting of more general groups H.

Acknowledgements. This work was supported by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research
Council (EP/H00534X/1 and EP/M029719/1), the Heilbronn Institute for Mathematical Research,
Imperial College London, ShanghaiTech University, and University of East Anglia. We thank Colin
Bushnell and Marie-France Vignéras for their interest in this work, Jean-François Dat for sharing
details of his current work, and David Helm and Guy Henniart for helpful conversations. Finally, we
thank the referees for very helpful comments and suggestions, which have greatly improved the paper.

2. Notation

Let F{Fo be an extension of locally compact nonarchimedean local fields of odd residual characteris-
tic p, of degree at most two, and denote by x ÞÑ x the generator of GalpF{Foq. For E{Fo any finite
extension, we use the usual notation: oE its ring of integers, pE its maximal ideal, kE its residue
field, valE the additive valuation on E with image Z. We also set Un

E “ 1 ` pnE, for n ě 1. If E{L is
any finite extension of fields, we usually write NE{L for the norm map and TE{L for the trace map; if
the fields are nonarchimedean local then we write epE{Lq for the ramification index and fpE{Lq for
the residue degree.

Let C be an algebraically closed field of characteristic ` ‰ p. Throughout, we consider smooth
representations of locally compact topological groups on vector spaces over C.
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Let G be a locally compact topological group, and let H and H1 be compact open subgroups of G. Let ρ
and ρ1 be representations of H and H1 respectively. For g P G, we define Igpρ, ρ

1q to be the C-vector
space

Igpρ, ρ
1q “ HomgHXH1p

gρ, ρ1q,

where gH “ gHg´1 and gρ is the representation of gH defined by gρpxq “ ρpg´1xgq for all x P gH.
Moreover, we set

IGpρ, ρ
1q “ tg P G : Igpρ, ρ

1q ‰ 0u.

We say that g intertwines ρ with ρ1 if Igpρ, ρ
1q ‰ H, and that ρ intertwines with ρ1 in G if IGpρ, ρ

1q ‰ H.
If C “ C or ρ and ρ1 are characters, then the definition is symmetric, because then the map g ÞÑ g´1

restricts to a bijection from IGpρ, ρ
1q to IGpρ

1, ρq. In this case, we just say that ρ and ρ1 intertwine
in G. When ρ1 “ ρ we abbreviate IGpρq “ IGpρ, ρq.

Finally, we denote by Σ “ t1, σu an abstract group of order two, which will act on various objects.

3. Witt groups and transfer

In this section we cover the necessary background for our results from the theory of signed hermitian
spaces and introduce a new notion: concordance of self-dual embeddings of field extensions.

3.1. Self-dual extensions. We begin with some basic results on quadratic extensions. For E a finite
extension of Fo, we write

Eeven “ tx P Eˆ | valEpxq is evenu, Eodd “ tx P Eˆ | valEpxq is oddu.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose F{Fo is quadratic. Then,

(3.2) NF{Fo
pFˆq “ ppFˆq2 X Feven

o q Y pp´pFˆq2q X Fodd
o q.

In particular:
(i) ´1 P pFˆq2 if and only if ´1 P NF{Fo

pFˆq;

(ii) if ´1 P pFˆq2 then NF{Fo
pFˆq “ pFˆq2 X Fˆo ;

(iii) if F{Fo is unramified then NF{Fo
pFˆq “ Feven

o .

Proof. The assertions (i)–(iii) are immediate consequences of (3.2). We first prove

(3.3) NF{Fo
poˆF q “ po

ˆ
F q

2 X Fˆo .

Since 1` pFo is a subset of poˆFo
q2, by Hensel’s lemma, it suffices to show

NF{Fo
poˆF q{p1` pFoq “ ppo

ˆ
F q

2 X Fˆo q{p1` pFoq.

Writing also NF{Fo
for the map on the residue field kF induced by the norm, this is equivalent to

NF{Fo
pkˆF q “ pk

ˆ
F q

2 X kˆFo
.

If F{Fo is unramified then both sides are equal to kˆFo
, while if F{Fo is ramified, then both sides

are pkˆFo
q2. Thus we have proved (3.3).

Now both sides of (3.2) are subgroups of Fˆo , containing the subgroup in (3.3). If F{Fo is unramified
then p´pFˆq2q X Fodd

o is empty and both sides of (3.2) are generated by the square of a uniformizer
of Fo and (3.3), If F{Fo is ramified then, if $F is a uniformizer of F satisfying $F “ ´$F, then both
sides of (3.2) are generated by ´$2

F and (3.3). This completes the proof. �

Let E “ Frβs be a field extension of F with a distinguished generator β. If the generator
for GalpF{Foq extends to an involution on E which maps β to ´β then we say the pair pE, βq is
a self-dual extension of F{Fo. We again denote by x ÞÑ x this involution on E, and by Eo the subfield
of fixed points. Note that, provided β ‰ 0, the extension E{Eo is always quadratic, since β R Eo.
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Corollary 3.4. If pE, βq is a self-dual extension of F{Fo with β ‰ 0, then ´1 P pEˆq2 if and only
if β2 P NE{Eo

pEˆq.

Proof. By Lemma 3.1(ii), if ´1 P pEˆq2 then β2 P NE{Eo
pEˆq. Conversely, if ´1 R pEˆq2 then E{Eo

is ramified and valEpβq is odd since β “ ´β. Hence valEopβ
2q is odd, and it follows from (3.2)

that β2 R NE{Eo
pEˆq. �

We will also need the following lemma on norms through self-dual extensions.

Lemma 3.5. Suppose F{Fo is quadratic. Let Eo{Fo be a finite extension in an algebraic closure of F
which does not contain F and set E “ FEo. Then

NE{Eo
pEˆq “ tα P Eˆo | NEo{Fo

pαq P NF{Fo
pFˆqu.

We note also that, in the situation of the lemma, for α P Eo, we have NEo{Fo
pαq “ NE{Fpαq, since

any Fo-basis for Eo is also an F-basis for E “ FEo.

Proof. We denote the right hand side of the asserted equation by RE{F. If L{F is a subextension of E
and Lo “ LX Eo then we have

RE{F “ tα P Eˆo | NEo{Lo
pαq P RL{Fu

so the lemma follows from the special cases where E{F is separable or purely inseparable.
Suppose first that E{F is purely inseparable, so has odd degree. Then any element of Fˆo which is not

in the image of NF{Fo
lies in Eo but not in RE{F; in particular RE{F ‰ Eˆo . Since certainly NE{Eo

pEˆq Ď

RE{F Ď Eˆo , while NE{Eo
pEˆq has index two in Eˆo , it follows that Eˆo ‰ RE{F “ NE{Eo

pEˆq.
Now suppose E{F is separable, so the same is true of Eo{Fo. By local class field theory, for any

finite abelian extension of local fields L{K (contained in a given separable closure) we have the Artin
reciprocity isomorphism

ArtL{K : Kˆ{NL{KpL
ˆq » GalpL{Kq.

Applying this to the extensions E{Eo and F{Fo, the base change property of class field theory implies
that on Eˆo {NE{Eo

pEˆq we have

ResE
F ˝ArtE{Eo

“ ArtF{Fo
˝NEo{Fo

.

The restriction map induces an isomorphism GalpE{Eoq Ñ GalpF{Foq and the Artin reciprocity maps
are isomorphisms so we see that ArtE{Eo

is trivial on the class of α P Eˆo if and only if ArtF{Fo
is trivial

on the class of NEo{Fo
pαq, and the claim follows. �

Finally, we have the following result on ramification indices.

Lemma 3.6. Suppose pE, βq is a self-dual extension of F{Fo with β ‰ 0 and ramification in-
dex epE{Eoq “ 2. Then valEpβq is odd and either

(i) F “ Fo; or

(ii) F{Fo is quadratic ramified and the ramification index epE{Fq is odd.

Proof. Since β “ ´β and epE{Eoq “ 2, the first assertion is clear. If F{Fo is quadratic unramified
then there is a unit ζ P oˆF such that ζ “ ´ζ; since ζ P oˆE , this contradicts the assumption that E{Eo

is ramified. For the final assertion, suppose epE{Fq “ epEo{Foq “ 2r is even, let $o be a uniformizer
of Eo and let $F be a uniformizer of F such that $F “ ´$F; then ζ “ $F$

´r
o is a unit of Eˆ

satisfying ζ “ ´ζ, again contradicting the assumption that E{Eo is ramified. �
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3.2. Hermitian spaces. Let ε “ ˘1. By an ε-hermitian space over F{Fo, we mean a finite-
dimensional F-vector space V equipped with a non-degenerate ε-hermitian form h : V ˆ V Ñ F,
that is, a non-degenerate sesquilinear form (linear in the second variable) such that

hpw, vq “ εhpv,wq, for all v,w P V.

Given two such spaces pVi, hiq, for i “ 1, 2, for the same ε, we can form their orthogonal direct sum,
which is the space V “ V1 ‘V2 equipped with the form h “ h1 ‘ h2 defined by

hpv1 ` v2,w1 ` w2q “ h1pv1,w1q ` h2pv2,w2q, for vi,wi P Vi.

If pV, hq and pV1, h1q are ε-hermitian spaces over F{Fo, then an isometry from pV, hq to pV1, h1q is
an F-linear isomorphism f : V Ñ V1 such that

h1pfpvq, fpwqq “ hpv,wq, for all v,w P V.

When there is such an isometry, we say that pV, hq and pV1, h1q are isometric, and write pV, hq –
pV1, h1q, or just h – h1 for short. Note that orthogonal direct sums behave well with respect to
isometry: that is, if h1 – h11 and h2 – h12 then h1 ‘ h

1
1 – h2 ‘ h

1
2.

We write HεpF{Foq for the set of isometry classes of ε-hermitian spaces over F{Fo. It is a monoid
with the operation induced by the orthogonal direct sum and identity element the (class of the) zero
space.

The Gram matrix of an ε-hermitian space pV, hq with respect to a basis v1, . . . , vn is the n ˆ n
matrix J whose pi, jq-entry is hpvi, vjq. This is an ε-hermitian matrix: that is JT “ εJ , where JT

denotes the transpose of J and J denotes the matrix obtained by applying the Galois involution x ÞÑ x

to each entry. The Gram matrix of pV, hq with respect to any other basis takes the form B
T
JB,

where B is the change of basis matrix to v1, . . . , vn. The determinant detpJq of the Gram matrix
satisfies detpJq “ εdimF V detpJq.

The determinant detpVq (or detphq) of an ε-hermitian space pV, hq is defined to be the class
in Fˆ{NF of the determinant of any Gram matrix for pV, hq, where

NF “

#

NF{Fo
pFˆq, if F{Fo is quadratic,

pFˆq2, otherwise.

This is well-defined and moreover depends only on the isometry class of pV, hq. Thus we get a
morphism of monoids

det : HεpF{Foq Ñ Fˆ{NF.

An ε-hermitian space pV, hq is called isotropic if there is a non-zero v P V such that hpv, vq “ 0, and
anisotropic otherwise. (Note that the zero space is anisotropic.) In particular, we have the smallest
isotropic ε-hermitian space, the hyperbolic plane pH, hHq: it is two-dimensional with basis e´1, e1 such
that

hHpe´1, e1q “ 1 and hHpei, eiq “ 0, for i “ ˘1.

Thus the Gram matrix of H with respect to the basis e´1, e1 is
ˆ

0 1
ε 0

˙

,

so that detpHq “ p´εqNF. Up to isometry, H is the unique two-dimensional isotropic ε-hermitian
space. For n ě 0 an integer, we write npH, hHq for the orthogonal sum of n copies of pH, hHq. An ε-
hermitian space pV, hq isometric to npH, hHq for some n is called a hyperbolic space; these spaces
possess a complete polarization, i.e. a direct sum decomposition

V “ V1 ‘V´1

with totally isotropic spaces V1 and V´1.
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Remark 3.7. The notation pH, hHq for hyperbolic plane does not specify either the extension F{Fo

or ε, which will be left implicit. We trust this will cause no confusion, even where it is used for
different fields.

At the opposite extreme, we have the smallest non-trivial anisotropic spaces, which are one-
dimensional when they exist. (There are no non-trivial anisotropic spaces when F “ Fo and ε “ ´1,
the symplectic case.) They are given by a single element α P Fˆ such that α “ εα, and we denote
the corresponding space (or its isometry class) by xαy: it has a basis with Gram matrix pαq.

Remark 3.8. Again, the notation xαy, while standard, does not specify F{Fo, and for example we
consider x1y as a p`1q-hermitian space over different fields.

The isometry class of xαy is determined precisely by the coset of α in Fˆ{NF. Thus we have the
following isometry classes of one-dimensional spaces in HεpF{Foq:

‚ if F{Fo is quadratic, β P Fˆ satisfies β “ ´β and α P Fˆo zNF{Fo
pFˆq, then

x1y and xαy, if ε “ 1,

xβy and xβαy, if ε “ ´1;

‚ if F “ Fo has uniformizer $, and α is a non-square unit of Fˆ, then

x1y, xαy, x$y, and x$αy.

Any anisotropic space is an orthogonal direct sum of one-dimensional anisotropic subspaces so, with
respect to a suitable basis, has a diagonal Gram matrix.

Remark 3.9. Up to isomorphism, there is a unique maximal anisotropic ε-hermitian space over F{Fo.
More precisely, and with the notation above, it is

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

x1y ‘ x´αy, if F{Fo is quadratic and ε “ 1,

xβy ‘ x´βαy, if F{Fo is quadratic and ε “ ´1,

x1y ‘ x´αy ‘ x$y ‘ x´$αy, if F “ Fo and ε “ 1,

0 if F “ Fo and ε “ ´1.

By Witt’s Theorem, for any ε-hermitian space pV, hq, we have an isometry

pV, hq – npH, hHq ‘ pVan, hanq,

with pVan, hanq an anisotropic space; moreover, the Witt index n and the isometry class of pVan, hanq
are uniquely determined by pV, hq. We write rhs for the isometry class of pVan, hanq and call it the
anisotropic class of pV, hq. We also write dimanpVq “ dimFpVanq and call it the anisotropic dimension
of pV, hq.

Remark 3.10. If F{Fo is quadratic, the isometry class of an ε-hermitian space pV, hq is uniquely
determined by the pair pdimpVq,detpVqq. If F “ Fo and ε “ ´1 (the symplectic case) then the
isometry class of an ε-hermitian space pV, hq is uniquely determined by dimpVq, which is necessarily
even.

3.3. Unitary groups. Let pV, hq be an ε-hermitian space over F{Fo. The ring EndFpVq is equipped
with the adjoint anti-involution a ÞÑ a induced by h, defined by

hpav,wq “ hpv, awq, for all v,w P V.

We set
UpV, hq “ ta P AutFpVq : aa “ 1u

which is the group of all isometries from V to itself. This is the group of Fo-points of a reductive
group defined over Fo: more precisely, it is a unitary group if F{Fo is quadratic, a symplectic group
if F “ Fo and ε “ ´1, and a full orthogonal group if F “ Fo and ε “ 1.
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Remark 3.11. If pV, hq and pV1, h1q are isometric ε-hermitian space over F{Fo then the isometry
induces an isomorphism UpV, hq » UpV1, h1q. The converse, however, is false: for example, if F ‰ Fo

and n is odd then there are two isometry classes of n-dimensional hermitian spaces over F{Fo but
their isometry groups are isomorphic.

We introduce the following useful technique which will sometimes allow us to reduce to cases which
are easier to treat (in particular, the non-symplectic case). Given an element a P EndFpVq such
that a “ ηa, with η “ ˘, we define the twisted form a˚phq on V by

a˚phqpv,wq “ hpv, awq, for v,w P V.

If a is invertible then pV, a˚phqq is an ηε-hermitian space over F{Fo. Moreover, the adjoint anti-
involution on EndFpVq induced by the form a˚phq is given by b ÞÑ a´1ba, for b P EndFpVq.

A particular case of this twisting occurs when a “ γ P Fˆ satisfies γ “ ηγ. Given such a γ, the
twisted form γ˚phq makes sense for any ε-hermitian space pV, hq over F{Fo.

3.4. Witt groups. TheWitt group WεpF{Foq is defined to be the set of isometry classes of anisotropic ε-
hermitian spaces over F{Fo, equipped with the operation induced by taking the orthogonal sum, that
is, the unique (well-defined) operation such that the following commutes:

HεpF{Foq ˆHεpF{Foq
‘ //

��

HεpF{Foq

��
WεpF{Foq ˆWεpF{Foq

‘ // WεpF{Foq

where the map HεpF{Foq Ñ WεpF{Foq sends the isometry class of pV, hq to its anisotropic class rhs.
We will sometimes refer to elements of the Witt group as Witt towers: that is, we will identify an
element of WεpF{Foq with its fibre under the map HεpF{Foq ÑWεpF{Foq. Note that WεpF{Foq is an
abelian group, and the inverse of the isometry class of an anisotropic space pV, hq is given by the class
of pV,´hq. We write 0 for the identity in WεpF{Foq, which is the Witt tower of sums of hyperbolic
planes nH.

The structure of the Witt group is given by the following proposition, where Cn denotes the cyclic
group of order n.

Proposition 3.12. (i) Unitary case: if F{Fo is quadratic then WεpF{Foq is of order 4 and

WεpF{Foq »

#

C2 ˆ C2 if ´ 1 P NF,

C4 otherwise.

(ii) Symplectic case: if F “ Fo and ε “ ´1 then WεpF{Foq is trivial.

(iii) Orthogonal case: if F “ Fo and ε “ 1 then WεpF{Foq is of order 16 and

WεpF{Foq »

#

C2 ˆ C2 ˆ C2 ˆ C2 if ´ 1 P NF,

C4 ˆ C4 otherwise.

The Witt group is generated by (the classes of) one-dimensional anisotropic spaces xαy and we
use the same notation to represent the class in WεpF{Foq. For example, we see that x1y ‘ x1y “ 0
in W1pF{Foq if and only if ´1 P NF. We also call the (class of) the unique maximal anisotropic ε-
hermitian space over F{Fo themaximal element ofWεpF{Foq, or theWitt tower of maximal anisotropic
dimension. (See Remark 3.9 above for an explicit description of this maximal element.)

If γ P Fˆ satisfies γ “ ηγ, with η “ ˘, and pV, hq is an ε-hermitian space over F{Fo, then we
defined the twisted form γ˚phq on V in the previous subsection so that pV, γ˚phqq is an ηε-hermitian
space. Twisting by γ preserves orthogonal direct sums, isometries and hyperbolic spaces and thus
induces a homomorphism

γ˚ : WεpF{Foq ÑWεηpF{Foq,

which is an isomorphism since it has inverse pγ´1q˚.
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3.5. Transfer. Let pE, βq be a self-dual extension of F{Fo and set n “ rE : Fs. Let λ : E Ñ F be any
non-zero F-linear form on E which is Galois-equivariant, that is

λpxq “ λpxq, for all x P E.

Such forms always exist and we have the particular F-linear form λβ given by setting

λβpβ
iq “

#

1 for i “ 0,

0 for 1 ď i ď n´ 1.

Moreover, every such form can be written uniquely as λpxq “ λβpγxq, for some γ P Eˆo : indeed, every
non-trivial F-linear form can be written in this way for some γ P Eˆ, and the Galois-equivariance
implies that γ P Eo.

Now suppose E{F is any finite extension of degree n to which the Galois involution on F extends,
with fixed field Eo. Let pV, hq be an ε-hermitian space over E{Eo and let λ : E Ñ F be a non-zero
Galois-equivariant F-linear form on E. Then it is easy to check that pV, λ ˝ hq is an ε-hermitian
space over F{Fo, called the transfer pV, λ˚hq of pV, hq. Transfer preserves orthogonal direct sums and
isometries, so induces a morphism of monoids

λ˚ : HεpE{Eoq Ñ HεpF{Foq

Moreover, we have λ˚pHq “ nH, so it also induces a group homomorphism of Witt groups

λ˚ : WεpE{Eoq ÑWεpF{Foq

This map depends on the choice of λ but nonetheless all these maps share some properties.

Proposition 3.13. (i) The image λ˚pWεpE{Eoqq is independent of the choice of λ.

(ii) The map λ˚ sends the maximal element of WεpE{Eoq to the maximal element of WεpF{Foq.

Proof. For arbitrary choices λ and λ1, we know that λpxq “ λ1pγxq, for some γ P Eˆo , so that λ˚ “
λ1˚ ˝ γ˚. Now (i) follows since γ˚ is an isomorphism. On the other hand, (ii) is given by [39,
Theorem 4.4] for a particular linear form, and follows in general by the proof of (i) since γ˚ maps the
maximal element to itself. �

The transfer map λ˚ is in general neither injective nor surjective, as can be seen by taking E{F
of even degree. However, we have the following rather surprising result. We write Weven

ε pE{Eoq for
the subgroup of WεpE{Eoq consisting of Witt towers of even anisotropic dimension; if WεpE{Eoq is
non-trivial then it is a subgroup of index two, and we write Wodd

ε pE{Eoq for its non-identity coset,
consisting of Witt towers of odd anisotropic dimension.

Proposition 3.14. Let pE, βq be a self-dual extension of F{Fo and suppose we are not in the symplectic
case: F{Fo is quadratic or ε “ 1. Then the restrictions of λ˚ to Weven

ε pE{Eoq and to Wodd
ε pE{Eoq are

both injective.

Proof. Note that by the choice of E we have β “ 0 or E ‰ Eo. The proof of Proposition 3.13 also
shows that λ˚pWeven

ε pE{Eoqq and λ˚pWodd
ε pE{Eoqq do not depend on the choice of λ so it is sufficient

to prove the result for a single choice of λ.
If β “ 0 then λ˚β is the identity, and the result is immediate. If E ‰ Eo then Weven

ε pE{Eoq

andWodd
ε pE{Eoq each contain two elements, whose difference is always the maximal element ofWεpE{Eoq;

injectivity follows, since the image of this maximal element is non-zero, by Proposition 3.13(ii). �

We will also need more precise information on the transfer map in particular instances.

Proposition 3.15. Let pE, βq be a self-dual extension of F{Fo and set n “ rE : Fs.
(i) For pV, hq an ε-hermitian space over E{Eo, we have

detpλ˚pVqq “ detpλ˚x1yqdimEpVqNE{FpdetpVqq.
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(ii) In W1pF{Foq, we have:

λ˚βpx1yq “

#

x1y if n is odd,
x1y ‘ xp´1q

n
2`1NE{Fpβqy otherwise,

and in W´1pF{Foq:

λ˚βpxβyq “

#

xp´1q
n´1
2 NE{Fpβqy if n is odd,

0 otherwise.

Proof. The analogue of these statements for the transfer of quadratic forms are proved by Scharlau
in [31, Lemma 5.8, Theorem 5.12]. The hermitian case follows mutatis mutandis, taking care of
the extra signs which appear; for this reason, we sketch the proof of (ii). Suppose β has minimal
polynomial Xn ` bn´1X

n´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` b1X ` b0. Then we can easily calculate the Gram matrix of
the ε-hermitian space λ˚βpx1yq with respect to the basis 1, β, . . . , βn´1, which looks like

¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 0

0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 `b0
...

... . . . ´b0 ‹

...
... . . . . . . ‹ ‹

... 0 p´1qn´1b0 ‹ ‹ ‹

0 p´1qnb0 ‹ ‹ ‹ ‹

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

If n “ rE : Fs is odd then the space λ˚βpx1yq is the orthogonal direct sum of the subspace x1y spanned
by 1 and the subspace X spanned by β, β2, . . . , βn´1; but X has a totally isotropic subspace of half
its dimension, generated by β, β2, . . . , β

n´1
2 , hence is hyperbolic. Thus λ˚βpx1yq –

n´1
2 H‘ x1y.

Similarly, if n “ rE : Fs is even then we find that λ˚βpx1yq –
n´2

2 H ‘ x1y ‘ xγy, where γ “
p´1q

n
2`1NE{Fpβq. The proof of the second assertion in (ii) is similar. �

Remark 3.16. In the case that F{Fo is quadratic, since the isometry class of an ε-hermitian space
is determined by its dimension and its determinant modulo the norm group NF, Proposition 3.15
completely characterizes the standard transfer map λ˚β , for pE, βq a self-dual extension of F{Fo.

3.6. Embeddings. Eventually, we will need to make comparisons of Witt towers for different self-
dual extensions. In a first instance, we begin by considering the case of the same extension but
embedded in different ways. Thus let pE, βq be a self-dual extension of F{Fo, and fix a non-zero
Galois-equivariant F-linear form λ as in the previous subsection.

Let pV, hq be an ε-hermitian space over F{Fo and let A “ EndFpVq. We say that an embedding ϕ :
E ãÑ A is self-dual if

ϕpxq “ ϕpxq, for all x P E,

where we recall that x ÞÑ x denotes the Galois involution on E, while, on the right hand side, a ÞÑ a
is the adjoint anti-involution on A. Such an embedding gives V the structure of an E-vector space,
and we write Vϕ when we want to emphasize that we are considering V as an E-vector space via ϕ in
this way. The F-linear map

HomEpVϕ,Eq Ñ HomFpV,Fq

ψ ÞÑ λ ˝ ψ

is an isomorphism of F-vector spaces. For each v P V, there is a unique E-linear map ψv P HomEpVϕ,Eq
such that hpv,´q “ λ ˝ ψv and we define hϕ : Vϕ ˆVϕ Ñ E by

hϕpv,wq “ ψvpwq, for v,w P Vϕ.
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Lemma 3.17 ([6, Lemma 5.3]). The map hϕ : Vϕ ˆ Vϕ Ñ E is a nondegenerate ε-hermitian form.
Moreover, it is the unique ε-hermitian form on Vϕ such that hpv,wq “ λphϕpv,wqq, for all v,w P V.

Suppose now that we have a second self-dual embedding ϕ1 : E ãÑ A and let pVϕ1 , hϕ1q be the
corresponding ε-hermitian space over E{Eo. We have the following useful corollary of Lemma 3.17.

Corollary 3.18 ([38, Proposition 1.3]). The ε-hermitian spaces pVϕ, hϕq and pVϕ1 , hϕ1q over E{Eo

are isometric if and only if the embeddings ϕ,ϕ1 are conjugate in UpV, hq.

Proof. Any isometry from pVϕ, hϕq to pVϕ1 , hϕ1q is an element of UpV, hq which conjugates ϕ to ϕ1.
Conversely, an element g of UpV, hq conjugating ϕ to ϕ1 is an isometry from pVϕ, hϕq to pVϕ1 , hϕ1q,
because hϕ1 ˝ pg ˆ gq and hϕ coincide by the uniqueness part of Lemma 3.17. �

Remark 3.19. Suppose we have a self-dual embedding ϕ of E into A. Since dimE Vϕ is independent
of the embedding, Corollary 3.18 implies that the UpV, hq-orbits of self-dual embeddings of E are in
bijection with the set of classes in the fibre of the transfer map λ˚ above rhs which have dimension of
the same parity as dimE Vϕ. In particular, Proposition 3.14 then implies the following:

(i) provided we are not in the symplectic case, there is a unique UpV, hq-orbit of self-dual em-
beddings of E;

(ii) in the symplectic case there are precisely two orbits of embeddings if β ‰ 0.

It will be useful also to observe the relationship between this lifting process of forms and the twisting
of forms introduced previously. The following lemma comes immediately from the definitions and the
uniqueness in Lemma 3.17.

Lemma 3.20. Let pV, hq be an ε-hermitian space over F{Fo, let A “ EndFpVq and let ϕ : E ãÑ A be
a self-dual embedding. Then

β˚phϕq “ pβ
˚hqϕ.

Note that this asserts the equality of two p´εq-hermitian E{Eo-forms on the space Vϕ.

3.7. Comparison. We suppose now that we are given two self-dual extensions pE, βq and pE1, β1q
of F{Fo, so that we have Witt groups WεpE{Eoq and WεpE

1{E1oq. We assume moreover that β, β1 are
both non-zero, so that these Witt groups are both of order four. There are then unique bijections

wε,β1,β : WεpE{Eoq ÑWεpE
1{E1oq

which preserve anisotropic dimension and such that

w´1,β1,βpxβyq “ xβ
1y, and w1,β1,βpxβ

2yq “ xβ12y.

We will use these maps wε,β1,β to compare self-dual embeddings of E and of E1 in ε-hermitian F{Fo-
spaces. It is useful to notice that the maps are related via twisting:

(3.21) β1˚ ˝ w´1,β1,β “ w1,β1,β ˝ β
˚.

We will sometimes skip the subscripts β, β1 and just write wε if β, β1 are fixed.

Remark 3.22. Since there are two bijections WεpE{Eoq Ñ WεpE
1{E1oq which preserve anisotropic

dimension, the choice for wε,β1,β made above may seem arbitrary – for example, in the case ε “ 1 one
could instead have chosen the bijection sending x1y to x1y. However, we will see that this choice is
better suited to compatibility with the distinguished transfer maps λ˚β and λ˚β1 .

The relationship between wε,β1,β and the bijection sending x1y to x1y will prove to be an important
consideration. As an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.4, we have:

Lemma 3.23. In the situation above, the following are equivalent:
(i) w1,β1,βpx1yq “ x1y;

(ii) either ´1 belongs to both pEˆq2 and pE1ˆq2 or it belongs to neither of them;
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(iii) ´1 P pFˆq2 or the residue class degrees fpE{Fq, fpE1{Fq have the same parity.

In the case β “ β1 “ 0 which we have so far excluded, we define wε,0,0 to be the identity
on WεpF{Foq. In both cases, we now have the following maps of Witt groups:

WεpE{Eoq
wε,β1,β//

λ˚β
��

WεpE
1{E1oq

λ˚
β1

��
WεpF{Foq WεpF{Foq

Remark 3.24. Suppose f : E1 Ñ E is an F-linear isomorphism of fields such that fpβ1q “ β. From
the definitions, we see that λβ1 “ λβ ˝ f and that the map wε,β1,β is likewise induced by composition
with f : that is, it is induced by the map

HεpE{Eoq Ñ HεpE
1{E1oq

pVE, hEq ÞÑ pVE, f
´1 ˝ hEq.

Moreover, if pV, hq is an ε-hermitian F{Fo-space and ϕ : E ãÑ EndFpVq is a self-dual embedding, then
checking the definitions from the previous subsection shows that

hϕ “ f ˝ hϕ˝f ,

so that wε,β1,βprhϕsq “ rhϕ˝f s.

Suppose now we are given ε-hermitian F{Fo-spaces pV, hq and pV1, h1q which are isometric. Set A “
EndFpVq and A1 “ EndFpV

1q, suppose we have self-dual embeddings ϕ : E ãÑ A and ϕ1 : E1 ãÑ A1.
Then we get elements rhϕs and rhϕ1s of the respective Witt groups such that λ˚βprhϕsq “ rhs “ rh

1s “

λ˚β1prh
1
ϕ1sq, as in the previous subsection.

Definition 3.25. The pairs pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q are ph, h1q-concordant (or just concordant if h “ h1 and
the form is clear from context), if β and β1 are either both zero or both non-zero, and wε,β1,βprhϕsq “
rh1ϕ1s.

Remarks 3.26. (i) It is immediate from the definition that concordance is an equivalence re-
lation.

(ii) In the special case that β “ β1, so that wε,β,β is the identity map, and h “ h1, it follows
from Corollary 3.18 that pβ, ϕq and pβ, ϕ1q are concordant if and only if ϕpβq and ϕ1pβq are
conjugate by an element of UpV, hq.

(iii) If we have an isomorphism f : E1 Ñ E such that fpβ1q “ β, Remark 3.24 shows that pβ, ϕq
and pβ1, ϕ ˝ fq are concordant. Putting this together with (ii), we see that the pairs pβ, ϕq
and pβ1, ϕ1q are ph, h1q-concordant if and only if there is an isometry from pV, hq to pV1, h1q
which conjugates ϕpβq to ϕ1pβ1q.

Using the previous remarks, together with Lemma 3.20, we can use twisting to relate concordance
in a symplectic space to concordance in orthogonal spaces obtained by twisting.

Lemma 3.27. Suppose that pV, hq is a skew-hermitian F{Fo-space, that β and β1 are both non-zero,
and that the spaces pV, β˚hq and pV, β1˚hq are isometric. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q are concordant.

(ii) pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q are pβ˚h, β1˚hq-concordant.

We will be able to use this whenever we have additional information on β, β1 which enables us to
see that the spaces pV, β˚hq and pV, β1˚hq are isometric.
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Proof. If pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q are concordant then, from Lemma 3.20 and (3.21) we get

w1,β1,β prpβ
˚hqϕsq “ w1,β1,β prβ

˚phϕqsq “ w1,β1,β ˝ β
˚ prhϕsq

“ β1˚ ˝ w´1,β1,β prhϕsq “ β1˚ prhϕ1sq “ rpβ
1˚hqϕ1s.

Thus pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q are pβ˚h, β1˚hq-concordant. Since the map β1˚ is injective, the converse follows
immediately. �

3.8. Concordance in the non-symplectic case. We now look more closely at the non-symplectic
case: indeed, Lemma 3.27 allows us to relate the skew-hermitian case to the hermitian case. Suppose
we are given ε-hermitian F{Fo-spaces pV, hq and pV1, h1q which are isometric, and set A “ EndFpVq
and A1 “ EndFpV

1q. Let pE, βq, pE1, β1q be self-dual extensions with β, β1 non-zero, and suppose we
have self-dual embeddings ϕ : E ãÑ A and ϕ1 : E1 ãÑ A1. We prove the following first result on
concordance in the case ε “ 1.

Proposition 3.28. In the situation above, with ε “ 1, suppose that dimE Vϕ and dimE1 V
1
ϕ1 have the

same parity and moreover that either
(i) this common parity is even; or

(ii) this common parity is odd, w1px1yq “ x1y and one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(a) dimF V is odd;

(b) F “ Fo and there exist an extension K{F contained in ϕpEq which is invariant under the
adjoint anti-involution on A but not fixed pointwise, and an isometry g : V Ñ V1 such
that gKg´1 Ď ϕ1pE1q.

Then the pairs pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q are ph, h1q-concordant.

In order to prove this we notice that, whenever we are in the non-symplectic case, concordance is
related to the diagrams

(3.29) Wodd
ε pE{Eoq

wε,β1,β//

λ˚β
��

Wodd
ε pE1{E1oq

λ˚
β1

��
WεpF{Foq

id // WεpF{Foq

and

(3.30) Weven
ε pE{Eoq

wε,β1,β//

λ˚β
��

Weven
ε pE1{E1oq

λ˚
β1

��
WεpF{Foq

id // WεpF{Foq

If dimE Vϕ and dimE1 V
1
ϕ1 have the same parity then pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q are concordant if and only

if the diagram of the corresponding parity commutes: this follows because, in both diagrams, the
maps λ˚β and λ˚β1 are injective by Proposition 3.14. Therefore we analyze cases when these diagrams
are commutative.

Lemma 3.31. Suppose that ε “ 1 and that β and β1 are non-zero.
(i) The diagram (3.30) is always commutative.

(ii) Suppose that w1px1yq “ x1y, that rE : Fs and rE1 : Fs have the same parity, and that one of
the following conditions is satisfied:
(a) F ‰ Fo and rE : Fs is odd.
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(b) F “ Fo and there exist extensions K{F and K1{F contained in E and E1 respectively,
which are invariant under the Galois involution but not fixed pointwise, such that rE :
Ks and rE1 : K1s have the same parity and there is a Galois-equivariant F-linear field
isomorphism from K to K1.

Then the diagram (3.29) is commutative.

Proof. Diagram (3.30) is commutative because the maximal anisotropic class is mapped to the maxi-
mal anisotropic class, by Proposition 3.13(ii).

We now suppose that w1px1yq “ x1y and that rE : Fs and rE1 : Fs have the same parity, and consider
diagram (3.29), recalling that all maps in it are injective. Write

Wodd
ε pE{Eoq “ tx1y, xayu and Wodd

ε pE1{E1oq “ tx1y, xa
1yu.

Then, since xay ´ x1y is the maximal element of WεpE{Eoq, it follows from Proposition 3.13(ii)
that λ˚βpxayq´ λ

˚
βpx1yq is the maximal element of WεpF{Foq. The same applies to λ˚β1pxa

1yq´ λ˚β1px1yq
so that

λ˚βpxayq ´ λ
˚
βpx1yq “ λ˚β1pxa

1yq ´ λ˚β1px1yq.

Thus it is enough to check that λ˚βpx1yq “ λ˚β1px1yq to prove commutativity of (3.29).
In the situation of (ii)(a), we have λ˚βpx1yq “ x1y “ λ˚β1px1yq, by Proposition 3.15(ii). In case (ii)(b),

again by Proposition 3.15(ii), we have

(3.32) λ˚βpx1yq “ x1y ‘ xp´1qmNE{Fpβqy, and λ˚β1px1yq “ x1y ‘ xp´1qm
1

NE1{Fpβ
1qy

for some integers m,m1 whose values are not needed for the proof. In particular, these both have
anisotropic dimension at most two so cannot be the Witt tower of maximal anisotropic dimension.

If rE : Ks and rE1 : K1s are even, then the images of λ˚β and λ˚β1 consist of 0 and the maximal
element. Since (3.32) shows that neither is maximal, we have λ˚βpx1yq “ 0 “ λ˚β1px1yq.

Suppose now rE : Ks and rE1 : K1s are odd and denote by Ko the fixed field of K under the Galois
involution on E, so that K{Ko is quadratic. Given λ : E Ñ K a non-zero Galois-equivariant K-
linear form, the induced transfer map λ˚ : W1pE{Eoq Ñ W1pK{Koq is then bijective. It follows
from Proposition 3.13(i) that the image of λ˚β coincides with that of λ˚K, for any non-zero Galois-
equivariant F-linear form λK : K Ñ F. Since there is a Galois-equivariant F-linear field isomorphism
from K to K1, this also coincides with the image of λ˚K1 , for any non-zero Galois-equivariant F-linear
form λK1 : K1 Ñ F. In particular, the images of λ˚β and λ˚β1 in W1pF{Foq coincide.

If this image has order two then it consists of 0 and the maximal element, and we again have λ˚βpx1yq “
0 “ λ˚β1px1yq. Otherwise, it has order 4 and, since W1pE{Eoq and W1pE

1{E1oq also have order 4, the
transfer maps λ˚β and λ˚β1 are injective. We set a “ λ˚βpx1yq and b “ λ˚β1px1yq, which are neither 0

nor the maximal element, by injectivity. Assume for contradiction that a ‰ b so that (3.32) implies
that a´b is also neither 0 nor maximal. Thus a´b is either a or b, therefore a “ 2b, as b is non-zero.
By symmetry, we also have b “ 2a and it follows that a “ b “ 0, which is absurd. �

Proof of Proposition 3.28. The three parts follow immediately from the corresponding parts of Lemma 3.31,
once we notice, in (ii)(b), that rE : Ks and rE1 : K1s have the same parity as dimK V “ dimK1 V

1. �

In order to go further than this, we need to add some conditions on β, β1; in particular, we will
require them to be related in some way.

3.9. Similar extensions. We now introduce a notion of similarity on self-dual extensions. We fix a
uniformizer$F of F; if F ‰ Fo then we assume further that$F “ ´$F. For pE, βq a self-dual extension
of F{Fo with β ‰ 0, we write yβ for the image of $n{g

F βe{g in the residue field kE, where e “ epE{Fq
is the ramification index, n “ ´ valEpβq, and g “ gcdpn, eq. We also set y0 “ 0 in kF.

Definition 3.33. We say that self-dual extensions pE, βq and pE1, β1q of F{Fo are similar if:
(i) fpE{Fq “ fpE1{Fq, epE{Fq “ epE1{Fq and epE{Eoq “ epE1{E1oq;
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(ii) valEpβq “ valE1pβ
1q; and

(iii) there is a kF-linear field isomorphism from kE to kE1 which sends yβ to yβ1 .

Note that the notion of similarity is independent of the choice of uniformizer $F. In the end we
will mostly be concerned about concordance in cases where we already know that the extensions are
similar.

Suppose, as before, we are given hermitian F{Fo-spaces pV, hq and pV1, h1q which are isometric, and
set A “ EndFpVq and A1 “ EndFpV

1q. We also have pE, βq and pE1, β1q, self-dual extensions with β, β1
non-zero, and we suppose we have self-dual embeddings ϕ : E ãÑ A and ϕ1 : E1 ãÑ A1. We have the
following result.

Lemma 3.34. Suppose that F ‰ Fo and that the self-dual extensions pE, βq and pE1, β1q are similar.
(i) $´1

F β P NE{Eo
pEˆq if and only $´1

F β1 P NE1{E1o
pE1ˆq.

(ii) The diagrams (3.29) and (3.30) are commutative.

(iii) The pairs pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q are ph, h1q-concordant.

We will see later (see Corollary 5.20) that (ii) is in fact also true without the hypothesis F ‰ Fo.

Proof. We set e “ epE{Fq “ epE1{Fq, eo “ epE{Eoq “ epE1{E1oq and d “ rE : Fs “ rE1 : Fs. We also
set n “ ´ valEpβq “ ´ valE1 pβ

1q and observe that $´1
F β is fixed by the involution.

(i) If eo “ 2 then both e and n are odd, by Lemma 3.6. Hence Hensel’s Lemma implies that $´1
F β

is a square in E if and only if yβ is a square in kE, and similarly for $´1
F β1. On the other hand yβ is a

square in kE if and only if yβ1 is a square in kE1 , because we have a kF-linear field isomorphism from kE

to kE1 which sends yβ to yβ1 . The result now follows from the description of norms in Lemma 3.1.
If eo “ 1 then $´1

F β P NE{Eo
pEˆq if and only if $´1

F β has even valuation, by Lemma 3.1. Since it
has the same valuation as $´1

F β1, the result follows.
(iii) follows immediately from (ii), while the commutativity of (3.30) is immediate since the maximal

element is mapped to the maximal element. To complete the proof of (ii), we need to prove that the
diagram (3.29) is commutative. Since fpE{Fq “ fpE1{Fq, Lemma 3.23 implies that w1px1yq “ x1y so
that we only need to prove that λ˚βpx1yq “ λ˚β1px1yq (for the case ε “ 1) and λ˚βpxβyq “ λ˚β1pxβ

1yq (for
the case ε “ ´1). Now Lemma 3.5 and (i) imply that NE{Fp$

´1
F βq “ $´dF NE{Fpβq lies in NF{Fo

pFˆq

if and only if $´dF NE1{Fpβ
1q does also. The result now follows by applying Proposition 3.15(ii). �

4. Classical groups

Let pV, hq be an ε-hermitian space over F{Fo, and put A “ EndFpVq and rG “ AutFpVq. The ring A
is equipped with the adjoint anti-involution a ÞÑ a induced by h. We let our abstract group Σ “ t1, σu

act both on rG, with σpgq “ pgq´1 for g P rG, and on A, with σpaq “ ´a for a P A.
We set G :“ rGΣ “ UpV, hq. We write Go for the group of Fo-points of the connected component of

the underlying reductive group, so that Go “ G except in the orthogonal case when it is the special
orthogonal group. We call the group Go a classical group.

For J a σ-stable subgroup of rG, we will write J´ “ JΣ “ JXG. Similarly, if X is any σ-stable oF-
submodule of A then we write

X´ “ XΣ “ tx P X | x “ ´xu, X` “ tx P X | x “ xu,

for the set of skew-symmetric (respectively, symmetric) elements of X. Note that A´ is the Lie algebra
of G (and Go).

5. Simple strata and concordance

In this section, we investigate intertwining of self-dual pure strata and introduce concordance of
self-dual pure strata (Definition 5.7). The main result is Proposition 5.19.
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5.1. Lattice sequences and parahoric subgroups. We recall that an oF-lattice sequence in V is
a map Λ from Z to the set of oF-lattices in V which is decreasing and periodic; that is,

(i) Λpk ` 1q Ď Λpkq, for all k P Z;

(ii) there is a positive integer e “ epΛq “ epΛ|oFq such that pFΛpkq “ Λpk ` eq, for all k P Z.
The integer e is called the oF-period of Λ. If dimkF

pΛpkq{Λpk ` 1qq is independent of k P Z we say
that Λ is regular. We call Λ strict if Λpk ` 1q Ĺ Λpkq, for all k P Z. For a, b P Z, a ą 0, we let aΛ` b
denote the oF-lattice sequence in V defined by

paΛ` bqprq “ Λptpr ´ bq{auq, for all r P Z.

We call aΛ ` b an affine translation of Λ and say that lattice sequences Λ,Λ1 are in the same affine
class if they have a common affine translation.

The direct sum of oF-lattice sequences Λ and Λ1 of the same oF-period is defined by

pΛ‘ Λ1qprq :“ Λprq ‘ Λ1prq, r P Z.

An oF-lattice sequence Λ in V defines an oF-lattice sequence in A, by setting

anpΛq “ ta P A | aΛpkq Ď Λpk ` nq, for all k P Zu,

for n P Z. The oF-lattice a0pΛq is a hereditary oF-order in A with Jacobson radical a1pΛq. Note that a
strict oF-lattice sequence Λ is regular if and only if a0pΛq is a principal order. We also get a valuation
map valΛ on A by setting

valΛpxq “ suptn P Z | x P anpΛqu, for x P A,

with the understanding that valΛp0q “ 8.
The normalizer in AutFpVq of Λ is a compact mod-centre subgroup

KpΛq “ tg P AutFpVq | there exists n P Z such that gpΛpkqq “ Λpk ` nq, for all k P Zu.

The restriction of the valuation map to KpΛq defines a group homomorphism valΛ : KpΛq Ñ Z. The
kernel of which is a compact open subgroup PpΛq of AutFpVq which coincides with the group of units
of the order a0pΛq. This subgroup has a decreasing filtration by compact open pro-p subgroups, given
by PnpΛq “ 1` anpΛq, for n ě 1.

For L an oF-lattice in V, we define the dual lattice

L# “ tv P V | hpv,Lq Ď pFu.

For Λ an oF-lattice sequence in V we define the dual lattice sequence Λ# in V by

Λ#prq “ Λp1´ rq#,

for all r P Z, and we call Λ self-dual if Λ# “ Λ ` d, for some d P Z. If Λ is self-dual then the
lattices anpΛq are fixed by the adjoint anti-involution on A, and we put

an,´pΛq “ anpΛq XA´, P´pΛq “ PpΛq XG, Pm´ pΛq “ PmpΛq XG, for m,n P Z, m ě 1.

Note that while PpΛq is a parahoric subgroup of rG in the sense of Bruhat–Tits, P´pΛq is not always a
parahoric subgroup: it is the full stabilizer of a point in the Bruhat–Tits building of G. See section 11
below for the definition of parahoric subgroup for Go, when we will need it.

Finally in this subsection, suppose that E is a subfield of A containing F. Then we can consider V
as an E-vector space, so we have the notion of oE-lattice sequence in V; these are in fact oF-lattice
sequences which are normalized by Eˆ. We have the following elementary but useful lemma on the
existence of lattice sequences with prescribed properties.

Lemma 5.1. Let E,E1 be subfields of A containing F, such that epE{Fq “ epE1{Fq and fpE{Fq “
fpE1{Fq, and let Λ be an oE-lattice sequence in V. Then there exist an oE1-lattice sequence Λ1 in V

and g P rG such that gΛ1 “ Λ.
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Proof. There is an F-linear isomorphism from E to E1 which maps pnE to pnE1 , for each n P Z. Now we
choose an E-basis of V which splits Λ and map it to an E1-basis of V, using this F-linear isomorphism,
and the image of Λ has the required property. �

5.2. A self-dual :-construction. We recall briefly the :-construction of [26, §4], which is a useful
way of generalizing results originally proved only for strict lattice sequences to the general case, and
introduce a self-dual version.

Let Λ be an oF-lattice sequence in V of oF -period e “ epΛq. Let V: “ V ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ V (e times) and
define the oF-lattice sequence Λ: in V: by

Λ: “
e´1
à

k“0

pΛ´ kq.

Then Λ: is a strict regular oF -lattice sequence in V: of period e. We denote by M: the Levi subalgebra
of A: “ EndFpV

:q which is the stabilizer of the decomposition V: “ V ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ V. Any β P A then
induces an element β: “ β ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ β in M:. We write rM: for the group of units of M:, which is a
Levi subgroup of rG: “ AutFpV

:q. Then PpΛ:q XM: » PpΛq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ PpΛq, and similarly for PnpΛ:q,
while the rG:-conjugacy class of PpΛ:q is independent of Λ, depending only on the period e, see [7,
1.5.2(ii)].

Now we introduce a self-dual variant. We will again use the notation :; when we use it, we will
make it clear when we are applying this self-dual version. Let Λ be a self-dual lattice sequence in V
with e “ epΛq. Let V: “ V‘¨ ¨ ¨‘V (2e times, indexed by j P t˘1, . . . ,˘eu) and write vectors v P V:

as tuples: v “ pvjq
e
j“´e, where we understand that 0 is omitted and vj is in the j-th copy of V. We

define the form h: on V: by

h:
´

pvjq
e
j“´e , pwjq

e
j“´e

¯

“

e
ÿ

j“´e

hpvj , w´jq,

so that each copy of V is isotropic: indeed, the space pV:, h:q is hyperbolic. Now we define the oF-
lattice sequence Λ: in V: by

Λ: “
e
à

j“1

pΛ´ jq ‘
e
à

j“1

pΛ´ jq#,

where we understand that Λ´ j is in the j-th copy of V, and pΛ´ jq# in the p´jq-th copy. Then Λ:

is a regular strict lattice sequence in V: and is self-dual with respect to h:; indeed pΛ:q# “ Λ:. We
again set A: “ EndFpV

:q and rG: “ AutFpV
:q, and denote by M: the Levi subalgebra of A: which

is the stabilizer of the decomposition V: “ V ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ V. As above, any β P A induces an element β:
in M:, which is skew whenever β is skew. We also set G: “ UpV:, h:q and note that the map g ÞÑ g:

defines an embedding of G in G:.
This construction becomes particularly useful when applied to two self-dual lattice sequences Λ,Λ1

with epΛq “ epΛ1q (which we can always ensure by an affine translation) but with Λ,Λ1 possibly not G-
conjugate. The lattice sequences Λ:,Λ1:, as they are self-dual, regular and strict of the same oF-period,
are conjugate in G: by [38, Proposition 5.2].

5.3. Strata. A stratum in A is a 4-tuple rΛ, n, r, βs where
(i) Λ is an oF-lattice sequence in V;

(ii) n ě r ě 0 are integers;

(iii) β P a´npΛq.
The fraction maxt´ valΛpβq, ru{epΛq is called the depth of the stratum. We call the stratum rΛ, r, r, 0s
a null stratum. Two strata rΛ, n, r, βis, for i “ 1, 2, are called equivalent if

β1 ´ β2 P a´rpΛq.
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An element g P rG intertwines strata rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n1, r1, β1s if

gpβ ` a´rpΛqqg
´1 X pβ1 ` a´r1pΛ

1qq ‰ H.

For a subgroup J of rG, we say rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n1, r1, β1s intertwine in J if there exists an element
of J which intertwines the strata. We say that rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n1, r1, β1s are conjugate in J if n “
n1, r “ r1 and there exists g P J such that

gΛ “ Λ1 and gβg´1 “ β1.

An affine translation of a stratum rΛ, n, r, βs is a stratum rΛ1, n1, r1, βs such that there exist a, b P
Z, a ą 0, with Λ1 “ aΛ ` b, n1 “ an and tr1{au “ r. We say that two strata are in the same affine
class if they have affine translations which are equal. As we shall see, many objects we later associate
to a stratum are in fact shared by all strata in the same affine class.

We can also make a :-construction for strata. If rΛ, n, r, βs is a stratum in A then we have the
lattice sequence Λ: in V: and the element β: of A:, giving us a new stratum rΛ:, n, r, β:s. This process
behaves well with respect to intertwining: if g P rG intertwines two strata rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n1, r1, β1s
then the element g: P rG: intertwines rΛ:, n, r, β:s and rΛ1:, n1, r1, β1:s.

We fix a uniformizer $F of F. Given a stratum rΛ, n, r, βs with r ă n, we write yβ for the
image of $n{g

F βe{g in a0pΛq{a1pΛq, where e “ epΛq and g “ gcdpn, eq. The characteristic polynomial
of yβ (in kFrXs) is called the characteristic polynomial of the stratum rΛ, n, r, βs, while its minimal
polynomial is called the minimal polynomial of the stratum rΛ, n, r, βs. These depend only on the
equivalence class of the stratum rΛ, n, n´1, βs (and the choice of uniformizer). A stratum rΛ, n, n´1, βs
is called fundamental if its characteristic polynomial is not a power of X; this property is independent
of the choice of uniformizer.

A stratum rΛ, n, r, βs is called pure if either it is null or the following three conditions are satisfied:
(i) E “ Frβs is a field;

(ii) Λ is an oE-lattice sequence in V;

(iii) valΛpβq “ ´n.
We call rE : Fs the degree of such a stratum, and write B for the centralizer in A of β and bnpΛq “
anpΛq X B, for n P Z. We set

nkpβ,Λq “ tx P a0pΛq | βx´ xβ P akpΛqu

and define the critical exponent k0pβ,Λq by

k0pβ,Λq “

#

´8, if β “ 0,

max tvalΛpβq, suptk P Z | nkpβ,Λq Ę b0pΛq ` a1pΛquu , otherwise.

For E “ Frβs a finite extension of F, we set

kFpβq “
k0pβ, p

Z
Eq

epE{Fq
,

where pZE denotes the oF -lattice sequence in E (considered as an F-vector space) given by i ÞÑ piE , i P Z.
Note that, our definition of kFpβq differs from that in [8, (1.4)] by the normalization 1{epE{Fq. By
[40, Lemma 5.6], we have

k0pβ,Λq “ epΛ|oFqkFpβq.

A pure stratum rΛ, n, r, βs is called simple if k0pβ,Λq ă ´r; in particular, a pure stratum rΛ, n, n, βs
is simple if and only if it is the null stratum rΛ, n, n, 0s. A particularly nice case occurs when r “ n´1
(see [12, 1.4.15]): a pure stratum rΛ, n, n´ 1, βs is simple if and only if β is minimal over F, that is:

(i) valEpβq is prime to epE{Fq;

(ii) βepE{Fq$´ valEpβq
F ` pE generates the residue field kE over kF.
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We observe that the notions of pure and simple behave well under the :-construction: if rΛ, n, r, βs
is pure then rΛ:, n, r, β:s is also pure, since Frβs » Frβ:s; and if rΛ, n, r, βs is simple then the same
applies to rΛ:, n, r, β:s, since kFpβq “ kFpβ

:q.
When pure strata intertwine, they share several invariants, and we also get a certain isomorphism

between subextensions of the residue fields which is important for concordance in the unitary case
(see Lemma 3.34).

Lemma 5.2. Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n1, r1, β1s be non-null pure strata, with r ă n and r1 ă n1, which
intertwine in rG, and put E “ Frβs and E1 “ Frβ1s. Then

(i) the strata have the same depth, n{epΛq “ n1{epΛ1q;

(ii) if both strata are simple and r{epΛq “ r1{epΛ1q then epE{Fq “ epE1{Fq and fpE{Fq “ fpE1{Fq;

(iii) the strata have the same characteristic and minimal polynomials;

(iv) there is a kF-linear field isomorphism from kFryβs to kFryβ1s which sends yβ to yβ1 .

Proof. (i) is given by [39, Proposition 6.9]. For (ii), by a :-construction, we can assume that Λ
and Λ1 are regular strict and of the same period, hence conjugate; then [12, Theorem 2.6.1] implies
that the strata are conjugate up to equivalence, and the result follows from [12, Theorem 2.4.1(ii)].
Finally, for (iii) and (iv), conjugating by an element which intertwines, we may assume the strata are
intertwined by the identity, in which case yiβ “ yiβ1 in pa0pΛq ` a0pΛ

1qq{pa1pΛq ` a1pΛ
1qq, for all i ě 0,

and the results follow. �

We also note that, under modest conditions, null strata and non-null simple strata do not intertwine.

Lemma 5.3 ([39, Proposition 6.9]). Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n1, n1, 0s be simple strata, with β ‰ 0, and
suppose that n1{epΛ1q ă n{epΛq. Then the strata do not intertwine in rG.

A stratum rΛ, n, r, βs is called self-dual if Λ is a self-dual oF-lattice sequence and β P A´ Note that,
this is a slight change of terminology: In [43, Definition 2.1] these strata are called skew strata; we
reserve skew for certain self-dual strata which satisfy an additional condition, see Definition 8.3.

A self-dual stratum rΛ, n, r, βs is called standard if Λ has even oF-period and Λ “ Λ#. Any self-dual
stratum has an affine translation which is standard self-dual. Note also that self-dual strata rΛ, n, r, βs
behave well with respect to the self-dual :-construction: that is, if rΛ, n, r, βs is self-dual then the
stratum rΛ:, n, r, β:s obtained by the self-dual :-construction is standard self-dual with respect to h:.
Again, the self-dual :-construction behaves well with respect to intertwining: if g P G intertwines
two self-dual strata rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n1, r1, β1s then the element g: P G: intertwines rΛ:, n, r, β:s
and rΛ1:, n1, r1, β1:s.

An important application of this shows that equivalent self-dual simple strata have an additional
invariant:

Lemma 5.4. Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n, r, β1s be self-dual simple strata which intertwine in G, and
suppose epΛq “ epΛ1q. Put E “ Frβs, E1 “ Frβ1s. Then we have an equality of ramification in-
dices epE{Eoq “ epE1{E1oq.

Proof. By a self-dual :-construction, without loss of generality we can assume that Λ,Λ1 are regular
standard self-dual, so conjugate in G. Then [39, Theorem 8.5] implies that the strata are conjugate
up to equivalence in G so, by conjugating, we may assume they are equivalent. Then, by [13, 5.2(i)]
the residue fields of E and E1 coincide in a0pΛq{a1pΛq and thus the induced action of the adjoint
anti-involution on the residue fields coincides, which finishes the proof. �

Many results concerning simple strata are proved “by induction along r”: that is, they are proved for
minimal strata first, when r “ n´1 and then in general using the following fundamental approximation
result.
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Proposition 5.5 ([12, Theorem 2.4.1], [41, Proposition 1.10]). Let rΛ, n, r, βs be a pure stratum.
Then there is a simple stratum rΛ, n, r, γs equivalent to it and, for any such stratum,

fpFrγs{Fq divides fpFrβs{Fq and epFrγs{Fq divides epFrβs{Fq.

Moreover, if rΛ, n, r, βs is self-dual then rΛ, n, r, γs may be taken to be self-dual also.

Finally in this subsection, we introduce concordance of pure strata. We introduce the following
notation:

Notation 5.6. For β P A with E “ Frβs a field, we denote by ϕβ the canonical embedding of E in A.

If rΛ, n, r, βs is a self-dual pure stratum with E “ Frβs, then pE, βq is a self-dual extension of F{Fo

and the canonical embedding ϕβ is a self-dual embedding.

Definition 5.7. Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n1, r1, β1s be self-dual pure strata in A. We say that they are
concordant if the pairs pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1q are concordant.

If two self-dual pure strata are conjugate in G then they are concordant (see Remark 3.26(ii)). The
purpose of this section is to investigate the relationship between intertwining of self-dual strata and
concordance.

One particular case where we get concordance for free is by using the self-dual :-construction.
If rΛ, n, r, βs is a self-dual pure stratum with E “ Frβs and we write ϕβ also for the canonical
embedding of E in A: then rh:ϕβ s is always the trivial class. Thus we get the following result:

Lemma 5.8. If rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n1, r1, β1s are non-null self-dual pure strata with epΛq “ epΛ1q,
then rΛ:, n, r, β:s and rΛ1:, n1, r1, β1:s are concordant.

5.4. Minimal elements and tamely ramified extensions. We will need the following lemmas on
minimal elements and tamely ramified extensions:

Lemma 5.9. Suppose E1 “ Frβ1s is a tamely ramified finite extension, with β1 a minimal element,
and E2{F is another finite extension, with β2 P Eˆ2 . For i “ 1, 2, write ei “ epEi{Fq for the ramifica-
tion index and ni “ valEipβiq, and suppose that

(i) n1{e1 “ n2{e2, and

(ii) βe11 $´n1

F ` pE1
and βe12 $´n1

F ` pE2
have the same minimal polynomial over kF.

Then, there is a unique F-embedding φ : E1 Ñ E2 such that

(5.10) φpβ1qβ
´1
2 P U1

E2
.

Furthermore, if pE1, β1q and pE2, β2q are self-dual field extensions of F, then φ is p q-equivariant.

Proof. Let ppXq P kFrXs denote the common minimal polynomial of βe11 $´n1

F mod pE1
and βe12 $´n1

F mod
pE2

over kF. We take a monic polynomial P pXq P oFrXs whose reduction modulo pF is ppXq. By
Hensel’s Lemma, for i “ 1, 2, we have roots γi P Ei of P pXq satisfying γi ” βe1i $

´n1

F mod pEi . There
is an F-monomorphism from E1 into a separable closure of E2 which maps γ1 to γ2. Thus we can
assume that E1{F is totally ramified and γ1 “ γ2.

We may suppose that the uniformizer $F is an e1-th power in E1, so that βe11 $´n1

F is also an e1-th
power. The latter is equal to βe12 $´n1

F mod pE2
and Hensel’s Lemma provides e1-th roots ξi P Eˆi

of βe1i $
´n1

F such that ξ1 mod pE1 is equal to ξ2 mod pE2 as elements of kF. Then βiξ´1
i , for i “ 1, 2,

are roots of the polynomial Xe1 ´ $n1

F , which is irreducible over F because β1ξ
´1
1 generates E1.

The F-monomorphism φ which maps β1ξ
´1
1 to β2ξ

´1
2 then satisfies (5.10).

We now prove the uniqueness of φ. First observe that (5.10) implies that the map on kE1
induced

by φ sends βe11 $´n1

F ` pE1 to βe12 $´n1

F ` pE2 . Since β
e1
1 $´n1

F ` pE1 generates the residue field of E1,
we see that φ is uniquely determined on the maximal unramified subextension of E1 and, as above,
we can assume without loss of generality that E1{F is totally ramified. Again, we may suppose that
the uniformizer $F is an e1-th power in E1.
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By Bézout’s Lemma, there are integers r, s such that $1 “ βr1$
s
F is a uniformizer of E1, and we

set $2 “ βr2$
s
F (which is not necessarily a uniformizer of E2). Then (5.10) implies that φp$1q$

´1
2 is

an element of U1
E2
. Therefore, if φ1 also satisfies (5.10), then φpxqφ1pxq´1 is an element of U1

E2
, for

all x P Eˆ1 . In particular, if x is an e1-th root of $F, then φpxqφ1pxq´1 is an e1-th root of unity in U1
E2

and thus equal to 1, since p does not divide e1. This completes the proof of uniqueness.
The equivariance assertion follows from the uniqueness since φ and p q ˝φ ˝ p q both satisfy (5.10).

�

Lemma 5.11. Suppose β is a minimal element of an algebraic closure of F and set E “ Frβs.
Let Ftame{F be the maximal tamely ramified field extension of E{F and set ep :“ rE : Fs{rFtame : Fs,
the wild ramification index of E{F.

(i) There is a non-zero element βtame of Ftame such that βeppβtameq
´1 P U1

E.

(ii) Any element βtame as in (i) is minimal over F and generates Ftame over F.

Proof. We set n “ valEpβq.
(i) Take a uniformizer $tame of Ftame. Then valEp$tameq “ ep and there is a unit x of Ftame such

that βepp$tameq
´nx´1 belong to U1

E. The element βtame :“ p$tameq
nx satisfies the assertion.

(ii) We take an element βtame as in (i). It generates a sub-extension L{F of Ftame{F. Set e “
epE{Fq, etame “ epFtame{Fq and ntame “ valFtamepβtameq. Then n “ ntame and there is an
element u P U1

E such that

βe$´nF u “ pβtameq
etame$´ntame

F .

Thus, by the minimality of β, we obtain that the residue class of

(5.12) pβtameq
etame$´ntame

F

generates the residue field extension kE{kF. Thus kL “ kE, and E contains the maximal
unramified sub-extension of E{F. Further ntame is prime to the ramification index etame,
since etame divides e and β is minimal. Thus

ZY t8u “ valFtamepFtameq “ valFtamepLq,

and therefore Ftame “ L. So βtame generates Ftame and the minimality follows.
�

5.5. Tame subextensions.

Lemma 5.13. Let rΛ, n, n´1, βs be a self-dual pure stratum, and rΛ1, n, n´1, γs be a self-dual simple
stratum, in A, which intertwine in G. Let Ftame denote the maximal tamely ramified subextension
of Frγs{F and set E “ Frβs.

(i) There exists g P G such that gFtameg
´1 Ď E.

(ii) If Λ1 “ Λ, then there exists g P P´pΛq such that gFtameg
´1 Ď E.

Proof. Set ep “ rFrγs : Ftames. By Lemma 5.11, there is an element γtame in Ftame such that γtameγ
´ep P

U1
Frγs; since γ is skew and ep is odd, we can choose γtame to be skew, and it is also minimal.
The strata rΛ1, nep, nep ´ 1, γeps and rΛ1, nep, nep ´ 1, γtames are then equivalent. Thus the pure

strata rΛ, nep, nep ´ 1, βeps and rΛ1, nep, nep ´ 1, γtames intertwine, so have a common characteristic
polynomial and a common minimal polynomial, by Lemma 5.2. Thus we can apply Lemma 5.9
with β1 “ γtame and β2 “ βep to deduce that there is an equivariant monomorphism φ : Ftame Ñ E
such that φpγtameqβ

´ep P U1
E. Then the strata rΛ, nep, nep ´ 1, φpγtameqs and rΛ, nep, nep ´ 1, βeps are

equivalent.
It follows that the simple strata rΛ1, nep, nep ´ 1, γtames and rΛ, nep, nep ´ 1, φpγtameqs intertwine.

Then [39, Theorem 5.2] implies the existence of an element of G which conjugates γtame to φpγtameq.
Thus we have found g P G such that gFtameg

´1 “ φpFtameq Ď E.
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Finally, if Λ1 “ Λ then [38, Theorem 1.2] implies that the element conjugating γtame to φpγtameq can
be chosen to be in P´pΛq. �

Now let rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs and rΛ1, n, n ´ 1, β1s be self-dual pure strata in A which intertwine in G,
and put E “ Frβs,E1 “ Frβ1s. Let rΛ, n, n´ 1, γs and rΛ1, n, n´ 1, γ1s be self-dual simple strata in A,
respectively equivalent to rΛ, n, n´ 1, βs and rΛ1, n, n´ 1, β1s.

Corollary 5.14. With the notation above, there exists g P G such that E X gE1g´1 contains a
tamely ramified extension K{F which is stable under the adjoint anti-involution but is not fixed point-
wise. Moreover, K can be chosen to be P´pΛq-conjugate to the maximal tamely ramified subextension
of Frγs{F. Furthermore, if Λ “ Λ1 then we can take g P P´pΛq.

Proof. Let Ftame and F1tame denote the maximal tamely ramified subextensions of Frγs{F and Frγ1s{F
respectively. We apply Lemma 5.13 several times to find elements x P P´pΛq, x1 P P´pΛ

1q and y P G
such that

xFtamex
´1 Ď E, x1´1F1tamex

1 Ď E1, y´1Ftamey Ď F1tame.

Then K “ xFtamex
´1 and g “ xyx1 are as required. Moreover, if Λ “ Λ1 then y can be chosen

in P´pΛq, by Lemma 5.13(ii), and then g P P´pΛq as required. �

5.6. Concordance in the symplectic case. Using the technique of twisting, we now get an analogue
of Proposition 3.28 for the symplectic case, when we have an additional hypothesis on intertwining of
strata.

Lemma 5.15. Suppose that ε “ ´1 and F “ Fo. Let rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs and rΛ1, n, n ´ 1, β1s be
self-dual pure strata in A which intertwine in G, and put E “ Frβs,E1 “ Frβ1s. Suppose further
that dimE V,dimE1 V have the same parity, and either

(i) this common parity is even; or

(ii) this common parity is odd and w1px1yq “ x1y.
Then the strata are concordant.

Proof. Conjugating by an element of G (which does not affect concordance, by Remark 3.26), we can
assume that the strata are intertwined by the identity. Then [39, Lemma 5.3] applied twice (as in
the proof of [39, Theorem 5.2]) implies that the spaces pV, β˚hq and pV, β1˚hq are isometric (by an
element of P1pΛ1qP1pΛq).

Now Corollary 5.14 implies that the hypotheses of Proposition 3.28 are satisfied so that the
pairs pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1q are pβ˚h, β1˚hq-concordant, and it follows from Lemma 3.27 that our original
strata are concordant. �

The following Lemma will be useful when we need to understand whether concordance is preserved
when we pass from pure strata to equivalent simple strata.

Lemma 5.16. Suppose that ε “ ´1 and F “ Fo. Let rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs, rΛ, n, n ´ 1, β1s be self-
dual pure strata in A which intertwine in G and put E “ Frβs and E1 “ Frβ1s. Suppose further
that dimE V is odd, dimE1 V is even and rΛ, n, n´ 1, β1s is simple. Then hϕβ1 is hyperbolic if and only
if rβ˚phϕβ qs “ x1y.

Note that the condition rβ˚phϕβ qs “ x1y can be translated into a condition on hϕβ , using Corol-
lary 3.4: either rhϕβ s “ xβy and ´1 is a square in E, or rhϕβ s ‰ xβy and ´1 is a non-square in E.

Proof. The stratum rΛ, n, n´1, βs is equivalent to a self-dual simple stratum rΛ, n, n´1, γs in A, which
also intertwines rΛ, n, n ´ 1, β1s. By [39, 8.5], this implies that rΛ, n, n ´ 1, γs is, up to equivalence,
conjugate to rΛ, n, n ´ 1, β1s in G and, replacing rΛ, n, n ´ 1, β1s by its conjugate, we may assume
that rΛ, n, n´ 1, βs and rΛ, n, n´ 1, β1s are equivalent. Then pV, β˚phqq is isometric to pV, β1˚phqq by
an element u P P1pΛq by [39, Lemma 5.3].
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We show first that λ˚βpx1yq “ 0. By Corollary 5.14 we can choose u such that u´1E1uXE contains
a Galois-invariant subfield K with K ‰ Ko. The assumptions imply that rE : Ks is even, since dimE V
is odd while dimK V is even because K is contained in u´1E1u.

Choose non-zero Galois-equivariant linear forms

λK{F : K Ñ F, λE{K : E Ñ K.

Then λ˚β and λ˚K{F ˝ λ
˚
E{K on W1pE{Eoq have the same image, by Proposition 3.13(i). Now the

image of λ˚E{K is contained in Weven
1 pK{Koq, so consists of 0 and the maximal element. Then, by

Proposition 3.13, the image of λ˚β also consists of 0 and the maximal element (which has anisotropic
dimension four). However, λ˚βpx1yq has anisotropic dimension at most 2, by Proposition 3.15(ii),
so λ˚βpx1yq “ 0.

Now, since dimE V is odd, the class rβ˚phϕβ qs is that of a 1-dimensional anisotropic space. Since rβ˚hs “
λ˚βprβ

˚phϕβ qsq and λ˚β is injective on the 1-dimensional anisotropic spaces, it follows that β˚h is hy-
perbolic if and only if rβ˚phϕβ qs “ x1y.

On the other hand, since dimE1 V is even, the class rβ1˚hs is either 0 or maximal. By injectivity of λ˚β1
on Weven

1 pE1{E1oq and Proposition 3.13(ii), we deduce that β1˚h is hyperbolic if and only if β1˚phϕβ1 q
is hyperbolic, which occurs if and only if hϕβ1 is hyperbolic since β1˚ is an isomorphism.

Putting together the results of the last two paragraphs, since pV, β˚hq and pV, β1˚hq are isometric
we see that hϕβ1 is hyperbolic if and only if rβ˚phϕβ qs “ x1y, as required. �

5.7. Concordance of intertwining simple strata. We are now in a position to prove that self-dual
simple strata which intertwine in G are concordant. In fact, we deduce it from the following numerical
criterion for concordance of pure strata.

Lemma 5.17. Let rΛ, n, n´ 1, βs and rΛ1, n, n´ 1, β1s be self-dual pure strata which intertwine in G.
Setting E “ Frβs and E1 “ Frβ1s, suppose further that

epE{Fq “ epE1{Fq, fpE{Fq “ fpE1{Fq, and epE{Eoq “ epE1{E1oq,

Then the strata are concordant.

Proof. It follows from the assumptions and Lemma 5.2 that epΛq “ epΛ1q and valEpβq “ valE1pβ
1q,

while there is a kF-linear field isomorphism between kE and kE1 which sends yβ to yβ1 . Thus the
self-dual extensions pE, βq and pE1, β1q are similar, in the sense of Definition 3.33.

The result now follows from Lemma 5.15 when G is symplectic, from Proposition 3.28 together
with Corollary 5.14 when G is orthogonal, and from Lemma 3.34 when G is unitary. �

Corollary 5.18. Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n, r, β1s be self-dual simple strata which intertwine in G.
Then they are concordant.

Proof. If r “ n then both strata are null so there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, the elements β and β1
are necessarily both non-zero by the definition of simple stratum, because the third parameter r is
smaller than n. Put E “ Frβs and E1 “ Frβ1s. Then Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4 imply that epΛq “ epΛ1q
and that

epE{Fq “ epE1{Fq, fpE{Fq “ fpE1{Fq, and epE{Eoq “ epE1{E1oq,

and the result follows from Lemma 5.17. �

5.8. Intertwining of concordant pure strata. Finally in this section, we consider the G-intertwining
of self-dual pure strata which intertwine in rG:

Proposition 5.19. Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n, r, β1s be self-dual pure strata in A which intertwine in rG.
(i) If ε “ 1 or F ‰ Fo then they intertwine in G.

(ii) If the strata are simple and concordant then they intertwine in G.
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Note that, together with Corollary 5.18, this implies that, in the non-symplectic case, self-dual
simple strata which intertwine in rG are automatically concordant; this is not true in the symplectic
case.

Proof. If r “ n then all strata are null and there is nothing to prove, so we assume r ă n. As the
strata intertwine in rG, the stratum rΛ‘Λ1, n, r, β`β1s is equivalent to a simple stratum rΛ‘Λ1, n, r, γs
in EndFpV‘Vq by [39, Proposition 7.1]. By [39, Theorem 6.16], we can moreover take rΛ‘Λ1, n, r, γs
to be self-dual with respect to h ‘ h and γ “ pγ1, γ2q P A ‘ A. Replacing β, β1 with γ1, γ2, we can
therefore assume that β, β1 P A´ have the same minimal polynomial over F. In the situation of (ii),
Corollary 5.18 ensures that the strata are still concordant so this replacement is possible.

Now (i) follows from [39, Corollary 5.1], while (ii) follows from Remark 3.26(ii). �

For later use, we also get the following corollary on similar self-dual extensions.

Corollary 5.20. Suppose pE, βq and pE1, β1q are similar self-dual extensions. Then the diagrams (3.29)
and (3.30) are commutative.

Proof. There is nothing to prove in the symplectic case, while the result is given by Lemma 3.34(ii)
if F ‰ Fo. Thus we suppose we are in the orthogonal case: F “ Fo and ε “ 1. Replacing β, β1

by $2k
F β,$2k

F β1 respectively, for suitable k ă 0, we may assume that valEpβq “ valE1pβ
1q ă 0.

Let pV, hEq be a 2-dimensional hyperbolic space over E{Eo and Λ a strict self-dual oE-lattice
sequence in V of oE-period 2 such that Λp0q#hE “ Λp0q. By [6, Lemma 5.5], we can choose a non-zero
Galois-equivariant F-linear map λ : E Ñ F such that, setting h :“ λ ˝ hE, we have

L#hE “ L#h , for all oE-lattices L in V.

In particular, Λp0q#h “ Λp0q. Doing the same with E1{E1o, we obtain a space pV1, h1q isometric
to pV, hq and a regular self-dual oE1 -lattice sequence Λ1 with epΛ|oFq “ epΛ1|oFq and Λ1p0q#h1 “ Λ1p0q.
By [38, Proposition 5.2], there is an isometry from pV, hq to pV1, h1q which sends Λ to Λ1 so we may
assume pV, hq “ pV1, h1q and Λ “ Λ1.

Now rΛ, n, n´1, βs and rΛ, n, n´1, β1s are self-dual pure strata, where n “ ´ valΛpβq “ ´ valΛpβ
1q.

By [12, 2.5.8,2.5.11] both strata are equivalent to simple strata in γ-standard form for the same γ,
since yβ , yβ1 have the same minimal polynomial. Thus the strata intertwine in rG, and Proposi-
tion 5.19 implies that they intertwine in G. Now Corollary 5.14 implies that there is a g P G and
an extension K{F contained in E X gE1g´1 which is stable under the adjoint anti-involution but is
not fixed pointwise. Moreover, since E{F and E1{F have the same residue degree, Lemma 3.23 im-
plies that w1px1yq “ x1y. Thus the hypotheses of Lemma 3.31 are satisfied and we conclude that the
diagrams commute as required. �

6. Self-dual simple characters: intertwining and concordance

In this section, we investigate intertwining of self-dual simple characters and concordance of their
underlying simple strata. The main result is Proposition 6.10.

In previous works on self-dual simple characters it is often assumed that the characters take values
in the complex numbers C, for example in [42]. However, as they are characters of pro-p groups and C
contains a complete set of p-power roots of unity, all of the results apply equally well over C, and
often we just refer to the results over C.

For the rest of the paper, we fix a non-trivial character ψo : Fo Ñ Cˆ of conductor pFo , and
define ψ : F Ñ Cˆ by ψ “ ψo ˝ TF{Fo

.

6.1. Simple characters. Let rΛ, n, r, βs be a non-zero simple stratum in A. Associated to rΛ, n, r, βs
is an oF-order Hpβ,Λq in A defined inductively, see [12, §3.1] for the original definition when Λ is strict
and [14, §5] in general. For m ě 1, we put

Hmpβ,Λq “ Hpβ,Λq X PmpΛq,

a compact open subgroup of rG.
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Also associated to rΛ, n, r, βs, and our fixed character ψ, is a set C pΛ, r, βq of simple characters
of Hr`1pβ,Λq, defined in [12, §3.2] when Λ is strict and in [14, §5] in general. In the case of a
zero simple stratum rΛ, n, n, 0s we put Hn`1p0,Λq “ Pn`1pΛq and define the associated set of simple
characters to be C pΛ, n, 0q “ t1Pn`1pΛqu.

Given two simple strata rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n1, r1, βs in A, with E “ Frβs, such that
Y

r
epΛ|oEq

]

“
Y

r1

epΛ1|oEq

]

, there is a canonical bijection τΛ1,Λ,β : C pΛ, r, βq Ñ C pΛ1, r1, βq called transfer, see [12,
3.6.1], [42, Section 2.1] and [32, Section 3.1]; if θ P C pΛ, r, βq then τΛ1,Λ,βpθq is the unique simple
character θ1 P C pΛ1, r1, βq such that 1 P rG intertwines θ with θ1. Note that, although we omit it from
our notation, the transfer map depends on the integers pr, r1q.

In general intertwining between simple characters does not imply intertwining between underlying
strata, but we still have the following important implication: Suppose that rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n1, r1, β1s
are simple strata and g is an element of rG which intertwines a character in C pΛ, r, βq with a character
in C pΛ1, r1, β1q. Then g intertwines rΛ, n,maxpn´1, rq, βs with rΛ1, n1,maxpn1´1, r1q, β1s, noting that
every element of C pΛ, r, βq and C pΛ1, r1, β1q restricts to the character attached to rΛ, n,maxpn´1, rq, βs
and rΛ1, n1,maxpn1 ´ 1, r1q, β1s, respectively, see [43, 2.1] and [39, 9.5].

By induction on kFpβq, the groups and sets of simple characters only depend on the affine class of
the strata:

Proposition 6.1. Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n1, r1, βs be simple strata in the same affine class. Then

Hr`1pβ,Λq “ Hr1`1pβ,Λ1q, C pΛ, r, βq “ C pΛ1, r1, βq,

and the transfer map τΛ1,Λ,β : C pΛ, r, βq Ñ C pΛ1, r1, βq is the identity.

The next proposition shows how intertwining of simple characters interacts with certain arithmetic
invariants of the underlying simple strata:

Proposition 6.2 (cf. [12, 3.5.1]). Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n1, r1, β1s be simple strata in A satisfy-
ing epΛq “ epΛ1q. Suppose that one of the following two conditions is satisfied:

(i) r “ r1 and there are simple characters θ P C pΛ, r, βq and θ1 P C pΛ1, r, β1q which intertwine
in rG;

(ii) C pΛ, r, βq and C pΛ1, r1, β1q intersect non-trivially.
Then, we have

k0pβ,Λq “ k0pβ
1,Λ1q, epFrβs{Fq “ epFrβ1s{Fq, and fpFrβs{Fq “ fpFrβ1s{Fq.

Note that in the second part we allow r ‰ r1. The condition epΛq “ epΛ1q can always be obtained
by changing the strata in their affine classes.

Proof. Suppose that condition (i) holds. If θ is trivial then the first stratum is null, but then the
other stratum is also null (since otherwise rΛ, r, r, 0s would intertwine with rΛ1, n1, n1 ´ 1, β1s, which
is impossible by Lemma 5.3) and the result follows. Otherwise, both characters are non-trivial and
the strata are non-null. Furthermore, by a :-construction we can assume that the lattice sequences
are strict and regular, of the same period. Then there is an element of rG which maps Λ to Λ1 so,
by [12, Theorem 3.5.11], the simple characters are conjugate, and the result then follows from [12,
Proposition 3.5.1].

Suppose that condition (ii) holds, and let θ P C pΛ, r, βq X C pΛ1, r1, β1q. Without loss of generality
we assume that r ď r1. Let rθ P C pΛ1, r, β1q be an extension of θ (cf. [12, (3.2.5)]). Then θ̃ intertwines
with θ and condition (i) holds, and we conclude by the last case. �

The degree of a simple character θ is the index rFrβs : Fs for a stratum rΛ, n, r, βs such that θ P
C pΛ, r, βq; by Proposition 6.2 this is well-defined, i.e. it is independent of the choice of the stratum.

In order to prove results by induction along r, we also need to know what happens when we restrict
a simple character.
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Proposition 6.3 ([12, Corollary 3.3.20, 3.2.5], [42, Remarks 3.14]). Let rΛ, n, r, βs be a simple stratum
and let rΛ, n, r`1, γs be a simple stratum equivalent to rΛ, n, r`1, βs. Then Hr`1pβ,Λq “ Hr`1pγ,Λq
and restriction to Hr`2pβ,Λq induces a surjective map C pΛ, r, βq Ñ C pΛ, r ` 1, γq. Moreover, the
assignment

θ ÞÑ θψβ´γ

defines a bijection C pΛ, r, γq Ñ C pΛ, r, βq.

Let rΛ, n, r, βs be a simple stratum and let rΛ, n, r`1, γs be a simple stratum equivalent to rΛ, n, r`
1, βs. In this situation, we will write Bγ “ EndFrγspVq and rGγ “ Bˆγ . Associated to the field Frγs, there
is a map sγ : A Ñ Bγ , called a tame corestriction (see [12, Definition 1.3.3] and [39, Definition 6.12]).
If θ belongs to C pΛ, r, βq and θ0 P C pΛ, r, γq is any extension of θ|Hr`2pβ,Λq, then we can write θ “
θ0ψβ´γ`c, for some c P a´pr`1qpΛq. The stratum

rΛ, r ` 1, r, sγpβ ´ γ ` cqs

is called a derived stratum in Bγ ; this derived stratum is equivalent to a simple stratum ([39, Theo-
rem 6.14]).

6.2. Self-dual simple characters. Let rΛ, n, r, βs be a self-dual simple stratum in A. Then the
subgroup Hr`1pβ,Λq together with the set of simple characters C pΛ, r, βq are stable under the invo-
lution σ, and we define

Hr`1
´ pβ,Λq “ Hr`1pβ,ΛqΣ “ Hr`1pβ,Λq XG;

C ΣpΛ, r, βq “ tθ P C pΛ, r, βq : θσ “ θu.

Thus Hr`1
´ pβ,Λq is a compact open subgroup of G, and we have a set of self-dual simple characters

of Hr`1
´ pβ,Λq defined by restriction:

C´pΛ, r, βq “
!

θ |Hr`1
´

pβ,Λq: θ P C ΣpΛ, r, βq
)

.

This restriction of characters coincides with the Glauberman correspondence (see [41, §2]), and defines
a bijection C ΣpΛ, r, βq Ñ C´pΛ, r, βq. Given θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq we will call the unique θ P C ΣpΛ, r, βq
such that θ |Hr`1

´
pβ,Λq“ θ´ the lift of θ´ with respect to pΛ, r, βq. (Below, we will simply write lift

of θ´, because the stratum will be given implicitly.) We also define the degree of a self-dual simple
character to be the degree of any of its lift. This is well-defined by Proposition 6.2(i) and the following
proposition:

A consequence of the Glauberman correspondence, see [41, 2.5], is the following proposition:

Proposition 6.4. Let θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq and θ1´ P C´pΛ1, r1, β1q be self-dual simple characters with
lifts θ and θ1 respectively. Then an element of G intertwines θ with θ1 if and only if it intertwines θ´
with θ1´.

When we restrict self-dual simple characters, as in Proposition 6.3, we may do so relative to a self-
dual simple approximation rΛ, n, r ` 1, γs of our stratum. In particular, when only self-dual simple
characters are considered, the derived strata we obtain will also be self-dual. Writing ϕγ for the
canonical embedding of Frγs in A as usual, we also write Gγ for the unitary group of the form hϕγ
(defined relative to the standard linear form λγ).

We also have a self-dual :-construction for self-dual simple characters. Since self-dual simple charac-
ters are in bijection with σ-stable characters via Glauberman, we describe it for these. Let rΛ, n, r, βs
be a self-dual simple stratum and θ P C ΣpΛ, r, βq, and denote by M: the Levi subgroup of G: which
stabilizes the decomposition V: “ V ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ V. There is a unique simple character θ: P C pΛ:, r, β:q
whose restriction to Hr`1pβ:,Λ:q has the form θb ¨ ¨ ¨ b θ (see [5, Lemma 2.7]). Moreover, by unique-
ness θ: P C ΣpΛ:, r, β:q. If we have two self-dual simple characters θ, θ1 and g P G intertwines θ with θ1
then g: P G: intertwines θ: with θ1:, by [26, Lemma 4.4].
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6.3. Lemmas. In this subsection, we prove some partial results towards the main result in the next
subsection. Let rΛ, n, r, βs, rΛ1, n, r, βs be self-dual simple strata in A, put E “ Frβs and E1 “ Frβ1s.
The first lemma we prove gives a strong “intertwining implies conjugacy” result in the non-symplectic
case: one does not even need to assume that the intertwining takes place in G.

Lemma 6.5. Suppose that we are in the non-symplectic case, and let θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq and θ1´ P

C´pΛ, r, β1q be self-dual simple characters with lifts θ and θ1, respectively. Suppose that θ and θ1

intertwine in rG, then θ´ and θ1´ are conjugate in P´pΛq.

Proof. There is nothing to show if both strata are null. The proof is by induction along r. For the
base case r “ n ´ 1, Proposition 5.19(i) implies that the strata intertwine in G, and then [39, The-
orem 8.5] implies that they are conjugate in P´pΛq. Assume now that r ă n ´ 1. Since θ|Hr`2pβ,Λq

and θ1|Hr`2pβ1,Λq are simple characters by Proposition 6.3 (for approximations rΛ, n, r`1, γs and rΛ, n, r`
1, γ1s of the strata with β and β1 respectively), by the inductive hypothesis they are conjugate by an
element of P´pΛq; conjugating by this element, we can assume that they are equal, so that

C pΛ, r ` 1, γq “ C pΛ, r ` 1, γ1q

by [39, Proposition 9.23]. Then, by [39, Theorem 9.26], there is a self-dual simple stratum rΛ, n, r, β2s
such that

C pΛ, r, β1q “ C pΛ, r, β2q and rΛ, n, r ` 1, β2s is equivalent to rΛ, n, r ` 1, γs.

Replacing β1 by β2, we may therefore assume that γ1 “ γ; that is, rΛ, n, r` 1, γs is equivalent to both
rΛ, n, r`1, βs and rΛ, n, r`1, β1s. Thus there are a skew-symmetric element c of a´pr`1qpΛq and a sim-
ple character θ0 P C ΣpΛ, r, γq such that θ “ θ0ψβ´γ`c and θ1 “ θ0ψβ1´γ . Now [39, Proposition 9.17(i)]
implies that the derived strata rΛ, r` 1, r, sγpβ ´ γ ` cqs and rΛ, r` 1, r, sγpβ

1 ´ γqs intertwine in the
centralizer rGγ , whence also in Gγ by the base case. But then [39, Proposition 9.27(ii)] implies that θ
and θ1 intertwine in G and the result then follows from [39, Theorem 10.3]. �

Lemma 6.6. Let θ P C ΣpΛ, r, βq and θ1 P C ΣpΛ1, r, β1q be simple characters which intertwine in rG,
and suppose that epΛq “ epΛ1q. If G is symplectic suppose further that θ and θ1 intertwine in G. Then

(i) epE{Eoq “ epE1{E1oq;

(ii) the pairs pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1q are concordant.

Proof. We first prove the equality in (i). By a self-dual :-construction we can reduce to the case of
standard strict regular lattice sequences of the same period. By [38, Proposition 5.2] there is then an
element of G which maps Λ to Λ1. Thus θ and θ1 intertwine by an element of G, in the symplectic case
by assumption and in the non-symplectic case by Lemma 6.5. Then by [39, Theorem 10.3] there is an
element of G which conjugates θ to θ1 and, by [12, Theorem 3.5.8], we can conjugate to assume that
both strata define the same set of simple characters. We now conclude as in the proof of Lemma 5.4,
by looking at the image of the residue fields kE, kE1 in a0pΛq{a1pΛq.

We now turn to (ii). If either character is trivial then, since they intertwine, both are by Lemma 5.3;
then β and β1 vanish, and the result follows. Otherwise, both characters are non-trivial and both strata
are non-null. From the intertwining of the two characters we find

‚ rΛ, n, n´ 1, βs and rΛ1, n, n´ 1, β1s intertwine in G, by restriction;

‚ epE{Fq “ epE1{Fq and fpE{Fq “ fpE1{Fq, by Proposition 6.2(i);

‚ epE{E0q “ epE1{E10q, by (i).
The result now follows from Lemma 5.17. �

Lemma 6.7. Let θ P C ΣpΛ, r, βq and θ1 P C ΣpΛ1, r, β1q be simple characters which intertwine in rG and
suppose that epΛq “ epΛ1q. If G is symplectic suppose further that the pairs pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1q are
concordant. Let rΛ, n, r`1, γs and rΛ1, n, r`1, γ1s be self-dual simple strata equivalent to rΛ, n, r`1, βs
and rΛ1, n, r ` 1, β1s respectively. Then the pairs pγ, ϕγq and pγ1, ϕγ1q are concordant.
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Proof. Since the restrictions θ|Hr`2pβ,Λq and θ1|Hr`2pβ1,Λ1q are simple characters for γ, γ1 respectively
which intertwine in rG, in the non-symplectic case the result follows from Lemma 6.6. Suppose now
that we are in the symplectic case. If r “ n´ 1 then γ, γ1 are both zero and there is nothing to prove,
so we suppose r ă n´ 1.

If dimFrβspVq and dimFrγspVq have the same parity then pβ, ϕβq and pγ, ϕγq are concordant, by
Lemma 5.15. (Note that, since fpFrγs{Fq divides fpFrβs{Fq and epFrγs{Fq divides epFrβs{Fq, if the
common parity is odd then fpFrγs{Fq and fpFrβs{Fq have the same 2-power divisor so w1,γ,βpx1yq “
x1y, by Lemma 3.23.) Since the invariants for β1, γ1 are the same as for β, γ respectively (by Proposi-
tion 6.2), we also have that pβ1, ϕβ1q and pγ1, ϕγ1q are concordant, and the result follows by transitivity
of concordance.

Otherwise, dimFrβspVq is odd and dimFrγspVq is even. Let rΛ, n, n ´ 1, γ0s be a simple stra-
tum equivalent to rΛ, n, n ´ 1, γs, so that dimFrγ0spVq is also even. As in the previous case, the
pairs pγ, ϕγq and pγ0, ϕγ0q are concordant. Using analogous notation for β1, γ1, we also have con-
cordant pairs pγ1, ϕγ1q and pγ10, ϕγ10q. Finally, since ´1 is a square in Frβs if and only if it is a
square in Frβ1s, it follows from Lemma 5.16 (see also the remark following that lemma) and the fact
that pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1q are concordant that pγ0, ϕγ0q and pγ10, ϕγ10q are also concordant. The result
again follows by transitivity. �

6.4. Intertwining self-dual simple characters. In the main result of the section, Proposition 6.10
below, we investigate the relation between G-intertwining of self-dual simple characters and rG-
intertwining of their lifts. This improves Lemma 6.5 in the non-symplectic case to allow for non-
conjugate lattice sequences, and proves the analogue in the symplectic case using concordance. We
start with the case of the same lattice sequence:

Proposition 6.8. Let θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq and θ1´ P C´pΛ, r, β1q be self-dual simple characters with lifts θ
and θ1 respectively. Then the following assertions are equivalent:

(i) θ´ and θ1´ are conjugate in P´pΛq.

(ii) θ´ and θ1´ intertwine in G.

(iii) θ and θ1 are conjugate in PpΛq and the pairs pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1q are concordant.

(iv) θ and θ1 intertwine in rG and the pairs pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1q are concordant.

Proof. The first equivalence (i)ô(ii) and the last equivalence (iii)ô(iv) follow from [39, Theorem 10.2
and 10.3]. So we only have to prove the second equivalence (ii)ô(iii).

If θ´ and θ1´ intertwine in G, then their lifts intertwine in G and hence are conjugate by an element
of PpΛq, by [39, Theorem 10.2] (see also [12, 3.5.11] when Λ is strict). Moreover, by Lemma 6.6, the
pairs pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1q are concordant.

We prove the converse by induction along r. If r “ n´ 1 then the simple characters θ, θ1 (that is,
the strata rΛ, n, n´ 1, βs and rΛ, n, n´ 1, β1s) intertwine in G by Proposition 5.19. The proof of the
inductive step is now identical to that in Lemma 6.5, with two small additional arguments: first we
use Lemma 6.7 and the induction hypothesis to conjugate θ|Hr`2pβ,Λq to θ1|Hr`2pβ1,Λq; secondly, when
we obtain derived strata rΛ, r` 1, r, sγpβ ´ γ ` cqs and rΛ, r` 1, r, sγpβ

1´ γqs which intertwine in the
centralizer rGγ , Proposition 5.19(i) implies that, since Gγ is a unitary group, these strata intertwine
in Gγ . �

From Proposition 6.8 we now get a strengthening (in the symplectic case) of Lemma 6.6(i).

Corollary 6.9. Let θ P C ΣpΛ, r, βq and θ1 P C ΣpΛ1, r, β1q be simple characters which intertwine
in rG, and suppose that epΛq “ epΛ1q. Then pE, βq and pE1, β1q are similar self-dual extensions (see
Definition 3.33).

Proof. We already know, by Proposition 6.2, that E{F and E1{F1 have the same ramification index and
residue class degree, and, by Lemma 5.2 applied to the pure strata rΛ, n, n´1, βs and rΛ1, n, n´1, β1s,
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that the elements yβ and yβ1 have the same (irreducible) minimal polynomial over kF. Since valEpβq “
´nepE{Fq{epΛq “ valE1pβ

1q, it only remains to show that epE{Eoq “ epE1{E1oq.
For this, by a self-dual :-construction, we may assume further that the pairs pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1q

are concordant, by Lemma 5.8. The proof is now the same as that of Lemma 6.6(i), except that we
use Proposition 6.8 to obtain that the characters θ: and θ1: intertwine in G:. �

Proposition 6.10. Let θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq and θ1´ P C´pΛ1, r, β1q be self-dual simple characters of G,
and suppose that epΛq “ epΛ1q. Then θ´ and θ1´ intertwine in G if and only if their lifts intertwine
in rG and the pairs pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1q are concordant.

We remark that, in the non-symplectic case the hypothesis on concordance is in fact not necessary:
if the lifts of θ´ and θ1´ intertwine in rG then, by Lemma 6.6, the pairs pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1q are
automatically concordant.

To prove Proposition 6.10, we will need the following lemma:

Lemma 6.11. Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n, r, β1s be self-dual simple strata and let θ P C ΣpΛ, r, βq and θ1 P
C ΣpΛ1, r, β1q. Suppose that θ, θ1 intertwine in rG and that the pairs pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1q are concordant.
Then, there are self-dual simple strata rΛ, n, r, β1s and rΛ1, n, r, β11s such that β1 and β11 have the same
characteristic polynomial, θ P C ΣpΛ, r, β1q and θ1 P C ΣpΛ1, r, β11q. Moreover, for any such β1, β

1
1, the

pairs pβ1, ϕβ1q and pβ11, ϕβ11q are concordant.

Granting this, we complete the proof of Proposition 6.10:

Proof. Let θ P C ΣpΛ, r, βq and θ1 P C ΣpΛ1, r, β1q denote the lifts of θ´ and θ1´, respectively. Suppose
first that θ and θ1 intertwine by an element of G. Then they intertwine by an element of rG and, by
Lemma 6.6(ii), the pairs pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1q are concordant.

Suppose now that θ and θ1 intertwine by an element of rG and the pairs pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1q are
concordant. By Lemma 6.11 we can assume that β and β1 have the same characteristic polynomial
and the pairs pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1q are still concordant; thus, by Remark 3.26(ii), they are conjugate
by an element g P G. The characters θ and θ2 :“ τgΛ,Λ1,β1pθ

1q intertwine by an element of rG by [5,
Theorem 1.11]. Thus θ and θ2 are conjugate by an element of G, by Proposition 6.8. We deduce
that θ and θ1 intertwine in G, since θ1 and θ2 are intertwined by 1. �

It remains only to prove Lemma 6.11:

Proof. The proof is by induction along r. There is nothing to show if both strata are null so we
assume that they are both non-null; in particular both characters are non-trivial.

The base case is r “ n´ 1. Applying [39, Proposition 7.1], as in the proof of Proposition 5.19, we
can replace β and β1 by elements β1 and β11 without changing the equivalence classes of the simple
self-dual strata and such that β1 and β11 have the same minimal polynomial. Proposition 5.19(ii) also
implies that the strata intertwine in G. Thus the pairs pβ1, ϕβ1

q and pβ11, ϕβ11q are concordant by
Corollary 5.18.

Suppose now that r ă n ´ 1 and let rΛ, n, r ` 1, γs and rΛ1, n, r ` 1, γ1s be self-dual simple
strata equivalent to rΛ, n, r ` 1, βs and rΛ1, n, r ` 1, β1s respectively. Note that the pairs pγ, ϕγq
and pγ1, ϕγ1q are concordant, by Lemma 6.7. By the induction hypothesis there are concordant self-
dual simple strata rΛ, n, r ` 1, γ1s and rΛ1, n, r ` 1, γ11s, such that C pΛ, r ` 1, γq “ C pΛ, r ` 1, γ1q

and C pΛ1, r ` 1, γ1q “ C pΛ1, r ` 1, γ11q and such that the minimal polynomials of γ1 and γ11 coincide.
By Remark 3.26(ii), concordance provides an element g of G such that gγ1g

´1 “ γ11. Now, θ|Hr`2pγ1,Λq

and τgΛ,Λ1,γ11pθ
1|Hr`2pγ11,Λ

1qq intertwine by an element of rG by [5, Theorem 1.11], so Proposition 6.8
implies they are conjugate by an element of G which maps Λ to gΛ. Thus, conjugating by this element,
we can assume that θ|Hr`2pγ1,Λq “ τΛ,Λ1,γ11pθ

1|Hr`2pγ11,Λ
1qq and that γ1 “ γ11.

By [39, Theorem 9.26], there is a self-dual simple stratum rΛ, n, r, β0s such that

C pΛ, r, βq “ C pΛ, r, β0q and rΛ, n, r ` 1, β0s is equivalent to rΛ, n, r ` 1, γ1s;
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moreover, the pairs pβ, ϕβq and pβ0, ϕβ0
q are concordant, by Lemma 6.6. Thus we may replace β by β0

and assume that γ “ γ1. By the same argument for β1, we see that we may assume γ “ γ1. Then
there are a character θ0 P C ΣpΛ, r, γq with transfer θ10 P C ΣpΛ1, r, γq and an element c P a´

´p1`rqpΛ
1q

such that
θ “ θ0ψβ´γ , θ

1 “ θ10ψβ1´γ`c.

By a self-dual :-construction we obtain characters

θ: “ θ:0ψβ:´γ: , θ
1: “ θ1:0 ψβ1:´γ:`c:

which intertwine in rG:. Moreover, there exists an element g P rG:
γ:

such that gΛ: “ Λ1:; then gθ:0 “ θ1:0 ,
because τΛ1:,Λ:,γ:pθ

:
0q “ θ1:0 (as, by its definition, the :-construction commutes with transfer). Writing s

for a tame corestriction with respect to γ:, the strata rgΛ:, r ` 1, r, spgβ:g´1 ´ γ:qs and rΛ1:, r `
1, r, spβ1: ´ γ: ` c:qs intertwine by an element of rG:

γ:
, by [39, Proposition 9.17(i)]. Conjugating by

this element, we may apply [39, Proposition 7.6], which then implies that the strata rΛ:, n, r, β:s
and rΛ1:, n, r, β1: ` c:s intertwine.

Since ψc: is intertwined by rGγ , it follows from [12, 2.4.11] that spc:q is congruent to an element
of Frγs modulo a´rpΛ

1:q. Thus rΛ1:, n, r, pβ1`cq:s is equivalent to a simple stratum by [39, Proposition
6.14]. Since it intertwines with rΛ:, n, r, β:s, the stratum rΛ:‘Λ1:, n, r, β:`pβ1`cq:s is also equivalent
to a simple stratum, by [39, Proposition 7.1]. Then [39, Theorem 6.16] implies that it is moreover
equivalent to a simple stratum which is split by the decomposition V:‘V: “ V‘¨ ¨ ¨‘V. In particular,
restricting to two copies of V, we see that rΛ‘Λ1, n, r, β` pβ1` cqs is equivalent to a simple stratum,
and again, by [39, Theorem 6.16], to a self-dual simple stratum rΛ‘ Λ1, n, r, β1 ` β

1
1s split by V‘V.

Thus we have found self-dual simple strata rΛ, n, r, β1s and rΛ1, n, r, β11s equivalent to rΛ, n, r, βs
and rΛ1, n, r, β1`cs respectively, such that β1 and β11 have the same minimal polynomial. Then C pΛ, r, βq
and C pΛ, r, β1q coincide, while

θ1 P C pΛ1, r, γqψβ1´γ`c “ C pΛ1, r, γqψβ11´γ “ C pΛ1, r, β11q,

so we are done.
Finally, we prove that the pairs pβ1, ϕβ1

q and pβ11, ϕβ11q are concordant. Since θ lies in C pΛ, r, βq and
in C pΛ, r, β1q, Proposition 6.6(ii) implies that pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1

q are concordant; similarly pβ1, ϕβ1q
and pβ11, ϕβ11q are concordant. Since pβ, ϕβq and pβ1, ϕβ1q are concordant by assumption, the result
follows by transitivity of concordance. �

7. Self-dual ps-characters and simple endo-classes

In this section we consider the collection of all self-dual simple characters while varying our ε-
hermitian space, for fixed ε and F{Fo. We first recall results of Bushnell and Henniart [8], and their
extensions to non-strict lattice sequences which are special cases of results in [5], on the foundational
theory of ps-characters and simple endo-classes. Then we develop the theory in the presence of an ε-
hermitian form over F.

For the remainder, while our F-vector space V and ε-hermitian space pV, hq over F may be varying,
we still use the notation rG “ AutFpVq and G “ UpV, hq.

7.1. Ps-characters. A simple pair over F is a pair pk, βq consisting of an element β of some finite
field extension of F and an integer k satisfying 0 ď k ă ´kFpβqepFrβs{Fq. For pk, βq a simple pair,
we write E “ Frβs and denote by Qpk, βq the class of all quadruples pV, ϕ,Λ, rq consisting of

(i) a finite dimensional F-vector space V;

(ii) an embedding ϕ : E ãÑ A, where A “ EndFpVq;

(iii) an oϕpEq-lattice sequence Λ in V;

(iv) and an integer r such that
X

r{epΛ|oϕpEqq
\

“ k.
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In this situation, we will abuse notation and write epΛ|oEq for epΛ|oϕpEqq, the period of Λ as an oϕpEq-
lattice sequence. We will also abbreviate epΛq “ epΛ|oFq for the period of Λ as an oF-lattice sequence.

Given pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq, we set

n “

#

r if β “ 0;

´νEpβqepΛ|oEq otherwise;

we then obtain a simple stratum rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs in A which we call a realization of the simple pair pk, βq.
It is simple because k0pβ,Λq “ epΛ|oEqepE{FqkFpβq by [12, 1.4.13] (see also [14, 5.1]).

We let Cpk, βq denote the collection of all simple characters defined by a realization of a simple
pair pk, βq:

Cpk, βq “
ď

pV,ϕ,Λ,rq
PQpk,βq

C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq.

Given two realizations rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs and rΛ1, n1, r1, ϕ1pβqs of a simple pair pk, βq there is a canonical
bijection

τΛ1,ϕ1,Λ,ϕ,β : C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq Ñ C pΛ1, r1, ϕ1pβqq,

defined in [12, 3.6.14], [42, Section 2.1] and [32, Section 3.1(53)], called transfer, and generalizing the
transfer recalled in the previous section. Although the transfer depends on r, r1, we do not include
them in our notation; indeed, we will usually omit ϕ1, ϕ also and just write τΛ1,Λ,β , as is usual in the
literature.

We recall briefly some of the main properties of transfer. Given realizations rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs, rΛ1, n1, r1, ϕ1pβqs,
and rΛ2, n2, r2, ϕ2pβqs of a simple pair pk, βq, the associated transfer maps satisfy the following:

‚ (symmetry) τΛ,Λ1,β “ τ´1
Λ1,Λ,β ;

‚ (transitivity) τΛ2,Λ,β “ τΛ2,Λ1,β ˝ τΛ1,Λ,β ;
‚ (intertwining) suppose the embeddings ϕ,ϕ1 have image in the endomorphisms of the same
space ϕ,ϕ1 : E ãÑ EndFpVq, and let θ P C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq; then τΛ1,Λ,βpθq is the unique simple
character θ1 P C pΛ1, r1, ϕ1pβqq such that θ is intertwined with θ1 by an element of rG which
conjugates ϕ to ϕ1.

In the final property, in fact every element of rG which conjugates ϕ to ϕ1 also intertwines θ with its
transfer τΛ1,Λ,βpθq.

It is also possible to describe the transfer map explicitly in terms of restrictions. Suppose we are
given realizations rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs and rΛ1, n1, r1, ϕ1pβqs of a simple pair pk, βq on spaces V,V1 respectively,
and Λ,Λ1 have the same period (so that also n1 “ n). We set V2 “ V ‘ V1 so that we have an
embedding ϕ2 “ ϕ`ϕ1 of E in EndFpV

2q; we also set Λ2 “ Λ‘Λ1 and r2 “ mintr, r1u. Then we get a
further realization rΛ2, n, r2, ϕ2pβqs on V2. Now, given a simple character θ P C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq there is a
unique simple character θ2 P C pΛ2, r2, ϕ2pβqq such that θ is the restriction of θ2 to Hr`1pϕ2pβq,Λ2qX

AutFpVq. Then the transfer θ1 “ τΛ1,Λ,βpθq is the restriction of θ2 to Hr1`1pϕ2pβq,Λ2q XAutFpV
1q.

A potential simple character, or ps-character, supported on the simple pair pk, βq is a function Θ :
Qpk, βq Ñ Cpk, βq such that

(i) ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq P C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq, for pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq;

(ii) ΘpV1, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q “ τΛ1,Λ,βpΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rqq, for pV, ϕ,Λ, rq, pV1, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Qpk, βq.
For pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq, we call ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq a realization of Θ. Thus, by property (ii), a ps-character
is determined by any one of its realizations. We define the degree of Θ to be degpΘq “ rFrβs : Fs.

Let Θ,Θ1 be ps-characters supported on the simple pairs pk, βq, pk1, β1q respectively.

Definition 7.1. We say that Θ and Θ1 are endo-equivalent, denoted Θ « Θ1, if
(i) degpΘq “ degpΘ1q;

(ii) k “ k1;
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(iii) there exist realizations on a common F-vector space which intertwine, i.e. there exist a
finite dimensional F-vector space V and quadruples pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq and pV, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P
Qpk1, β1q, such that ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq and Θ1pV, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q intertwine in rG “ AutFpVq.

Note that the formulation of endo-equivalence in [8, 8.6] and [5, 1.10] differs mildly from the above.
In particular they do not consider ps-characters with a trivial character in the image. Therefore we
need the following remarks.

Remarks 7.2. (i) In Definition 7.1(iii), we could impose that Λ “ Λ1 and that Λ is strict
without changing the relation. Indeed, suppose that Λ ‰ Λ1 or Λ is not strict. By chang-
ing the lattice sequences in their affine classes, we can assume that epΛq “ epΛ1q. Then,
performing a :-construction, there exists g P rG: such that gΛ: “ Λ1:, and the charac-
ters gθ: “ τgΛ:,gϕ:,Λ,ϕ,βpθq and θ1: “ τΛ1:,ϕ1:,Λ1,ϕ1,βpθ

1q intertwine in rG:, because θ and θ1

intertwine in rG.

(ii) For every non-negative integer k we have exactly one ps-character supported on pk, 0q, which
we call the zero ps-character 0k. It is not endo-equivalent to any other ps-character, which
can be seen as follows. Suppose Θ is a ps-character supported on pk, βq, with β ‰ 0, which
is endo-equivalent to 0k. Then Frβs “ F and there are realizations θ P C pΛ, r, βq of Θ
and θ1 P C pΛ1, r1, 0q of 0k on the same vector space such that epΛq “ epΛ1q and θ, θ1 intertwine.
We then get

X

r1{epΛq
\

“ k ă
´k0pβ,Λq

epΛq
“
´ valΛpβq

epΛq
P Z,

but this contradicts Lemma 5.3.

(iii) It follows from the previous remarks and [8, Corollary 8.10] that endo-equivalence is indeed
an equivalence relation.

We can now state some initial results on endo-equivalence of ps-characters from [8].

Proposition 7.3 (cf. [8, 8.4, 8.10]). Let Θ,Θ1 be ps-characters supported on the simple pairs pk, βq, pk, β1q
respectively, and put E “ Frβs and E1 “ Frβ1s. Suppose that Θ « Θ1. Then:

(i) We have epE{Fq “ epE1{Fq, fpE{Fq “ fpE1{Fq and kFpβq “ kFpβ
1q.

(ii) If pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq, pV, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Qpk, β1q and epΛq “ epΛ1q then we have pV, ϕ,Λ, r1q P
Qpk, βq, i.e.

Y

r1

epΛ|oEq

]

“ k.

Proof. If Θ is zero then Θ1 “ Θ by Remark 7.2(ii), and the result follows, so we suppose both Θ,Θ1

are non-zero. Then (i) follows from Remark 7.2(i) and [8, Proposition 8.4]. By (i) we have epΛ|oEq “
epΛq
epE{Fq “ epΛ1|oE1q and thus

X

r1{epΛ|oEq
\

“
X

r1{epΛ1|oE1q
\

“ k,

which proves (ii). �

Definition 7.4. We call the equivalence classes of ps-characters under endo-equivalence simple endo-
classes. We define the degree of a simple endo-class to be the degree of any ps-character in the
equivalence class.

A miracle of the theory is that, while endo-equivalence is defined via the existence of realizations
on a common vector space which intertwine (property (iii) of the definition), all realizations of endo-
equivalent ps-characters on common vector spaces intertwine:

Theorem 7.5 (cf. [5, Theorem 1.11] and [8, Corollary 8.7]). Let Θ,Θ1 be endo-equivalent ps-characters
supported on the simple pairs pk, βq, pk, β1q respectively. Let θ, θ1 be realizations of Θ,Θ1 respectively,
on the same vector space V. Then, θ and θ1 intertwine in rG.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume θ P C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq and θ1 P C pΛ1, r1, ϕ1pβ1qq, for simple
strata rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs and rΛ1, n1, r1, ϕ1pβ1qs with epΛq “ epΛ1q by adjusting the strata in their affine
classes. If one of the ps-characters is zero then θ and θ1 are trivial and therefore intertwine. Thus we
assume that both ps-characters are non-zero.

We first consider the case r “ r1. By Proposition 7.3(i) we can apply Lemma 5.1 to find an oϕ1pE1q-
lattice sequence Λ2 in V and an element g P rG such that gΛ2 “ Λ. Then θ and Θ1pV, gϕ1,Λ, r1q are
conjugate in rG by [5, 1.13]. Thus θ and Θ1pV, ϕ1,Λ2, r1q are conjugate and hence, as the latter is
intertwined with θ1 by 1, we see that θ and θ1 intertwine.

We now assume, without loss of generality, that r ď r1. The quadruple pV, ϕ1,Λ1, rq is an element
of Qpk, βq by Proposition 7.3(ii), and by the r “ r1 case the characters θ and Θ1pV, ϕ1,Λ1, rq intertwine.
Thus θ and θ1 intertwine because θ1 is the restriction of Θ1pV, ϕ1,Λ1, rq. �

That endo-equivalence is a transitive relation leads to the following transitivity of intertwining
statement for simple characters:

Theorem 7.6. Let θi P C pΛi, ri, βiq, for i “ 1, 2, 3. Suppose that θ1 and θ2 intertwine in rG, θ2 and θ3

intertwine in rG, and that either

(i)
Y

r1
epΛ1|oE1 q

]

“

Y

r2
epΛ2|oE2 q

]

“

Y

r3
epΛ3|oE3 q

]

and θ1, θ2 and θ3 have the same degree; or

(ii) epΛ1q “ epΛ2q “ epΛ3q and r1 “ r2 “ r3.

Then θ1 and θ3 intertwine in rG.

Proof. In case (i), let Θi be the ps-character with realization θi in C pΛi, ri, βiq, for i “ 1, 2, 3. We
have Θ1 « Θ2 and Θ2 « Θ3 by assumption, and thus Θ1 « Θ3 by transitivity, and therefore θ1 and θ3

intertwine by Theorem 7.5. Case (ii) follows from case (i) by Proposition 6.2(i). �

7.2. Self-dual ps-characters. We fix the extension F{Fo, as usual let denote the generator
of GalpF{Foq, and fix a sign ε “ ˘1. In this section we introduce the theory of endo-class for
self-dual simple characters under an ε-hermitian form over F.

A simple pair pk, βq over F is called self-dual if pE, βq is a self-dual extension of F{Fo. For pk, βq a
self-dual simple pair, we denote by Q´pk, βq the class of all quadruples ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq consisting of

(i) a finite-dimensional ε-hermitian space pV, hq over F{Fo;

(ii) a self-dual embedding ϕ : E Ñ A, where A “ EndFpVq;

(iii) a self-dual oϕpEq-lattice sequence Λ in V;

(iv) and an integer r such that
X

r{epΛ|oϕpEqq
\

“ k.
In particular, we then have pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq. Given ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P Q´pk, βq we obtain a
self-dual simple stratum rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs which we call a self-dual realization of the simple pair pk, βq.

Let pk, βq be a self-dual simple pair. By [42, Proposition 2.12], if we have self-dual realiza-
tions rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs and rΛ1, n1, r1, ϕ1pβqs of pk, βq, then the transfer map τΛ1,Λ,β commutes with the
involutions defined on C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq and C pΛ1, r1, ϕ1pβqq and restricts to give a bijection

τΛ1,Λ,β : C´pΛ, r, ϕpβqq Ñ C´pΛ
1, r1, ϕ1pβqq.

We let C´pk, βq denote the collection of all self-dual simple characters defined by a realization of the
self-dual simple pair pk, βq:

C´pk, βq “
ď

ppV,hq,ϕ,Λ,rqPQ´pk,βq

C´pΛ, r, ϕpβqq.

Definition 7.7. Let pk, βq be a self-dual simple pair.
(i) A ps-character Θ supported on pk, βq is called σ-invariant if, for all quadruples ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P

Q´pk, βq, ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq is σ-invariant with respect to pV, hq.
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(ii) A self-dual ps-character supported on pk, βq is a function, Θ´ : Q´pk, βq Ñ C´pk, βq such
that, for all ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq, ppV1, h1q, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Q´pk, βq,

Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P C´pΛ, r, ϕpβqq;

Θ´ppV
1, h1q, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q “ τΛ1,Λ,βpΘ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rqq.

We call a value of a self-dual ps-character, a self-dual realization of the self-dual ps-character.
Thus, again, a self-dual ps-character is determined by any one of its self-dual realizations. By the
Glauberman correspondence, every self-dual ps-character arises uniquely by restriction from of a σ-
invariant ps-character.

More precisely, for a self-dual ps-character Θ´ supported on pk, βq, there is a unique σ-invariant
ps-character Θ, supported on pk, βq, such that the following diagram commutes:

Q´pk, βq

Qpk, βq Cpk, βq

Gl ˝ Θ´

Θ

where the vertical arrow is the forgetful map ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq ÞÑ pV, ϕ,Λ, rq and Gl ˝ Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq
is the Glauberman lift in C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq of Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P C´pΛ, r, ϕpβqq. We call Θ the lift of Θ´.
We also define the degree of Θ´ to be the degree of its lift, so degpΘ´q “ rFrβs : Fs.

Let Θ´,Θ
1
´ be self-dual ps-characters supported on the self-dual simple pairs pk, βq, pk1, β1q respec-

tively.

Definition 7.8. We say that Θ´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent, denoted Θ´ « Θ1´, if
(i) degpΘ´q “ degpΘ1´q;

(ii) k “ k1;

(iii) there exist realizations on a common ε-hermitian space pV, hq over F which intertwine in G “

UpV, hq, i.e. there exist a finite-dimensional ε-hermitian space pV, hq over F{Fo and quadru-
ples ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P Q´pk, βq and ppV, hq, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Q´pk

1, β1q, such that Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq
and Θ1´ppV, hq, ϕ

1,Λ1, r1q intertwine in G.

We can now prove our main result on endo-equivalence of self-dual ps-characters.

Theorem 7.9. Let Θ´,Θ
1
´ be self-dual ps-characters supported on the self-dual simple pairs pk, βq, pk, β1q

respectively. Denote by Θ,Θ1 the lifts of Θ´,Θ
1
´ respectively. Suppose that degpΘ´q “ degpΘ1´q. Then

the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) Θ and Θ1 are endo-equivalent;

(ii) Θ´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent;

(iii) for all ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P Q´pk, βq and ppV, hq, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Q´pk, β
1q with pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q

concordant the realizations Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq and Θ1´ppV, hq, ϕ
1,Λ1, r1q intertwine in G “

UpV, hq;

(iv) there are ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P Q´pk, βq and ppV, hq, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Q´pk, β
1q with pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q

concordant such that Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq and Θ1´ppV, hq, ϕ
1,Λ1, r1q intertwine in G “ UpV, hq.

Suppose further that F ‰ Fo or ε “ 1. Then these four assertions are equivalent to:
(v) for all ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P Q´pk, βq and ppV, hq, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Q´pk, β

1q the realizations Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq
and Θ1´ppV, hq, ϕ

1,Λ1, r1q intertwine in G “ UpV, hq.

Indeed, we will see in the proof that, in the non-symplectic case (i.e. F ‰ Fo or ε “ 1), if Θ
and Θ1 are endo-equivalent then, for any two self-dual embeddings ϕ,ϕ1 of β, β1 respectively into
any ε-hermitian space pV, hq over F{Fo, the pairs pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q are concordant.
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Proof. Certainly (ii) follows from (iv), and (i) follows from (ii), by definition and Proposition 6.4.
Clearly (iii) follows from (v).

Suppose now that Θ,Θ1 are endo-equivalent and we have ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P Q´pk, βq and ppV, hq, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P
Q´pk, β

1q. Replacing Λ,Λ1 by an affine translation, which does not affect the realization, we can as-
sume epΛq “ epΛ1q; moreover, by Proposition 7.3(ii) we may replace r, r1 by mintr, r1u and hence
assume they are equal. Note that these changes do not affect the concordance of pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q.
Then ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq and Θ1pV, ϕ1,Λ1, rq intertwine by Theorem 7.5 and, further, when F ‰ Fo or ε “ 1,
the pairs pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q are automatically concordant by Lemma 6.6(ii). Then, provided we have
concordant pairs pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q in the symplectic case, Proposition 6.10 implies that Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq
and Θ1´ppV, hq, ϕ

1,Λ1, r1q intertwine in G “ UpV, hq. Thus (i) implies (iii), and (i) implies (v)
when F ‰ Fo or ε “ 1.

Now suppose the two ps-characters satisfy (iii). In order to show (iv), we have to find elements
of Q´pk, βq and Q´pk, β

1q defined on the same ε-hermitian space with concordant pairs. Let hE and hE1

be hyperbolic ε-hermitian spaces over E and E1, respectively, of the same dimension, and recall that rE :
Fs “ rE1 : Fs, since Θ´,Θ

1
´ have the same degree. Then (in the notation of subsection 3.5) λ˚βphEq

and λ˚β1phE1q are hyperbolic spaces over F of the same dimension; hence they are isometric and
we can assume without loss of generality that they are the same space pV, hq. The pairs pβ, ϕβq
and pβ1, ϕβ1q are then concordant, because hE and hE1 are hyperbolic. Now, for any self-dual oE-lattice
sequence Λ in V and self-dual oE1 -lattice sequence Λ1 in V, we have ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, kepΛ|oEqq P Q´pk, βq
and ppV, hq, ϕ1,Λ1, kepΛ1|oE1qq P Q´pk, β

1q. �

In fact, concordance exactly determines whether realizations of endo-equivalent self-dual ps-characters
intertwine:

Proposition 7.10. Let Θ´,Θ
1
´ be endo-equivalent self-dual ps-characters supported on the self-

dual simple pairs pk, βq, pk, β1q respectively. Let ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P Q´pk, βq and ppV, hq, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P
Q´pk, β

1q. Then the realizations Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq and Θ1´ppV, hq, ϕ
1,Λ1, r1q intertwine in G “

UpV, hq if and only if pβ, ϕq and pβ1, ϕ1q are concordant.

Proof. Suppose θ “ Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq and θ1 “ Θ1´ppV, hq, ϕ
1,Λ1, r1q intertwine in G “ UpV, hq. Re-

placing Λ,Λ1 by an affine translation, which does not affect the realization, we can assume epΛq “ epΛ1q;
moreover, by Proposition 7.3(ii) we may replace r, r1 by maxtr, r1u (which is equivalent to restrict-
ing θ, θ1 to subgroups) and hence assume they are equal. Then Proposition 6.10 implies that pβ, ϕq
and pβ1, ϕ1q are concordant. The converse is given by Theorem 7.9. �

As endo-equivalence of ps-characters for general linear groups is an equivalence relation, from
Theorem 7.9 we deduce the corresponding result for self-dual ps-characters:

Corollary 7.11. Endo-equivalence defines an equivalence relation on the class of self-dual ps-characters.

We also deduce that endo-equivalent self-dual ps-characters must be supported on similar self-dual
extensions (see Definition 3.33).

Corollary 7.12. Let Θ´,Θ
1
´ be endo-equivalent self-dual ps-characters supported on the self-dual

simple pairs pk, βq, pk, β1q respectively and put E “ Frβs and E1 “ Frβ1s. Then the self-dual exten-
sions pE, βq and pE1, β1q are similar.

Proof. Denote by Θ,Θ1 the lifts of Θ´,Θ
1
´ respectively; they are endo-equivalent by Theorem 7.9.

We choose self-dual realizations of Θ´,Θ
1
´ on a common space V for which the lattice sequences

have the same period. Then their lifts are realizations of the endo-equivalent Θ,Θ1 so intertwine
in rG “ AutFpVq by Theorem 7.5. Then Corollary 6.9 says that the extensions pE, βq and pE1, β1q are
similar. �

We call the equivalence classes of self-dual ps-characters under endo-equivalence self-dual simple
endo-classes. We also obtain the self-dual version of Theorem 7.6, the transitivity of intertwining of
self-dual simple characters:
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Corollary 7.13. Let θi,´ P C´pΛi, ri, βiq be self-dual simple characters, for i “ 1, 2, 3. Suppose
that θ1,´ and θ2,´ intertwine in G, θ2,´ and θ3,´ intertwine in G, and that either

(i)
Y

r1
epΛ1|oE1

q

]

“

Y

r2
epΛ2|oE2

q

]

“

Y

r3
epΛ3|oE3

q

]

and θ1,´, θ2,´ and θ3,´ have the same degree; or

(ii) epΛ1q “ epΛ2q “ epΛ3q and r1 “ r2 “ r3.
Then θ1,´ and θ3,´ intertwine in G.

Proof. In case (i), let Θi´ be the ps-character with realization θi,´ in C´pΛi, ri, βiq, for i “ 1, 2, 3.
We have Θ1,´ « Θ2,´ and Θ2,´ « Θ3,´ by assumption, and thus Θ1,´ « Θ3,´ by Corollary 7.11.
We abbreviate ϕi for the canonical embedding of βi in A. Then pβ1, ϕ1q and pβ2, ϕ2q are concordant,
by Proposition 7.10, and likewise pβ2, ϕ2q and pβ3, ϕ3q are concordant. Thus pβ1, ϕ1q and pβ3, ϕ3q

are concordant, by transitivity of concordance, and θ1,´ and θ3,´ intertwine in G by Proposition 7.10
again. Case (ii) follows from case (i) by Proposition 6.2(i). �

8. Self-dual semisimple characters: intertwining and concordance

In this section we recall, from [42, 29], the basic properties of semisimple strata and characters,
and of their self-dual versions. We also recall from [39] how the intertwining of semisimple characters
induces a matching between their splittings, and use this to deduce both results on concordance and
Skolem–Noether type results.

8.1. Semisimple strata. Suppose that V “
À

iPI Vi is a decomposition into F-subspaces. For J any
subset of I, we write VJ “

À

iPJ Vi and eJ : V Ñ VJ for the projection with kernel
À

jPIzJ Vj . We
also set AJ “ EndFpV

Jq and rGJ “ AutFpV
Jq. When J “ tiu is a singleton, then we will write Ai

rather than Atiu, etc.
Now let rΛ, n, r, βs be a stratum in A. For J a subset of I, we set ΛJ “ Λ X VJ and βJ “ eJβeJ,

and nJ “ maxt´ valΛJpβJq, ru, so that rΛJ, nJ, r, βJs is a stratum in VJ. The decomposition V “
À

iPI Vi of V is called a splitting of rΛ, n, r, βs if β “
ř

iPI βi and Λpkq “
À

iPI Λipkq, for all k P Z.

Definition 8.1. A stratum rΛ, n, r, βs in A is called semisimple if it is a null stratum or if valΛpβq “ ´n
and there exists a splitting

À

iPI Vi for rΛ, n, r, βs such that
(i) for i P I, the stratum rΛi, ni, r, βis in EndFpV

iq is simple;

(ii) for i, j P I with i ‰ j, the stratum rΛti,ju, nti,ju, r, βti,jus is not equivalent to a simple stratum
in EndFpV

ti,juq.

Let rΛ, n, r, βs be a semisimple stratum in A. We write E “ Frβs and Ei “ Frβis, so that E “
À

iPI Ei is a sum of fields, and set Bβ “ CApβq and rGβ “ Bˆβ . By abuse of notation, we call
an oF-lattice sequence which is a sum of oEi-lattice sequences in Vi an oE-lattice sequence; thus Λ is
an oE-lattice sequence. We also call rE : Fs “ dimF E the degree of the semisimple stratum.

For rΛ, n, 0, βs a non-null semisimple stratum in A, we let

k0pβ,Λq “ ´mintr P Z : r ě 0, rΛ, n, r, βs is not semisimpleu

denote the critical exponent of rΛ, n, 0, βs and set kFpβq “
1

epΛqk0pβ,Λq; by [42, §3.1], this is indepen-
dent of Λ. For null strata we put k0p0,Λq “ kFp0q “ ´8.

It is possible to generalize the critical exponent to all pairs pβ,Λq where β generates a product of
fields, and Λ is an oE-lattice sequence as follows. We set n “ ´ valΛpβq and e “ epΛq.

Lemma 8.2. With the notation above, if β is non-zero then, for any sufficiently large integer l, the
stratum rΛ, n` le, 0, $´lF βs is semisimple.

We can then define
k0pβ,Λq “ k0p$

´l
F β,Λq ` le,

for any integer l such that rΛ, n` le, 0, $´lF βs is semisimple; this is independent of the choice of l. We
also set kFpβq “

1
ek0pβ,Λq, which is again independent of Λ.
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Proof. Replacing β by $´lF β for sufficiently large l, we can assume that kFpβiq ă 0 for all i P I, in
which case n is positive. We need only show that there is an integer l such that rΛ, n ` le, 0, $´lF βs
is semisimple so we suppose for contradiction that there is no such integer. From the definition of
semisimple stratum, it is sufficient to consider the case that I has cardinality two. For each l ě 0 there
is then by [39, Theorem 6.16] a simple stratum rΛ, n ` le, 0, γplqs equivalent to rΛ, n ` le, 0, $´lF βs

with γplq P
À

iPI Ai. Restricting these to the ith block (where both strata are simple), we see
that kFpγ

plqq “ kFp$
´l
F βiq; in particular, kFp$

l
Fγ
plqq “ kFpβiq ă 0 so that rΛ, n, 0, $l

Fγ
plqs is a simple

stratum. But then $l
Fγ
plq converges to β as l Ñ 8 so [41, Proposition 1.9] implies that rΛ, n, 0, βs is

simple. In particular, Frβs is a field, which contradicts the fact that I has cardinality two. �

Now we turn to the self-dual case. If rΛ, n, r, βs is self-dual and semisimple with associated split-
ting V “

À

iPI Vi then, for each i P I, there exists a unique σpiq “ j P I such that βi “ ´βj . We
set I0 “ ti P I : σpiq “ iu and choose a set of representatives I` for the orbits of σ in IzI0. Then we
let I´ “ σpI`q so that we have a disjoint union I “ I`Y I0Y I´. If J is a σ-stable subset of I, then we
write hJ for the restriction of the form h to VJ, so that pVJ, hJq is an ε-hermitian space over F{Fo;
this applies in particular when J is a singleton subset of I0.

Definition 8.3. A semisimple stratum rΛ, n, r, βs in A is called skew if it is self-dual and the associated
splitting

À

iPI Vi is orthogonal with respect to the ε-hermitian form h, i.e. I “ I0 in the notation above.

In particular, a self-dual simple stratum is automatically skew. At the start of the appendix, there
is a brief discussion on the roles of skew and non-skew self-dual semisimple objects.

As in the simple case, many results concerning semisimple strata are proved “by induction along r”
using the following fundamental approximation result.

Proposition 8.4 ([42, Proposition 3.4], [29, Lemma 3.1]). Let rΛ, n, 0, βs be a non-null semisim-
ple stratum with associated splitting

À

iPI Vi and let 0 ă r ď n. Then there is a semisimple
stratum rΛ, n, r, γs equivalent to rΛ, n, r, βs with γ P

À

iPI Ai. Moreover, if rΛ, n, 0, βs is self-dual
then rΛ, n, r, γs may be taken to be self-dual also.

8.2. Semisimple characters. Let rΛ, n, r, βs be a semisimple stratum in A. Associated to it are
an oF-order Hpβ,Λq in A defined inductively (see [42, Section 3.2]) and, for m ě 1, the compact open
subgroups Hmpβ,Λq “ Hpβ,ΛqXPmpΛq of rG. We also have a set C pΛ, r, βq of characters of Hr`1pβ,Λq
called semisimple characters (which depend on our fixed choice of additive character ψ). For each
subset J of I, there is a natural embedding Hr`1pβJ,Λ

Jq ãÑ Hr`1pβ,Λq and hence a map C pΛ, r, βq Ñ
C pΛJ, r, βJq which we write θ ÞÑ θJ. In the case when J “ tiu is a singleton, we call θi a simple block
restriction of θ.

As in the simple case we have a notion of transfer for semisimple characters. We define epΛEq

to be the greatest common divisor of the integers epΛi|oEiq, for i P I. Given two semisimple
strata rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n1, r1, βs in A, which satisfy

Y

r
epΛEq

]

“

Y

r1

epΛ1
E1
q

]

, there is a canonical bijec-
tion τΛ1,Λ,β : C pΛ, r, βq Ñ C pΛ1, r1, βq called transfer (see [42, Proposition 3.26] and [43, Remark 3.3]):
if θ P C pΛ, r, βq then τΛ1,Λ,βpθq is the unique semisimple character θ1 P C pΛ1, r1, βq such that 1 P rG
intertwines θ with θ1. Again, despite the dependence of the bijection on pr, r1q we omit it from our
notation.

Now suppose that rΛ, n, r, βs is also self-dual. Then the subgroup Hr`1pβ,Λq and the set C pΛ, r, βq
of semisimple characters are stable under σ (see [42, §3.6] and [29, §3.6]), and we set

Hr`1
´ pβ,Λq “ Hr`1pβ,ΛqΣ “ Hr`1pβ,Λq XG;

C ΣpΛ, r, βq “ tθ P C pΛ, r, βq : θσ “ θu.
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As in the simple setting, Hr`1
´ pβ,Λq is a compact open subgroup of G, and we define the set of self-dual

semisimple characters of Hr`1
´ pβ,Λq by restriction:

C´pΛ, r, βq “ tθ |Hr`1
´

pβ,Λq: θ P C ΣpΛ, r, βqu.

This restriction coincides with the Glauberman correspondence. By the Glauberman correspondence,
if θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq then there is a unique θ P C ΣpΛ, r, βq whose restriction to Hr`1

´ pβ,Λq is θ´; we
call θ the lift of θ´ with respect to pΛ, r, βq. (As before, we will simply write lift of θ´, since the
stratum will be given implicitly.)

A self-dual semisimple character θ´ is called skew semisimple if there is a skew semisimple stra-
tum rΛ, n, r, βs such that θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq.

If we have two self-dual semisimple strata rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n1, r1, βs in A, which satisfy
Y

r
epΛEq

]

“
Y

r1

epΛ1
E1
q

]

, then the transfer map τΛ1,Λ,β commutes with the involution σ (see [42, Proposition 3.32]
and [29, §3.7]). In particular it restricts to a bijection τΛ1,Λ,β : C´pΛ, r, βq Ñ C´pΛ1, r1, βq.

8.3. Matching splittings, intertwining and conjugacy. Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n1, r1, β1s be semisim-
ple strata in A with associated splittings V “

À

iPI Vi and V “
À

iPI1 V
1i, respectively. The starting

point for this section is the Matching Theorem of the second and third authors.

Definition 8.5. Let θ P C pΛ, r, βq and θ1 P C pΛ1, r1, β1q be semisimple characters and suppose there
are a bijection ζ : I Ñ I1 and g P AutFpVq such that, for each i P I, we have:

(i) gVi “ V1ζpiq;

(ii) gθi and θ1ζpiq intertwine in AutFpV
1ζpiqq.

Then we say that ζ is a matching from pθ, βq to pθ1, β1q, and that θ intertwines θ1 in AutFpVq with
matching ζ.

The use of the terminology “intertwines with matching ζ” is justified by the following result.

Proposition 8.6. Let θ P C pΛ, r, βq and θ1 P C pΛ1, r1, β1q be semisimple characters in rG, and sup-
pose ζ : I Ñ I1 is a bijection between their index sets. For i P I, write Ipθi, θ

1
ζpiqq for the set of

isomorphisms g P HomFpV
i,V1ζpiqq such that gθi is intertwined with θ1ζpiq by the identity. Then

(8.7)

˜

I
rGpθ, θ

1q X
ź

iPI

HomFpV
i,V1ζpiqq

¸

“
ź

iPI

Ipθi, θ
1
ζpiqq.

Proof. It is clear that the left hand side of (8.7) is contained in the right hand side. Conversely,
if gi P Ipθi, θ

1
ζpiqq, for i P I, then g “

ř

iP I gi intertwines θ with θ1, by the Iwahori decomposition of
semisimple characters. �

For the matching theorem we restrict to the case r “ r1 and epΛq “ epΛ1q, though we will see later
that these hypotheses could be relaxed somewhat.

Theorem 8.8 ([39, Theorem 10.1]). Suppose that epΛq “ epΛ1q and let θ P C pΛ, r, βq and θ1 P

C pΛ1, r, β1q be semisimple characters which intertwine in rG. Then there is a unique matching ζ : I Ñ I1

from pθ, βq to pθ1, β1q. Moreover, if g P rG satisfies gVi “ V1ζpiq for i P I, then gθi and θ1ζpiq intertwine
in AutFpV

1ζpiqq.

In particular, under the notation of the theorem we have epEi{Fq “ epE1ζpiq{Fq, fpEi{Fq “ fpE1ζpiq{Fq,
and k0pβi,Λ

iq “ k0pβ
1
ζpiq,Λ

1ζpiqq by Proposition 6.2.

Remark 8.9. Suppose rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n, r, β1s are self-dual semisimple strata and θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq
and θ1´ P C´pΛ1, r, β1q are self-dual semisimple characters, with lifts θ, θ1 respectively. If θ´, θ1´ inter-
twine in G then the lifts intertwine so we have a matching ζ : I Ñ I1 from pθ, βq to pθ1, β1q. Moreover,
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by uniqueness of matchings, ζ is σ-equivariant. We will also say that ζ is a matching from pθ´, βq
to pθ1´, βq.

Remark 8.10. It follows from the σ-equivariance of the matching that if θ´ is a skew semisimple
character and rΛ, n, r, βs is any self-dual semisimple stratum such that θ´ P C pΛ, r, βq then the
stratum rΛ, n, r, βs is in fact skew semisimple.

Corollary 8.11. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8.8, suppose that there exists g P rG such
that gβg´1 “ β1 and θ1 “ τΛ1,gΛ,β1p

gθq. Then βi and β1ζpiq have the same characteristic polynomial,
for all i P I.

Proof. By conjugating by g we reduce to the case that β “ β1. As θ1 “ τΛ1,Λ,βpθq we have 1 P I
rGpθ, θ

1q.
The identity map I Ñ I is then a matching from pθ, βq to pθ1, β1q so the uniqueness in Theorem 8.8
implies that ζ is the trivial permutation of the index set, which finishes the proof. �

Remark 8.12. If the semisimple characters are not related by transfer, then the conclusion of Corol-
lary 8.11 need not hold, as the following example shows. Suppose the characteristic of F is p and
set I “ t0, . . . , p ´ 1u. Take an element β0 P F of negative even valuation, and a regular lattice
sequence Λ0. Set n “ ´ valΛpβ0q and r “ n

2 , both of which are non-zero multiples of epΛ0q. Take
an element λ P pF X a´rpΛ

0qqza´r`1pΛ
0q and set βi “ β0 ` iλ, for i P I. Then, putting β “

ř

iPI βi
and Λ “

À

iPI Λ0, the stratum rΛ, n, 0, βs is semisimple.
By the results of [12, §3.5], the sets C pΛ0, r ´ 1, βiq coincide, so multiplication by ψλ induces

a permutation of C pΛ0, r ´ 1, β0q. Choosing any θ0 P C pΛ0, r ´ 1, β0q, there are unique semisimple
characters θ, θ1 P C pΛ, r´1,

ř

iPI βiq whose ith simple block restrictions are θ0ψiλ and θ0ψpi`1qλ respec-
tively. Then the matching from pθ, βq to pθ1, βq is a cyclic permutation, not the identity, but βi, βi`1

do not have the same characteristic polynomial.

We need a description of the intertwining of transfers, which generalizes [42, Theorem 3.22] and
which we prove in the appendix (as Proposition A.10). The statement involves a particular sub-
group Srpβ,Λq of P1pΛq associated to the semisimple stratum rΛ, n, r, βs, which normalizes every
character in C pΛ, r, βq and is defined in [42, Section 3.2], where it is denoted Γrpβ,Λq (see also [39,
Proposition 9.8], and [12, (3.5.1)] for the simple case).

Proposition 8.13. Suppose epΛq “ epΛ1q and β1 “ β.
(i) Let θ P C pΛ, r, βq and θ1 “ τΛ1,Λ,βpθq. Then

I
rGpθ, θ

1q “ Srpβ,Λ
1qrGβSrpβ,Λq.

(ii) Suppose rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n, r, βs are self-dual and let θ P C´pΛ, r, βq and θ1´ “ τΛ1,Λ,βpθ´q.
Then

IGpθ´, θ
1
´q “ pSrpβ,Λ

1q XGqGβpSrpβ,Λq XGq.

We also have the following intertwining implies conjugacy theorem. In the case of semisimple
characters and skew semisimple characters, this is [39, Theorems 10.2,10.3] respectively; we prove
the case of self-dual semisimple characters in the appendix (as Theorem A.13). The condition on a
matching ζ which allows one to deduce conjugacy is

(8.14) Λipjq{Λipj ` 1q – Λ1ζpiqpjq{Λ1ζpiqpj ` 1q, for all i P I and all integers j.

Theorem 8.15. Suppose that epΛq “ epΛ1q.
(i) Let θ P C pΛ, r, βq and θ1 P C pΛ, r, β1q be semisimple characters which intertwine, such that

the matching ζ from pθ, βq to pθ1, β1q satisfies (8.14). Then there is an element of PpΛq X
ś

iPI HomFpV
i,V1ζpiqq which conjugates θ to θ1.
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(ii) Suppose rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n, r, βs are self-dual and let θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq and θ1´ P C´pΛ, r, β1q
be self-dual semisimple characters which intertwine in G, such that the matching ζ from pθ´, βq
to pθ1´, β1q satisfies (8.14). Then there is an element of P´pΛqX

ś

iPI HomFpV
i,V1ζpiqq which

conjugates θ´ to θ1´.

From these results we get the following important corollaries.

Corollary 8.16. Suppose that epΛq “ epΛ1q and let θ P C pΛ, r, βq and θ1 P C pΛ1, r, β1q be semisimple
characters which intertwine in rG, and let ζ : I Ñ I1 be the matching from pθ, βq to pθ1, β1q. Then

I
rGpθ, θ

1q “ Srpβ
1,Λ1q

˜

I
rGpθ, θ

1q X
ź

iPI

HomFpV
i,V1ζpiqq

¸

Srpβ,Λq.

Suppose further that rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n, r, β1s are self-dual and that we have a partition P of I into σ-
stable subsets such that for each J P P the hermitian spaces pVJ, hJq and pV1ζpJq, hζpJqq are isometric.
Let θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq and θ1´ P C pΛ1, r, β1q be self-dual semisimple characters which intertwine in G.
Then

IGpθ´, θ
1
´q “ pSrpβ

1,Λ1q XGq

˜

IGpθ´, θ
1
´q X

ź

JPP
HomFpV

J,V1ζpJqq

¸

pSrpβ,Λq XGq.

Proof. Let g P rG be an element inducing the matching, that is, satisfying the conditions in Theo-
rem 8.8. For each index i the field extensions Ei{F and E1ζpiq{F have equal ramification indices and
inertia degrees, by Proposition 6.2; thus, by Lemma 5.1, there is an oEi-lattice sequence Λ2i in Vi

which is conjugate in rGi to g´1Λ1ζpiq. In particular, Λ2 “
À

iPI Λ2i is then an oE-lattice sequence in V

which is rG-conjugate to Λ1 by an element which maps Λ2i to Λ1ζpiq.
Let θ2 “ τΛ2,Λ,βpθq be the transfer of θ to C pΛ2, r, βq. Applying Theorem 7.6 to the simple block

restrictions of θ2, θ, θ1 and Proposition 8.13, we see that θ2 intertwines with θ1. Then Theorem 8.15(i)
implies that θ2 is conjugate to θ1 by an element g P rG which maps Λ2i to Λ1ζpiq.

Conjugating by this element, we can assume we are in the case θ2 “ θ1, Λ2 “ Λ1 and Vi “ V1ζpiq

for all i P I. We can then identify the index sets so that ζ is the identity. We have θ P C pΛ, r, βq and
θ1 P C pΛ1, r, βq X C pΛ1, r, β1q so that

Srpβ,Λ
1qpKpΛ1q X rGβq “ I

rGpθ
1q X KpΛ1q “ Srpβ

1,Λ1qpKpΛ1q X rGβ1q.

Then Proposition 8.13 implies

I
rGpθ, θ

1q “ Srpβ,Λ
1qrGβSrpβ,Λq “ Srpβ,Λ

1qpKpΛ1q X rGβqrGβSrpβ,Λq

“ Srpβ
1,Λ1qpKpΛ1q X rGβ1qrGβSrpβ,Λq Ď Srpβ

1,Λ1qpI
rGpθ, θ

1q X
ź

i

rGiqSrpβ,Λq,

since rGβ and rGβ1 are both contained in
ś

i
rGi. The final assertion now follows from a standard

cohomology argument as in [42, 4.14] (cf. also [26, 2.4]). �

8.4. Concordance and Skolem–Noether. We now prove a conjecture of the second and third
authors, [39, Conjecture 10.4]. We let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n, r, β1s be self-dual semisimple strata in A,
with epΛq “ epΛ1q and with associated splittings V “

À

iPI Vi and V “
À

iPI1 V
1i, respectively. We

will write ϕi for the canonical embedding of Ei “ Frβis in Ai, and similarly ϕ1i. For θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq,
we write θ for its lift and θi for the simple block restrictions of θ; if i P I0 then θi is self-dual and we
write θ´,i for its restriction in C´pΛi, r, βiq. We use similar notation for θ1´ P C´pΛ1, r, β1q. When we
write about a matching from pθ´, βq to pθ1´, β1q, we mean a matching from pθ, βq to pθ1, β1q.

Theorem 8.17. Let θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq and θ1´ P C´pΛ1, r, β1q be self-dual semisimple characters which
intertwine in G and let ζ : I Ñ I1 be the matching from pθ´, βq to pθ1´, β1q. Then, for i P I0, the
spaces pVi, hiq and pV1ζpiq, h1ζpiqq are isometric and the characters θ´,i and θ1

´,ζpiq intertwine by an
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isometry from pVi, hiq to pV1ζpiq, h1ζpiqq. Moreover, the pairs pβi, ϕiq and pβ1ζpiq, ϕ
1
ζpiqq are phi, h

1
ζpiqq-

concordant.

In the proof of the theorem (and the subsequent corollaries), we abbreviate V0 for VI0 , so that VK0 “
VI`YI´ , and similarly V10,V

1K
0 . We also write θ, θ1 for the lifts of θ´, θ1´ respectively.

Proof. Since the spaces VK0 and V1K0 have the same F-dimension and are hyperbolic, they are isomet-
ric ε-hermitian spaces over F{Fo; thus V0 and V10 are also isometric and Corollary 8.16 then reduces
us to the case I “ I0. Moreover, the final assertion follows from the first and Proposition 6.10 so, by
Corollary 8.16 again, it is enough to show that Vi is isometric to V1ζpiq for all i P I.

We proceed by induction along r. When r “ n, both characters are trivial so there is nothing
to show, while the case r “ n ´ 1 is given by [39, Proposition 7.10]. Suppose now that r ă n ´ 1
and let rΛ, n, r ` 1, γs and rΛ1, n, r ` 1, γ1s be self-dual semisimple strata equivalent to rΛ, n, r `
1, βs and rΛ1, n, r ` 1, β1s, respectively, such that γ P

ś

iPI Ai and γ1 P
ś

jPI1 A
1j . By the induction

hypothesis and Corollary 8.16 it is sufficient to assume that γ and γ1 generate field extensions of F.
Then Lemma 6.6(ii) and Lemma 6.11 imply that there exist simple self-dual strata rΛ, n, r ` 1, γ̃s
and rΛ1, n, r`1, γ̃1s such that γ̃ and γ̃1 have the same minimal polynomial, their canonical embeddings
are concordant, and

C pΛ, r ` 1, γq “ C pΛ, r ` 1, γ̃q, C pΛ1, r ` 1, γ1q “ C pΛ1, r ` 1, γ̃1q.

In particular, there is an element g in G such that gγ̃g´1 “ γ̃1. The characters θ|Hr`2pγ̃,Λq and τgΛ,Λ1,γ̃1pθ1|Hr`2pγ̃1,Λ1qq

intertwine by an element of G, by Corollary 7.13, and therefore are conjugate by an element g1 P G
which maps Λ to gΛ, by Proposition 6.8. Thus

C pΛ, r ` 1, γq “ C pΛ, r ` 1, γ̃1g
1

q

and we can replace γ̃ by γ̃1g
1

; that is, we can assume without loss of generality that γ̃ “ γ̃1g
1

. We
only need to prove the result for g

1

θ and θ1 so we can assume further that γ̃ “ γ̃1 and g1 “ 1, that
is, θ|Hr`2pΛ,γ̃q is the transfer of θ1|Hr`2pΛ1,γ̃1q from Λ1 to Λ.

By the translation principle [39, Theorem 9.26] there are a skew semisimple stratum rΛ, n, r, β̃s,
such that rΛ, n, r`1, β̃s is equivalent to rΛ, n, r`1, γ̃s, and u P P1

´pΛq, which normalizes rΛ, n, r`1, γ̃s
up to equivalence, such that

C pΛ, r, βq “ C pΛ, r, β̃q, and uγ̃u´1 P
ź

iPĨ

Ai,

where V “
À

iPĨ Vi is the splitting of rΛ, n, r, β̃s. If we denote by τ the matching between pθ, βq
and pθ, β̃q then Proposition A.9(ii) implies that Vi is isometric to Vτpiq for all i P I and there is
an element of the normalizer of θ in G which realizes this matching. Analogously, we have a skew
semisimple stratum rΛ1, n, r, β̃1s, such that rΛ1, n, r ` 1, β̃1s is equivalent to rΛ1, n, r ` 1, γ̃s, and u1 P
P1
´pΛ

1q, and a matching τ 1 between pθ1, β1q and pθ1, β̃1q. Thus we need only show that Vτpiq and Vτ 1ζpiq

are isometric. Since matchings are unique, τ 1ζτ´1 is the matching between pθ, β̃q and pθ1, β̃1q, and we
are thus reduced to the case β “ β̃ and β1 “ β̃1.

Now rΛ, n, r ` 1, u´1βus has splitting
À

iPI u
´1Vi and is equivalent to rΛ, n, r ` 1, γ̃s, with γ̃ P

ś

iPI u
´1Aiu, and θu|Hr`2pγ̃,Λq “ θ|Hr`2pγ̃,Λq. Since u´1Vi is isometric to Vi, if we replace pθ, βq

by pθu, u´1βuq we reduce further to the case γ̃ “ γ. Similarly, replacing pθ1, β1q by pθ1u
1

, u1´1β1u1q we
see that we may assume γ “ γ̃ “ γ̃1 “ γ1.

Now we take θ10 P C pΛ1, r, γq such that θ1 “ θ10ψβ1´γ . If we set θ0 “ τΛ,Λ1,γpθ
1
0q then the restrictions

of θ and θ0 coincide on Hr`2pγ,Λq) so there exists c P p
ś

i Aiq´ X a´r´1 such that θ “ θ0ψβ´γ`c.
Moreover, since then θ0 and θ0ψc are both simple characters in C pΛ, r, γq, the character ψc is inter-
twined by all of rGγ and, writing sγ for an equivariant tame corestriction with respect to γ, it follows
from [35, Lemma 3.10] that sγpcq is congruent to an element of Frγs modulo a´r.

Now Lemma A.12 implies that the self-dual strata rΛ, r`1, r, sγpβ´γ`cqs and rΛ1, r`1, r, sγpβ
1´γqs

intertwine in G; moreover, these strata are equivalent to self-dual semisimple strata with splittings V “
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‘iV
i and V “ ‘iPI1V

1i, respectively, by [39, Theorem 6.15]. The matching between these latter strata
is still ζ. Indeed, by [39, Proposition 7.1] there are a bijection ξ : I Ñ I1 and an element g̃ P rGγ

which intertwines rΛ, r ` 1, r, sγpβ ´ γ ` cqs with rΛ1, r ` 1, r, sγpβ
1 ´ γqs and satisfies g̃Vi “ V1ξpiq.

Then idVi intertwines rΛi, r ` 1, r, sγpβ ´ γ ` cq|Vis with rg̃´1Λ1ξpiq, r ` 1, r, sγpg̃
´1β1ξpiqg̃ ´ γqs, for

each i P I. Thus θi and θ
1g̃
ξpiq intertwine, by Lemma A.11(ii), and the uniqueness of the matching implies

that ξ “ ζ. Finally, the base case implies that there is an element g P Gγ such that gVi “ V1ζpiq, for
all i P I, which gives the required isometry. �

Finally, we deduce from Theorem 8.17 a semisimple Skolem–Noether result:

Corollary 8.18. Let θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq and θ1´ P C´pΛ1, r, β1q be self-dual semisimple characters which
intertwine in G, let ζ : I Ñ I1 be the matching from pθ´, βq to pθ1´, β1q, and suppose that βi and β1ζpiq
have the same characteristic polynomial for all indices i. Then β and β1 are conjugate in G.

Proof. By Theorem 8.17, we can assume that the matching ζ is the identity of I. Now, the characters θi
and θ1i intertwine in Gi for all i P I0. Hence, by [39, Theorem 5.2], βi and β1i are conjugate by an
element of UpVi, hiq, i P I0. Thus β and β1 are conjugate in G. �

For Theorem 11.9 below, the following generalization of Lemma 6.11 is crucial: it allows us, when
we have self-dual semisimple characters which intertwine, to find strata giving rise to these characters
whose defining elements are conjugate.

Corollary 8.19. Let θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq and θ1´ P C´pΛ1, r, β1q be self-dual semisimple characters which
intertwine by an element of G, and let ζ : I Ñ I1 be the matching from pθ´, βq to pθ1´, β1q. Then
there exist self-dual semisimple strata rΛ, n, r, β̃s and rΛ1, n, r, β̃1s with splittings V “ ‘iPIV

i and V “

‘iPI1V
1i respectively, such that C pΛ, r, βq “ C pΛ1, r, β̃q and C pΛ, r, β1q “ C pΛ1, r, β̃1q, and such that,

for all i P I, the characteristic polynomials of β̃i and β̃1ζpiq coincide. Moreover, β̃ and β̃1 are conjugate
by an element of G.

Note that the final claim of the theorem is immediate from Corollary 8.18.

Proof. The proof is by induction along r. In the case of trivial characters we can just take β̃ and β̃1 to be
zero. The case r “ n´1 is the case of self-dual semisimple strata. By [39, Proposition 7.1] we have, for
all i P I0YI`, that rΛi‘Λ1ζpiq, n, r, βi‘β

1
ζpiqs is equivalent to a simple stratum rΛi‘Λ1ζpiq, n, r, β̃i‘β̃

1
ζpiqs

split by Vi ‘ V1ζpiq; moreover, for i P I0, this can be chosen self-dual by [39, Theorem 6.16]. We
set β̃i :“ ´β̃σpiq for i P I´ and β̃ :“

ř

i β̃i and we define β̃1 analogously. They satisfy the requirements.

We now come to the induction step. We consider self-dual semisimple strata rΛ, n, r`1, γs equivalent
to rΛ, n, r ` 1, βs, and rΛ, n, r ` 1, γ1s equivalent to rΛ, n, r ` 1, β1s, such that γ P

ś

iPI Ai and γ1 P
ś

iPI1 A
i. We first show that we can assume that γ “ γ1.

We denote the splittings of γ and γ1 by V “ ‘jPJVj and V “ ‘jPJ1V
1j , respectively. Now the

semisimple characters θ|Hr`2pγ,Λq and θ1|Hr`2pγ1,Λq intertwine. Then, denoting by ξ : J Ñ J1 their
matching, the induction hypothesis implies that there are self-dual semisimple strata rΛ, n, r ` 1, γ̃s
and rΛ1, n, r ` 1, γ̃1s, with splittings V “ ‘jPJVj and V “ ‘jPJ1V

1j respectively, such that C pΛ, r `
1, γq “ C pΛ, r` 1, γ̃q and C pΛ1, r` 1, γ1q “ C pΛ1, r` 1, γ̃1q, and such that γj and γ1ξpjq have the same
characteristic polynomial. By Corollary 8.18 there is then an element g P G such that gγ̃ “ γ̃1. We
write θγ , θ1γ1 and θ

2
γ̃1 for the characters θ|Hr`2pγ,Λq, θ

1|Hr`2pγ1,Λ1q and the transfer τgΛ,Λ1,γ̃1pθ1|Hr`2pγ1,Λ1qq,
respectively. By Theorem 8.8, for j P J` there exists an F-linear isomorphism Vj Ñ V1ξpjq which
intertwines θγ,j and θ1γ1,ξpjq; since θ

1
γ1 and θ

2
γ̃1 are intertwined by the identity (so also θ1γ1,ξpjq and θ

2
γ̃1,ξpjq

are intertwined by the identity), Theorem 7.6 implies that there is an isomorphism gj : Vj Ñ V1ξpjq

which intertwines θγ,j and θ2γ̃1,ξpjq. By the same argument, using Theorem 8.17 and Corollary 7.13,
for each j P Jo there is an isometry gj : Vj Ñ V1ξpjq which intertwines θγ,j and θ2γ̃1,ξpjq. Finally, we
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put gj “ g´j
´1, for j P J´, and g “

ř

jPJ gj . Then Proposition 8.6 implies that g is an element of G

which intertwines θγ and θ2γ̃1 with matching ξ.
Now Theorem 8.15 implies that there is an element of G which conjugates θ|Hr`2pγ,Λq to τgΛ,Λ1,γ̃1pθ1|Hr`2pγ1,Λ1qq,

and conjugates their splittings. Conjugating by this element, we are reduced to the situation that θ|Hr`2pγ,Λq

and θ1|Hr`2pγ1,Λ1q intertwine by the identity, there exists an element γ̃1 such that the strata rΛ, n, r `
1, γ̃1s and rΛ1, n, r ` 1, γ̃1s are self-dual semisimple with C pΛ, r, γq “ C pΛ, r, γ̃1q and C pΛ1, r, γ1q “
C pΛ1, r, γ̃1q, and the splittings for γ, γ1 and γ̃1 coincide. Finally, applying the translation princi-
ple Theorem A.1 and Proposition A.9(ii), as in the proof of Theorem 8.17, we reduce to the case
that γ “ γ1 “ γ̃1 and ξ is the identity map.

Now we take θ10 P C pΛ1, r, γq such that θ1 “ θ10ψβ1´γ . If we set θ0 “ τΛ,Λ1,γpθ
1
0q then the restrictions

of θ and θ0 coincide on Hr`2pγ,Λq) so there exists c P p
ś

i Aiq´ X a´r´1 such that θ “ θ0ψβ´γ`c.
By Corollary 8.16 the characters θj and θ1j intertwine (and by an isometry if j P J0). Writing sγj
for an equivariant tame corestriction with respect to γj , Lemmas A.11 and A.12 imply that the
strata rΛj , r ` 1, r, sγj pβj ´ γj ` cjqs and rΛ1j , r ` 1, r, sγj pβ

1
j ´ γjqs intertwine (by an element of Gγj

if j P J0). Thus [39, Proposition 7.6] implies that rΛj , n, r, βj ` cjs and rΛ1j , n, r, β1js intertwine (by
an element of G X AutFpV

jq if j P J0) and moreover that rΛ, n, r, β ` cs and rΛ1, n, r, β1s intertwine
by an element of G. Furthermore rΛ, n, r, β` cs is equivalent to a semisimple stratum whose splitting
is a coarsening of the splitting of β by [39, Theorem 6.15]. In fact the splitting cannot be a proper
coarsening by [39, Proposition 7.1], because rΛ, n, r, β ` cs intertwines with rΛ, n, r, β1s which has the
same number of blocks as β. Now we proceed as in the base case to obtain skew elements β̃ and β̃1

such that rΛ, n, r, β ` cs is equivalent to rΛ, n, r, β̃s and rΛ1, n, r, β̃1s is equivalent to rΛ1, n, r, β1s. We
further have

θ P C pΛ, r, βq and θ P C pΛ, r, γqψβ´γ`c “ C pΛ, r, βqψc “ C pΛ, r, β̃q

so that C pΛ, r, β̃q “ C pΛ, r, βq, and also C pΛ1, r, β̃1q “ C pΛ1, r, β1q, as required. �

9. Self-dual semisimple endo-classes

In this section, we introduce one of the central concepts of the article, self-dual semisimple endo-
equivalence. We generalize the previous notions of (self-dual) simple endo-equivalence to the semisim-
ple setting and, via the Matching Theorem, reduce the fundamental properties of (self-dual) semisimple
endo-equivalence to the (self-dual) simple setting we treated in Section 7.

9.1. Self-dual semisimple pairs.

Definition 9.1. A semisimple pair is a pair pk, βq consisting of an element β of a finite-dimensional
semisimple commutative F-algebra and an integer k such that, writing E “ Frβs “

À

iPI Ei as a sum
of fields, we have

0 ď k{eE ă ´kFpβq,

where eE “ lcmiPI ei is the lowest common multiple of the ramification indices ei “ epEi{Fq. (See
after Lemma 8.2 for the definition of kFpβq in this generality.) We say that I is the index set of pk, βq.
Writing β “

ř

iPI βi for the decomposition of β in E “
À

iPI Ei and setting ki “
Y

kei
eE

]

, each pki, βiq
is a simple pair, because kFpβiq ď kFpβq, and we call these the component simple pairs of pk, βq.
More generally, if J is a non-empty subset of I and we set βJ “

ř

jPJ βj and kJ “

Y

keJ
eE

]

, where
eJ “ lcmjPJ ej , then pkJ, βJq is a semisimple pair.

A semisimple pair pk, βq is called self-dual if there exists an extension of the Galois involution x ÞÑ x
on F to an involution on E “ Frβs such that β “ ´β.

Let pk, βq be a self-dual semisimple pair, and write the minimal polynomial of β as ΨpXq “
ś

iPI ΨipXq with ΨipXq irreducible, so that Ei » FrXs{pΨipXqq. The action of x ÞÑ x on the
primitive idempotents of E defines an action of σ on I. We let I0 “ ti P I : σpiq “ iu, and choose a
set of representatives I` for the orbits of σ in IzI0. Then we let I´ “ σpI`q so that we have a disjoint
union I “ I` Y I0 Y I´.
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Definition 9.2. A self-dual semisimple pair pk, βq is called skew if I “ I0 in the notation above.

Let pk, βq be a semisimple pair, and let Qpk, βq denote the class of quadruples pV, ϕ,Λ, rq consisting
of:

(i) a finite dimensional F-vector space V;

(ii) an embedding ϕ : E ãÑ A, where A “ EndFpVq;

(iii) an oϕpEq-lattice sequence Λ in V;

(iv) and an integer r such that tr{epΛEqu “ k, where we recall that epΛEq “ epΛ|oFq{eE is the
greatest common divisor of the epΛi|oϕpEiqq.

Given pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq, setting n “ maxtr,´ valΛpϕpβqqu we obtain a semisimple stratum rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs
with splitting V “

À

iPI Vi, where Vi “ kerpΨipϕpβqqq, which we call a realization of the semisimple
pair pk, βq. Note also that, since ϕ is an embedding, the spaces Vi are all non-zero.

We let Cpk, βq denote the class of all semisimple characters defined by a realization of the semisimple
pair pk, βq:

Cpk, βq “
ď

pV,ϕ,Λ,rqPQpk,βq

C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq.

Now let pk, βq be a self-dual semisimple pair. Let pV, hq be a finite-dimensional ε-hermitian space
over F{Fo and A “ EndFpVq. We say that an embedding ϕ : E ãÑ A is self-dual if ϕpxq “ ϕpxq, for
all x P E. Let Q´pk, βq denote the class of quadruples ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq where

(i) pV, hq is a finite-dimensional ε-hermitian space over F{Fo;

(ii) pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq;

(iii) and ϕ and Λ are self-dual.
Given such a quadruple ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P Q´pk, βq, the realization rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs is a self-dual semisim-
ple stratum, which we call a self-dual realization of pk, βq.

We let C´pk, βq denote the class of all self-dual semisimple characters defined by a realization of
the self-dual semisimple pair pk, βq:

C´pk, βq “
ď

ppV,hq,ϕ,Λ,rqPQ´pk,βq

C´pΛ, r, ϕpβqq.

9.2. Transfer of semisimple characters. Let pk, βq be a semisimple pair with index set I, and
let pV, ϕ,Λ, rq, pV1, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Qpk, βq. Let θ P C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq and let rM denote the Levi subgroup
of rG “ AutFpVq associated to the decomposition V “

À

iPI Vi. Then

θ |
Hr`1pϕpβq,ΛqXĂM

“
â

iPI

θi,

with θi P C pΛi, r, ϕpβiqq simple characters. Put θ1i “ τΛ1i,Λi,βpθiq and also write rM1 for the Levi
subgroup of rG1 “ AutFpV

1q which is the stabilizer of V1 “
À

iPI V1i.

Lemma 9.3. There is a unique semisimple character θ1 P C pΛ1, r1, ϕ1pβqq satisfying

θ1 |
Hr1`1pϕ1pβq,Λ1qXĂM1“

â

iPI

θ1i.

Writing τΛ1,Λ,βpθq for the character given by the lemma, this then defines a bijection

τΛ1,Λ,β : C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq Ñ C pΛ1, r1, ϕ1pβqq

which we call transfer.

Proof. If rP1 is any parabolic subgroup of rG1 with Levi factor rM1 and unipotent radical rU1 then Hr1`1pϕ1pβq,Λ1q

has an Iwahori decomposition with respect to p rM1, rP1q and the restriction to Hr1`1pϕ1pβq,Λ1qXrU1 of any
semisimple character in C pΛ1, r1, ϕ1pβqq is trivial by [42, Lemma 3.15]. Uniqueness is then immediate
so it only remains to prove existence.
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Passing to an affine translation of rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs, we can assume that epΛ|oFq ą dimF V1. Then,
by the :-construction, we obtain θ: P C pΛ:, r, ϕpβq:q (see [26, Lemma 3.3]), where V: “

À

iPIpV
iq:

and θ: |Hr`1pβ:i ,pΛ
iq:q
“ θ:i . Moreover,

dimFpV
iq: ě epΛ|oFq ě dimF V1 ě dimF V1i.

Hence, as θ:i is the transfer of θi to pΛiq: and the transfer for simple characters is transitive, by
replacing θ with θ: we can assume dimF Vi ě dimF V1i for each i P I. Then there are an Ei-linear
monomorphism gi : V1i Ñ Vi and an Ei-subspace Wi of Vi such that Wi ‘ giV

1i “ Vi splits Λi.
Write g for the direct sum of the gi so that we have

ϕpxq |gV1“ gϕ1pxqg´1, for x P E.

Let θ̃ be the transfer of θ |Hr`1pϕpβq|gV1 ,ΛXgV
1q from ΛXgV1 to gΛ1, see [42, Proposition 3.26]. Then g´1

θ̃

satisfies the desired properties. �

Now suppose pk, βq is a self-dual semisimple pair and rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs and rΛ1, n1, r1, ϕ1pβqs are self-dual
realizations. Then, as in [42, Proposition 3.32], the bijection τΛ1,Λ,β commutes with the restrictions of
the actions of the adjoint anti-involutions of h and h1 on C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq and C pΛ1, r1, ϕ1pβqq, respectively.
Thus it restricts to give a bijection

τΛ1,Λ,β : C´pΛ, r, ϕpβqq Ñ C´pΛ
1, r1, ϕ1pβqq.

Thanks to this result and with the definition of semisimple pairs, we can now define (self-dual) potential
semisimple characters.

9.3. Self-dual pss-characters. Let pk, βq be a semisimple pair.

Definition 9.4. A potential semisimple character, or pss-character, supported on pk, βq is a func-
tion Θ : Qpk, βq Ñ Cpk, βq such that

(i) for all pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq, we have ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq P C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq;

(ii) and, for all pairs pV, ϕ,Λ, rq, pV1, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Qpk, βq, we have

ΘpV1, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q “ τΛ1,Λ,βpΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rqq.

We call the values of a pss-character its realizations; by definition a pss-character is determined
by any one of its realizations. We also define the degree of a pss-character Θ supported on pk, βq to
be degpΘq “ rFrβs : Fs.

Definition 9.5. Let pk, βq be a self-dual semisimple pair.
(i) A pss-character Θ supported on pk, βq is called σ-invariant if, for any (or equivalently,

some) ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P Q´pk, βq the realization ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq is σ-invariant.

(ii) A self-dual pss-character supported on pk, βq is a function Θ´ : Q´pk, βq Ñ C´pk, βq such
that, for all ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq, ppV1, h1q, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Q´pk, βq,

Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P C´pΛ, r, ϕpβqq;

Θ´ppV
1, h1q, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q “ τΛ1,Λ,βpΘ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rqq.

We call the values of a self-dual pss-character its self-dual realizations; by definition a self-dual pss-
character is determined by any one of its realizations. As in the simple setting, by the Glauberman
correspondence, every self-dual pss-character comes uniquely from the restriction of a σ-invariant pss-
character. More precisely, for a self-dual pss-character Θ´ supported on pk, βq, there is a unique σ-
invariant pss-character Θ, supported on pk, βq, such that the following diagram commutes:

Q´pk, βq

Qpk, βq Cpk, βq

Gl ˝ Θ´

Θ
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where the vertical arrow is the forgetful map ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq ÞÑ pV, ϕ,Λ, rq and Gl ˝ Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq
is the Glauberman lift in C pΛ, r, ϕpβqq of Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P C´pΛ, r, ϕpβqq. We call Θ the lift of Θ´.
We also define the degree of Θ´ to be the degree of its lift, so degpΘ´q “ rFrβs : Fs.

We now see how a pss-character determines a set of ps-characters. Suppose we are given a semisim-
ple character θ P C´pΛ, r, βq, whose index set splits as a disjoint union I “ I`Y I0Y I´ as above; then
we have

V “
à

iPI`

pVi ‘Vσpiqq ‘
à

iPI0

Vi.

Moreover, writing M for the subgroup of G stabilizing this decomposition, which is the intersection
with G of the Levi subgroup rM of rG stabilizing the decomposition, we have

Hr`1
´ pβ,Λq XM »

ź

iPI`

Hr`1pβi,Λ
iq ˆ

ź

iPI0

Hr`1
´ pβi,Λ

iq,

by applying [43, Proposition 5.4] to Hr`1pβ,Λq X rM and intersecting with G. Then, after identifying
Hr`1
´ pβ,Λq XM with the decomposition above we have

θ|Hr`1
´

pβ,ΛqXM “
â

iPI`

θ2
i b

â

iPI0

θi,´

with θi P C pΛi, r, βiq, i P I` and θi,´ P C´pΛi, r, βiq, i P I0, by applying [43, Proposition 5.5].
Moreover, as in [3, 4.3 Lemma 1], for i P I` we have

Hr`1pβi,Λ
iq “ Hr`1p2βi,Λ

iq and θ2
i P C pΛi, r, 2βiq.

The above decomposition generalizes to pss-characters as follows:

Lemma 9.6. Let pk, βq be a semisimple pair with index set I and component simple pairs pki, βiq.
(i) Let Θ be a pss-character supported on pk, βq and let pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq. For each J Ď I

there is a unique pss-character ΘJ supported on pkJ, βJq such that

(9.7) ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq |Hr`1pϕpβJq,ΛJq“ ΘJpV
J, ϕ|EJ

,ΛJ, rq.

Moreover, the pss-character ΘJ does not depend on the choice of pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq.

(ii) If Θ is a pss-character supported on pk, βq and, for i P I, we write Θi for the ps-character
given by (i), then the Θi are pairwise endo-inequivalent.

(iii) Suppose that pk, βq is self-dual. Let Θ´ be a self-dual pss-character supported on pk, βq with
lift Θ. For J Ď I, write ΘJ for the pss-character given by (i). Let ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P Q´pk, βq.
(a) For all σ-stable J Ď I, there is a unique self-dual pss-character ΘJ,´ supported on pkJ, βJq

such that

Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq |Hr`1
´

pϕpβJq,ΛJq
“ ΘJ,´ppV

J, h|VJq, ϕ|EJ
,ΛJ, rq.

Moreover, ΘJ is the lift of ΘJ,´.

(b) For all i P I`, the map Θ2
i is the unique ps-character supported on pki, 2βiq such that

Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq |Hr`1pϕpβiq,Λiq“ Θ2
i pV

i, ϕ|Ei ,Λ
i, rq.

Proof. Note first that all uniqueness statements follow from the compatibility with transfer. So we
concentrate on the remaining parts of the assertions. For (i) we define ΘJ by (9.7) and transfer; it does
not depend on the choice of pV, ϕ,Λ, rq by Lemma 9.3. The same strategy works for the construction
of ΘJ.´ in (iii)(a); but then the values of ΘJ.´ are the restrictions of the corresponding values of ΘJ,
which proves both that the definition is independent of the choice of ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq and that ΘJ is the
lift of ΘJ,´. Finally, for i P I`, once one has checked that Θ2

i is a ps-character supported on pki, 2βiq,
the same argument proves (iii)(b).

It remains to prove (ii). Suppose for contradiction that there are distinct i, j P I such that Θi « Θj

and let ζ : I Ñ I be the transposition which exchanges i and j. Let pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq be such
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that dimF Vi “ dimF Vj and consider θ “ ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq, which has simple block restrictions θi, θj . If g :
Vi Ñ Vj is any isomorphism then, since Θi,Θj are endo-equivalent, the simple characters gθi and θj
intertwine in AutFpV

jq; replacing g if necessary, we can assume that gθi and θj are intertwined by the
identity. In particular, we see that Ipθi, θζpiqq ‰ H, in the notation of Proposition 8.6. By symmetry
we also have Ipθj , θζpjqq ‰ H. Since the identity lies in Ipθl, θζplqq, for any l ‰ i, j, Proposition 8.6
implies that θ is intertwined with itself by an element of AutFpVq with matching ζ. However, this
contradicts the uniqueness of matchings in Theorem 8.8, since the identity certainly intertwines θ with
itself, with matching the identity. �

This lemma shows that we can identify the index set of a semisimple pair pk, βq with the index set of
any realization of any pss-character supported on pk, βq. Given a pss-character Θ supported on pk, βq,
we call the ps-characters Θi supported on pki, βiq given by the lemma the component ps-characters
of Θ.

9.4. Semisimple endo-classes. Let Θ be a pss-character supported on the semisimple pair pk, βq,
and let Θ1 be a pss-character supported on the semisimple pair pk1, β1q.

Definition 9.8. We say that Θ and Θ1 are endo-equivalent, denoted Θ « Θ1, if
(i) degpΘq “ degpΘ1q;

(ii) k “ k1;

(iii) there exist realizations on a common F-vector space which intertwine, i.e. there exist a
finite-dimensional F-vector space V and quadruples pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq and pV, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P
Qpk1, β1q such that ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq and Θ1pV, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q intertwine in rG “ AutFpVq.

Theorem 9.9. Let Θ and Θ1 be pss-characters supported on semisimple pairs pk, βq and pk, β1q re-
spectively.

(i) We have Θ « Θ1 if and only if there is a bijection ζ : I Ñ I1 such that, for all i P I, the
component ps-characters Θi and Θζpiq are endo-equivalent. Moreover, if Θ « Θ1 then the
map ζ is uniquely determined.

(ii) Suppose that Θ « Θ1 and let ζ : I Ñ I1 be the bijection of (i). Let pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq
and pV1, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Qpk, β1q.
(a) For all i P I, we have

(9.10) epEi|Fq “ epE1ζpiq|Fq, fpEi|Fq “ fpE1ζpiq|Fq, kFpβiq “ kFpβ
1
ζpiqq.

(b) If epΛq “ epΛ1q then pV, ϕ,Λ, r1q P Qpk, βq.

(c) If V “ V1 and ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq and Θ1pV, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q intertwine in rG with matching ξ,
then ξ “ ζ.

(d) If V “ V1 and dimFpV
iq “ dimFpV

1ζpiqq, for all i P I, then ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq and Θ1pV, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q

intertwine in rG with matching ζ.

(iii) Endo-equivalence of pss-characters is an equivalence relation.

Proof. Note first that (iii) follows from (i) and Remark 7.2(iii). Moreover, the uniqueness state-
ment in (i) follows immediately from Lemma 9.6(ii) and the transitivity of endo-equivalence for ps-
characters.

Suppose that ξ : I Ñ I1 is a bijection such that Θi « Θ1ξpiq, for all i P I. From Proposition 7.3(i) it
follows that Θ and Θ1 have the same degree. Let pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq and pV, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Qpk, β1q
be such that Vi and V1ξpiq have the same dimension for all i P I, and set θ “ ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq and θ1 “
Θ1pV, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q. Then the simple block restrictions θi and θ1ξpiq intertwine by an F-linear isomorphism
from Vi to V1ξpiq, for all i P I, by Theorem 7.5. Then θ and θ1 intertwine in AutFpVq with matching ξ,
by Proposition 8.6, so Θ « Θ1. This proves one direction of (i), and also that (ii)(d) follows from (i).
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Conversely, suppose that we have pV, ϕ,Λ, rq P Qpk, βq and pV, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Qpk, β1q such that θ “
ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, rq and θ1 “ Θ1pV, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q intertwine in rG “ AutFpVq. Replacing Λ,Λ1 in their affine
classes, we can assume that Λ and Λ1 have the same oF-period and, exchanging them if necessary,
that r ď r1. To ease notation, we will identify β, β1 with their images under the embeddings ϕ,ϕ1
respectively.

Suppose for contradiction that rΛ, n, r1, βs is not semisimple and let rΛ, n, r1, γs be a semisimple
stratum equivalent to it such that γ P

ś

i Ai. By Theorem 8.8 and Proposition 6.2 the algebras Frγs
and E1 “ Frβ1s have the same degree and eE1 “ eFrγs. As the pss-characters are endo-equivalent Frγs
also has the same F-degree as E “ Frβs. If J is the index set for γ, then #J ď #I and, for i P I, j P J
with Vi Ď Vj , we have epFrγjs{Fq | epFrβis{Fq and fpFrγjs{Fq | fpFrβis{Fq. Thus the equality rFrγs :
Fs “ rFrβs : Fs implies that #J “ #I, so we can identify J with I, and that epFrγis{Fq “ epFrβis{Fq
and fpFrγis{Fq “ fpFrβis{Fq. In particular, we deduce that eE “ eFrγs “ eE1 .

Since rΛ, n, r1, βs is not semisimple, there must then be a (unique) index i0 with γi0 “ 0 and βi0 P
Fˆ, by [39, 6.4, 6.1]. This implies that k0pβ,Λq “ k0pβi0 ,Λ

i0q is a multiple of epΛi0 |oEi0
q “ epΛ|oF q,

so that
r1

epΛ|oFq
ě
´k0pβ,Λq

epΛ|oFq
ą

r

epΛ|oFq
,

with the middle term an integer. In particular, we deduce that
Z

r1

epΛ|oFq

^

ą

Z

r

epΛ|oFq

^

.

But
Z

r

epΛ|oFq

^

“

Z

r

epΛEqeE

^

“

Z

k

eE

^

“

Z

k

eE1

^

“

Z

r1

epΛ1E1qeE1

^

“

Z

r1

epΛ1|oFq

^

,

which contradicts the previous inequality since epΛ|oFq “ epΛ1|oFq.
Thus rΛ, n, r1, βs is semisimple. Now θ|Hr1`1pβ,Λq and θ

1 intertwine in rG as θ and θ1 do, Theorem 8.8
provides a matching ζ : I Ñ I1, and (9.10) follows from Proposition 6.2. Note also that if we had
started with a matching ξ : I Ñ I1 from pβ, θq to pβ1, θ1q then we would obtain ξ “ ζ by restriction.
We see that:

‚ the field extensions Ei{F and Eζpiq{F have the same degree;

‚ we have epΛi|oEiq “ epΛ1ζpiq|oE1
ζpiq
q and epΛEq “ epΛ1E1q so, setting q “

epΛi|oEi
q

epΛEq
, we obtain

Z

r

epΛi|oEiq

^

“

Z

k

q

^

“

[

r1

epΛ1ζpiq|oE1
ζpiq
q

_

,

which integer we denote by ki;
‚ we have pVi, ϕi,Λ

i, r1q P Qpki, βiq, while θi|Hr1`1pβ,Λq and θ
1
ζpiq intertwine.

Thus the ps-characters Θi and Θ1ζpiq are endo-equivalent. This completes the proof of the converse
direction of (i), and also that of (ii)(a) and (ii)(c).

Finally, assertion (ii)(b) follows as in the proof of Proposition 7.3(ii). �

We call the equivalence classes of pss-characters under endo-equivalence semisimple endo-classes.

Definition 9.11. Given endo-equivalent pss-characters Θ and Θ1 we call the bijection ζ of Theorem (i)
the matching ζΘ1,Θ from Θ to Θ1.

The uniqueness statement in Theorem 9.9(i) immediately gives us:

Corollary 9.12. Let Θ and Θ1 and Θ2 be pss-characters such that Θ « Θ1 « Θ2. Then ζΘ2,Θ “

ζΘ2,Θ1 ˝ ζΘ1,Θ.

We obtain, as another consequence, that intertwining is an equivalence relation for semisimple
characters with the same degree and the same parameter k (cf. Theorem 7.6).
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Corollary 9.13. Suppose θplq P C pΛplq, rplq, βplqq, for l “ 1, 2, 3, are semisimple characters of the same

degree such that θp1q intertwines with θp2q, and θp2q intertwines with θp3q. Suppose that
Z

rplq

epΛ
plq

Eplq
q

^

is

independent of l. Then θp1q and θp3q intertwine.

9.5. Self-dual semisimple endo-classes. Let Θ´ be a self-dual pss-character supported on the
self-dual semisimple pair pk, βq, and let Θ1´ be a self-dual pss-character supported on the self-dual
semisimple pair pk1, β1q.

Definition 9.14. We say that Θ´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent, denoted Θ´ « Θ1´, if
(i) degpΘ´q “ degpΘ1´q;

(ii) k “ k1;

(iii) there exist self-dual realizations on a common ε-hermitian space which intertwine, i.e. there
exist ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P Q´pk, βq and ppV, hq, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Qpk1, β1q such that Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq
and Θ1´ppV, hq, ϕ

1,Λ1, r1q intertwine in G “ UpV, hq.

Given two endo-equivalent self-dual pss-characters Θ´ and Θ1´ with lifts Θ and Θ1 respectively,
then Θ « Θ1 by the Glauberman correspondence, and the matching from Θ to Θ1 will also be written
as the matching ζΘ1

´
,Θ´ from Θ´ to Θ1´. This matching is σ-equivariant because it is also the matching

between any intertwining realizations of Θ´ and Θ1´, by Theorem 9.9(ii)(c).
We need to generalize the notion of concordance to embeddings of semisimple algebras over F.

Definition 9.15. Let pk, βq and pk, β1q be self-dual semisimple pairs with index sets I and I1 re-
spectively. Suppose that pV, hq and pV1, h1q are isometric ε-hermitian spaces and ϕ : E ãÑ EndFpVq
and ϕ1 : E1 ãÑ EndFpV

1q are self-dual F-algebra embeddings. Let ζ : I Ñ I1 be a bijection. We
say that pϕ, βq and pϕ1, β1q are ζ-concordant if, for all i P I0, the spaces pVi, hiq “ pV

1ζpiq, h1ζpiqq are
isometric and pϕ|Ei , βiq and pϕ1|E1ζpiq , β

1
ζpiqq are phi, h

1
ζpiqq-concordant.

Now we can gather all the results of the previous sections to get the following:

Theorem 9.16. Let Θ´ and Θ1´ be self-dual pss-characters supported on pk, βq and pk, β1q, respec-
tively, and Θ and Θ1 their respective lifts. Then, the following assertions are equivalent:

(i) The self-dual pss-characters Θ´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent;

(ii) The lifts Θ and Θ1 are endo-equivalent.

(iii) degpΘ´q “ degpΘ1´q and there is a bijection ζ : I Ñ I1 which commutes with σ with the
following property: if ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq P Q´pk, βq and ppV, hq, ϕ1,Λ1, r1q P Qpk, β1q are such
that pϕ, βq and pϕ1, β1q are ζ-concordant and dimF Vi “ dimF V1ζpiq, for i P I, then the realiza-
tions Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq and Θ1´ppV, hq, ϕ

1,Λ1, r1q intertwine in G “ UpV, hq with matching ζ.

Proof. If Θ´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent then so are Θ and Θ1 by the Glauberman correspondence,
i.e. (i)ñ(ii).

We have (iii) ñ(i) because we can find realizations of the semisimple pairs such that, for all
indices i P I0, the forms hi,ϕpβiq and hζpiq,ϕ1pβ1

ζpiq
q are hyperbolic so that, in particular, pϕ|Ei , βiq

and pϕ1|E1
ζpiq
, β1ζpiqq are phi, h

1
ζpiqq-concordant.

It remains to show that (ii)ñ(iii), so suppose that Θ and Θ1 are endo-equivalent. Let ζ be the
matching from Θ to Θ1. Take realizations θ´ “ Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, rq and θ1´ “ Θ1´ppV, hq, ϕ

1,Λ1, r1q,
such that for all i P I the F-vector spaces Vi and V1ζpiq have the same dimension. Let θ and θ1 be the
lifts of θ´ and θ1´. Then θ and θ1 intertwine with matching ζ by Theorem 9.9(ii)(d). Now suppose
that ϕ and ϕ1 are ζ-concordant. Since Θi and Θ1ζpiq are endo-equivalent, θi and θ1ζpiq intertwine
by an F-linear isomorphism gi P HomFpV

i,V1ζpiqq by Theorem 7.5. For i P I´ we can replace gi
by g´i´1; moreover, for i P I0 we may assume that gi is an isometry from pV i, hiq to pV 1ζpiq, hζpiqq
which intertwines θi,´ with θ1ζpiq,´, by Proposition 6.10 (since the embeddings are ζ-concordant).
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In particular, the element g “
ř

iPI gi is then in G and intertwines θ with θ1 with matching ζ, by
Proposition 8.6. �

One consequence of Theorem 9.16, Theorem 9.9(iii) and Corollary 9.12 is:

Corollary 9.17. Endo-equivalence of self-dual pss-characters is an equivalence relation and, for self-
dual pss-characters Θ´ « Θ1´ « Θ2´, we have ζΘ2

´
,Θ1
´
˝ ζΘ1

´
,Θ´ “ ζΘ2

´
,Θ´ .

Definition 9.18. We call the equivalence classes of self-dual pss-characters under endo-equivalence
self-dual semisimple endo-classes.

As another corollary of Theorem 9.16 and Theorem 8.17, we see the remarkable result that, for
self-dual semisimple characters of same degree and with the same k, intertwining is an equivalence
relation.

Corollary 9.19. Suppose θplq´ P C´pΛplq, rplq, βplqq, for l “ 1, 2, 3, are self-dual semisimple characters
of the same degree such that θp1q´ intertwines with θ

p2q
´ in G, and θ

p2q
´ intertwines with θ

p3q
´ in G.

Suppose that
Z

rplq

epΛ
plq

Eplq
q

^

is independent of l. Then θp1q´ and θp3q´ intertwine in G.

Proof. Let Θ
plq
´ be the self-dual pss-character supported on pk, βplqq with realization θplq´ . Now Θ

p1q
´ «

Θ
p2q
´ and Θ

p2q
´ « Θ

p3q
´ and thus Θ

p1q
´ « Θ

p3q
´ , by Corollary 9.17. Let ϕplq be the canonical embedding

of Eplq into A. We need to show that pϕp1q, βp1qq and pϕp3q, βp3qq are ζ
Θ
p3q
´
,Θ
p1q
´

-concordant. Without

loss of generality we can assume that epΛplqq is independent of l, and by Theorem 9.9(ii)(b) we can
assume without loss of generality that rplq is independent of l. By the Glauberman correspondence
and Corollary 9.13, the lifts of θp1q´ and θp3q´ intertwine in rG and, by Theorem 9.9(ii)(c), they do so
with matching ζ :“ ζ

Θ
p1q
´
,Θ
p3q
´

; in particular, dimF Vi “ dimF Vζpiq, for i P I. By Theorem 8.17 we

have that pϕp1q, βp1qq and pϕp2q, βp2qq are ζ
Θ
p2q
´
,Θ
p1q
´

-concordant, and that pϕp2q, βp2qq and pϕp3q, βp3qq
are ζ

Θ
p3q
´
,Θ
p2q
´

-concordant. Now the transitivity of concordance and Corollary 9.17 finish the proof. �

10. Intertwining and conjugacy for special orthogonal groups

We now investigate intertwining and conjugacy of semisimple characters of special orthogonal
groups, so for this section we suppose that pV, hq is a 1-hermitian space with F “ Fo, so that G “

UpV, hq is an orthogonal group and Go is its special orthogonal subgroup.

10.1. Intertwining self-dual semisimple characters. Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n, r, β1s, be self-dual
semisimple strata in A, with associated splittings V “

À

iPI Vi and V “
À

iPI1 V
1i.

Lemma 10.1. Suppose that β and β1 are non-zero. Let θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq and θ1´ P C´pΛ1, r, β1q be self-
dual semisimple characters which intertwine in G. Suppose also that β normalizes Λ. Then θ´ and θ1´
intertwine in Go (respectively in GzGo) if and only if the symplectic spaces pV, β˚phqq and pV, β1˚phqq
are isometric by an automorphism of V of determinant congruent to 1 modulo pF (respectively, to ´1
modulo pF).

Proof. By hypothesis, there is an element g P G which intertwines θ´ with θ1´. Then the fundamental
strata rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs and rΛ1, n, n ´ 1, β1s are intertwined by g so, by [39, Proposition 6.9], have the
same level. In particular, we deduce that epΛq “ epΛ1q. Moreover, writing ζ : I Ñ I1 for the matching
from pθ´, βq to pθ1´, β1q, Theorem 8.8 and [39, Proposition 6.9] together imply that νΛ1pβ

1
ζpiqq “ ´n

for all i P I also. In particular, this implies that β1 normalizes Λ1 also.
By the intertwining of the fundamental strata, there are skew elements c P β`a´1´n and c1 P β1`a1´1´n

such that gcg´1 “ c1, and g then gives an isometry from c˚phq to c1˚phq. Then [39, Lemma 5.3]
implies that there is an F-linear isometry u P P1pΛq from β˚phq to c˚phq; similarly, there is an F-
linear isometry u1 P P1pΛ1q from c1˚phq to β1˚phq. Thus u1gu is an isometry from β˚phq to β1˚phq,
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and detpu1guq ” detpgq pmod pFq. Since any isometry of a symplectic space has determinant 1, there
cannot be isometries from β˚phq to β1˚phq with determinant congruent to both ˘1 modulo pF and
the result follows. �

Theorem 10.2. Let θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq and θ1´ P C´pΛ1, r, β1q be self-dual semisimple characters which
intertwine in G.

(i) Suppose that there is i0 P I such that βi0 “ 0. Then, θ´ and θ1´ intertwine by an element
of Go and by an element of GzGo.

(ii) If β has no zero component, then θ´ and θ1´ intertwine under an element of Go if and
only if pV, β˚phqq and pV, β1˚phqq are isometric by an automorphism of V of determinant
congruent to 1 modulo pF. In this case every element of G intertwining θ´ and θ1´ is in Go.

Note that the statement in (ii) is equivalent to saying that θ´ and θ1´ intertwine under an element
of GzGo if and only if pV, β˚phqq and pV, β1˚phqq are isometric by an automorphism of V of determinant
congruent to ´1 modulo pF, in which case every element of G intertwining θ´ and θ1´ is in GzGo.

Proof. Write ζ : I Ñ I1 for the matching from pθ´, βq to pθ1´, β1q. By Theorem 8.17, for i P I` we can
choose an isomorphism gi : Vi Ñ V1ζpiq, and by Theorem 8.17, for i P I0 we can find an isometry gi
from pVi, hiq to pV1ζpiq, h1ζpiqq. For i P I´ we set gi “ g´i

´1, so that g “
ř

iPI gi is an element of G

which conjugates the splittings. Conjugating by this element g (which may have determinant ´1), we
reduce to the case that the characters have the same splitting and the matching is the identity map.

(i) The characters θi0 and θ1i0 are trivial, and therefore intertwine under any element of the
group UpVi0 , hi0q, in particular by an element of determinant 1 and by an element of deter-
minant ´1. The result follows immediately by applying Proposition 8.6 to the lifts of θ´, θ1´.

(ii) We write I “
Ť

JPP J in the coarsest way such that, for each J, all elements βj with j P J
have the same valuation with respect to Λ. By Corollary 8.16, there are gJ P UpVJ, hJq such
that g “

ř

JPP gJ is an element of G which intertwines θ with θ1; then gJ intertwines θJ

with θ1J. Applying Lemma 10.1 to θJ,´ and θ1J,´, we see that β˚J phq is isometric to β1˚J phq by
an element of determinant congruent to detpgJq modulo pF. Summing the blocks, β˚phq is
isometric to β1˚phq by an element of determinant congruent to detpgq modulo pF. The result
now follows since β˚phq and β1˚phq are symplectic forms and any isometry of a symplectic
space has determinant 1.

�

We deduce an analogue of Corollary 9.19 (transitivity of intertwining) for special orthogonal groups.

Corollary 10.3. Suppose θplq´ P C´pΛplq, rplq, βplqq, for l “ 1, 2, 3, are self-dual semisimple characters
of the same degree such that θp1q´ intertwines with θp2q´ in Go, and θp2q´ intertwines with θp3q´ in Go.

Suppose that
Z

rplq

epΛ
plq

Eplq
q

^

is independent of l. Then θp1q´ and θp3q´ intertwine in Go.

Proof. Changing the lattice sequences in their affine class, we can assume that they all have the
same oF-period; then Theorem 9.9(ii)(a) implies that epΛplq

Eplq
q is also independent of l. Set rmin “

mintri | i “ 1, 2, 3u and rmax “ maxtri | i “ 1, 2, 3u, so that we can restrict the characters
to C´pΛplq, rmax, β

plqq and extend them uniquely to C´pΛplq, rmin, β
plqq without changing endo-class

(i.e. we pass to their transfers). Moreover, by Corollary 9.19, any two of these intertwine by an element
of G. Then, if any βplq has a zero component, then θp1q´ and θp3q´ intertwine by an element of Go by
Theorem 10.2(i).

Suppose now that none of the βplq has a zero component. Applying Theorem 10.2(ii) to the
restrictions to C´pΛplq, rmax, β

plqq, we have that

βp1q˚phq – βp2q˚phq – βp3q˚phq
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by isometries of determinant congruent to 1 modulo pF . Then, by Theorem 10.2(ii) again, the ex-
tensions to C´pΛplq, rmin, β

plqq all intertwine by an element of Go. In particular, their restrictions θp1q´
and θp3q´ intertwine by an element of Go. �

10.2. Conjugacy of self-dual semisimple characters. There exist self-dual semisimple characters
for Go which intertwine in Go, are conjugate in G, but are not conjugate in Go. For example,
let rΛ, n, r, βs be a self-dual semisimple stratum in A with associated splitting V “

À

iPI Vi and let θ P
C ΣpΛ, r, βq be a semisimple character. Suppose there exists i0 P I with βi0 “ 0, such that P´pΛ

i0q has
no element of determinant ´1 in its normalizer. Take an element gi0 of determinant ´1 in UpVi0 , hi0q
and gi “ id for i ‰ i0, and put g “

ř

iPI gi. Then θ and θ1 “ gθ intertwine by an element of Go by
Theorem 10.2, but they are not conjugate by an element of Go by an exercise using Theorem 10.2 and
Proposition A.9(ii).

Nonetheless, we do have the following intertwining implies conjugacy theorem.

Theorem 10.4. Suppose that epΛq “ epΛ1q, let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n, r, β1s be self-dual semisimple
strata in A with splittings V “

À

iPI Vi and V “
À

iPI1 V
1i, and let θ P C´pΛ, r, βq and θ1 P C´pΛ1, r, β1q

be self-dual semisimple characters which intertwine in Go with matching ζ : I Ñ I1. Suppose there
exists g P G such that gΛi “ Λ1ζpiq, for all i P I, and one of the following two assertions:

(i) there is an i0 such that βi0 “ 0, and P´pΛ
i0q contains an element of determinant ´1; or

(ii) βi ‰ 0, for all i P I.
Then θ is conjugate to θ1 by an element of Go X P´pΛq.

Remark 10.5. If Λ is a self-dual lattice sequence which corresponds to a vertex in the Bruhat–Tits
building of G, then there is an element of GzGo in the normalizer of Λ. In particular, in the situation
of Theorem 10.4, if Po

´pΛ
i0q is a maximal parahoric subgroup of UpVi0 , hi0q, then condition (i) is

satisfied so θ is conjugate to θ1 by an element g P Go such that gΛ “ Λ1.

Proof of Theorem 10.4. By Theorem 8.15(ii), there is a y P G which conjugates θ to θ1.
(i) If gi0 P P´pΛ

i0q has determinant ´1, put gi “ id, for i ‰ i0, and g “
ř

iPI gi. Then g is an
element of determinant ´1 which normalizes θ. Then y and yg both conjugate θ to θ1 and
one of them lies in Go.

(ii) Since y intertwines θ with θ1, it lies in Go by Theorem 10.2(ii).
�

11. Intertwining implies conjugacy for cuspidal types

We recall the construction of cuspidal types for Go of [43], or more precisely its extension to
representations over C in [26], and then prove that two cuspidal types for Go intertwine in Go if and
only if they are conjugate in Go. This completes the classification by types of the irreducible cuspidal
representations of Go. In the whole section we assume that Go has compact centre, i.e. that G is
not F-isomorphic to Op1, 1qpFq.

Let rΛ, n, 0, βs be a skew semisimple stratum with index set I “ I0, and E “ Frβs “
À

iPI Ei. We
write bn “ bnpΛq for the intersection of the oF-lattice an “ anpΛq with the centralizer B “ Bβ of β, so
that bn “

À

iPI b
i
n. The quotient P´pΛEq{P

1
´pΛEq is the set of rational points of the reductive group

(defined over ko)

(11.1)
ź

iPI

ReskEi,o
|ko
pUp iqq,

where Up iq is the reductive group defined by the anti-involution which is the restriction of to bi0{b
i
1

and ReskEi,o
|ko

is the Weil restriction. Recall that the parahoric group Po
´pΛEq is the pre-image of the

set of ko-rational points of the neutral component of (11.1).
We note also that pGoqβ “ pGβq

o, since there is at most a single i P I such that βi “ 0; we may
therefore unambiguously denote this group by Go

β .
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Definition 11.2. A skew semisimple stratum rΛ, n, 0, βs is called cuspidal if Go
β has compact centre

and Po
´pΛEq is a maximal parahoric subgroup in Go

β .

The property of being cuspidal depends only on the equivalence class of the stratum and we have
the following stronger result.

Proposition 11.3. Suppose rΛ, n, 0, βs and rΛ, n, 0, β1s are skew semisimple strata such that C pΛ, 0, βq “
C pΛ, 0, β1q. Then rΛ, n, 0, βs is cuspidal if and only if rΛ, n, 0, β1s is cuspidal.

We need the following straightforward result on algebraic groups.

Lemma 11.4. Let k be a finite field of odd characteristic p, with involution on k with fixed point
set ko. Let H be an algebraic group defined over ko and ko-isomorphic to a symplectic, a unitary
or an orthogonal group over ko. Suppose Hpkoq is isomorphic to Op1, 1qpkq as an abstract group.
Then k “ ko and H is k-isomorphic to Op1, 1q.

Proof. Put q “ |k| and qo “ |ko|. If H is isotropic and not ko-isomorphic to Op1, 1q then the cardinality
of Hpkoq is divisible by p, because the latter contains a unipotent group of cardinality p, so we
are left with the cases Up1q, Op2q, Op1q and Op1, 1q. But Up1qpk{koq is cyclic while Op1, 1qpkq is
not; and the groups Op2qpkoq and Op1qpkoq have cardinalities 2pqo ` 1q and 2 which both differ
from the cardinality 2pq ´ 1q of Op1, 1qpkq. Thus H is ko-isomorphic to Op1, 1q and, comparing
cardinalities, k “ ko. �

For the proof of Proposition 11.3 we need to recall some more of the data attached to a semisimple
stratum rΛ, n, 0, βs, in particular the oF-order Jpβ,Λq (see [39, Section 9.1] and [12, 3.1.8]). It is
the additive group generated by the intersection of a0 with the rG-intertwining of any semisimple
character θ P C pΛ, 0, βq; it contains b1 and, writing J1pβ,Λq for its intersection with a1, we have a
canonical isomorphism Jpβ,Λq{J1pβ,Λq » b0pΛq{b1pΛq. We have a chain of compact open subgroups
of G

J`´pβ,Λq Ě J´pβ,Λq Ě Jo
´pβ,Λq Ě J1

´pβ,Λq Ě H1
´pβ,Λq,

with the first two defined as the intersection of Jpβ,Λq with G and Go respectively, J1
´pβ,Λq its

intersection with P1
´pΛq, and Jo

´pβ,Λq “ Po
´pΛEqJ

1
´pβ,Λq; this is the inverse image in J`´pβ,Λq of the

connected component of
J`´pβ,Λq{J

1
´pβ,Λq » P´pΛEq{P

1
´pΛEq.

Proposition 11.3 is an immediate consequence of the following lemma, in which we consider the re-
duced Bruhat–Tits buildingBredpGβq (the product of the buildingsBredpG

i
βi
q) with its weak simplicial

structure, i.e. the facets of BredpG
i
βi
q are the intersection of the facets of BredprG

i
βi
q with BredpG

i
βi
q.

Lemma 11.5. Let rΛ, n, 0, βs and rΛ, n, 0, β1s be skew semisimple strata such that C pΛ, 0, βq “
C pΛ, 0, β1q.

(i) Jpβ,Λq “ Jpβ1,Λq and we have a canonical isomorphism P´pΛEq{P
1
´pΛEq » P´pΛE1q{P

1
´pΛE1q.

(ii) Go
β has compact centre if and only if Go

β1 has compact centre.

(iii) Suppose Go
β has compact centre; then ΛE corresponds to a vertex of BredpGβq if and only

if ΛE1 corresponds to a vertex of BredpGβ1q.

(iv) Suppose Go
β has compact centre and ΛE corresponds to a vertex of BredpGβq; then Po

´pΛEq is
a maximal parahoric subgroup of Gβ if and only if Po

´pΛE1q is a maximal parahoric subgroup
of Gβ1 .

(v) Let ζ : I Ñ I1 be the matching from pθ, βq to pθ, β1q for some semisimple character θ P
C ΣpΛ, 0, βq. Then kEi and kE1

ζpiq
coincide in a0{a1 and the canonical map from (i) is a
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product of algebraic isomorphisms

P´pΛ
i
Eiq{P

1
´pΛ

i
Eiq Ñ P´pΛ

ζpiq
E1
ζpiq
q{P1

´pΛ
ζpiq
E1
ζpiq
q

defined over kEi,o .

Proof. Assertion (i) follows immediately from the description of Jpβ,Λq as the additive group gener-
ated by the intersection of a0 with the rG-intertwining of any semisimple character in C pΛ, 0, βq. The
centre of Go

β is non-compact if and only if there is an index i P I such that βi “ 0, dimF Vi “ 2 and
the restriction h|Vi is isotropic and orthogonal. By Theorem 8.17, this is equivalent to Go

β1 having
non-compact centre, proving (ii).

We now assume that the centre of Go
β is compact. By Proposition A.9 we can conjugate by

some g P G which normalizes every character in C pΛ, 0, βq to reduce to the case where the splittings
of β and β1 coincide; thus we are in fact reduced to the case that β and β1 are simple. We have the
canonical maps

b0pΛq{b1pΛq ãÑ a0pΛq{a1pΛq Ðâ b10pΛq{b
1
1pΛq

induced by the inclusions, which have the same image so we get an isomorphism

Ψ : b0pΛq{b1pΛq Ñ b10pΛq{b
1
1pΛq.

The anti-involution of h restricts to the anti-involution of the form hβ defining Gβ . The lattice
sequence ΛE corresponds to a vertex if and only if b0pΛq{b1pΛq has at most two central idempotents
and they are fixed (not permuted) by the adjoint anti-involution on a0{a1. Then (iii) follows because Ψ
is an equivariant ring isomorphism. Now to prove assertion (iv), suppose ΛE and ΛE1 correspond to
vertices. Then Po

´pΛEq is not a maximal parahoric subgroup of Gβ if and only if, for one of the central
idempotents e of b0pΛq{b1pΛq the corresponding factor of P´pΛEq{P

1
´pΛEq is given by the algebraic

group Op1, 1q defined over kE; in that case the algebraic group defining the factor of P´pΛE1q{P
1
´pΛE1q

corresponding to Ψpeq must be Op1, 1q by Lemma 11.4, since kE “ kE1 by Proposition 6.2.
For the final assertion (v), first the canonical embeddings of kE and kE1 into a0{a1 have the same

image by [13, 5.2]. Further P´pΛEq{P
1
´pΛEq is the set of rational points of the reductive group

defined over kEo defined by the anti-involution on b0pΛq{b1pΛq. The map from (i) is kE-linear and
preserves , so it is an algebraic isomorphism defined over kEo . �

Now let rΛ, n, 0, βs be a cuspidal skew semisimple stratum and let θ´ P C´pΛ, 0, βq be a skew
semisimple character. By [42, Corollary 3.29], there exists a unique irreducible representation η
of J1

´pβ,Λq containing θ´. The representation η extends to J´pβ,Λq and we call such an extension κ a
β-extension if it extends further to J`´pβ,Λq and its restriction to a pro-p-Sylow subgroup of J´pβ,Λq
is intertwined by all of IGpθ´q (see [43, after Theorem 4.1] and [26, §6], where it is the extensions
to J`´pβ,Λq which are called β-extensions).

Definition 11.6. A cuspidal type for Go is a pair pJ, λq such that there exist a cuspidal skew semisim-
ple stratum rΛ, n, 0, βs and θ´ P C´pΛ, 0, βq, such that J “ J´pβ,Λq and λ “ κ b τ , with κ a β-
extension of the unique irreducible representation of J1

´pβ,Λq containing θ´, and τ an irreducible
representation of J´pβ,Λq{J

1
´pβ,Λq with cuspidal restriction to Jo

´pβ,Λq{J
1
´pβ,Λq.

Proposition 11.7. Let pJ, λq be a cuspidal type for Go defined via a cuspidal stratum rΛ, n, 0, βs,
with λ “ κb τ . Suppose rΛ, n, 0, β1s is a skew semisimple stratum such that C pΛ, 0, βq “ C pΛ, 0, β1q.
Then rΛ, n, 0, β1s is cuspidal, J´pβ

1,Λq “ J, κ is a β1-extension and the restriction of τ to Po
´pΛE1q is

cuspidal.

Proof. The stratum rΛ, n, 0, β1s is cuspidal by Proposition 11.3, while J´pβ
1,Λq “ J by Lemma 11.5(i).

Let θ´ P C´pΛ, 0, βq “ C´pΛ, 0, β1q be a skew semisimple character contained in λ; then the char-
acterization of β-extensions in terms of the intertwining of θ´ implies that κ is also a β1-extension.
Moreover, the restriction of τ to Po

´pΛE1q is cuspidal by Lemma 11.5(v). �
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The main result of [26], generalizing the main result of [43] in the case C “ C (see also [29,
Appendix A] for a correction to the definition of cuspidal type given in [43]), can be stated as follows.

Theorem 11.8 ([26, Theorems 12.1, 12.2]). Let pJ, λq be a cuspidal type for Go. Then the represen-
tation indGo

J pλq is irreducible and cuspidal. Moreover, every irreducible cuspidal representation of Go

appears this way.

Thus, it remains to determine when cuspidal types pJ, λq and pJ1, λ1q induce isomorphic cusp-
idal representations. Notice that conjugate cuspidal types induce equivalent representations and
if indGo

J pλq » indGo

J1 pλ
1q then pJ, λq and pJ1, λ1q intertwine in Go. Hence the following result completes

the classification in terms of conjugacy classes of cuspidal types.

Theorem 11.9. Let pJ, λq and pJ, λ1q be cuspidal types for Go which intertwine in Go. Then they are
conjugate in Go.

Proof. As λ and λ1 intertwine by an element of Go, the underlying skew semisimple characters θ´ P
C´pΛ, 0, βq and θ1´ P C´pΛ1, 0, β1q intertwine by the same element, and we denote by ζ : I Ñ I1 the
matching from pθ´, βq to pθ1´, β1q. By Corollary 8.19 we can replace the underlying strata so that
there is an element g P G such that βg

´1

i “ β1ζpiq, for all i P I, and by Proposition 11.7 these new
strata are also cuspidal. Now θ´ intertwines with τgΛ,Λ1,β1pθ1´q by an element of Go by Corollaries 9.19
and 10.3. Thus, by [39, Theorem 10.3], Theorem 10.4 and Remark 10.5, there is an element g1 P Go

such that
τgΛ,Λ1,β1pθ

1
´q “ θ

g´1
1
´ .

Then, using Proposition 11.7 again, we can assume that θ1´ is the transfer of θ´ to Λ1 with respect
to β1, and the result now follows from [26, Theorem 12.3]. �

Remark 11.10. The proof of Proposition 11.7 could have been given without using Proposition 11.3,
using [29, Proposition 4.4] instead (and its analogue when C has positive characteristic ` ‰ p);
however, this uses the full strength of the exhaustion proof in [43, Section 7], [29, Appendix A]
and [26, Theorem 12.2], while our approach here is more direct, and independent of the proof of
exhaustion.

12. Endo-parameters

In this section we are only interested in semisimple characters which are defined on H1pβ,Λq –
we call such semisimple characters full. We parametrize the set of intertwining-classes of (self-dual)
semisimple characters for rG (and for G) by arithmetic parameters which we call endo-parameters. The
restriction to full semisimple characters is natural because every smooth representation of Go contains
a full self-dual semisimple character [16, Proposition 8.5], though more refined arithmetic information
could be sought by looking more generally (cf. [11]).

12.1. Endo-parameters for rG. Here we parametrize rG-intertwining classes for full semisimple char-
acters for rG. First we state the definition of full precisely.

Definition 12.1. (i) A semisimple character θ is called full if there exists a semisimple stra-
tum rΛ, n, 0, βs such that θ P C pΛ, 0, βq.

(ii) A pss-character is called full if it is supported on a semisimple pair of the form p0, βq.

(iii) An endo-class of pss-characters is called full if it consists of full pss-characters; note that this
includes the full zero endo-class 0.

Note that any full semisimple character θ is the realization of different pss-characters: for example,
if θ is the realization of a pss-character supported on a semisimple pair p0, βq, then it is also the
realization (on the same lattice sequence) of the semisimple pair p0, β ` $Fq. Moreover, θ can be a
realization of different pss-characters supported on the same semisimple pair: for example, if θ, θ1 P
C pΛ, 0, βq are as in Remark 8.12, then θ is conjugate to θ1 by an element of PpΛq, by Theorem 8.15(i);
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then the pss-characters Θ and Θ1, supported on p0, βq, with realizations θ and θ1 at pV, idFrβs,Λ, 0q,
respectively, both attain θ.

Nonetheless, any full semisimple character determines a full endo-class. We will therefore say that
two full semisimple characters are endo-equivalent if they determine the same full endo-class.

Since every ps-character is a pss-character, we can also make the following definition.

Definition 12.2. We let E denote the set of all full endo-classes of ps-characters, and let E fin denote
the set of finite subsets of E .

We know that we can decompose pss-characters into ps-characters via Lemma 9.6. This extends to
give us a bijection between full semisimple endo-classes and E fin.

Proposition 12.3. The map F from the set of all full semisimple endo-classes to E fin, defined by

FprΘsq “ trΘis | i P Iu

is well-defined and bijective where the Θi are defined in Lemma 9.6.

For the proof (of surjectivity) we need the following lemmas.

Lemma 12.4. Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ, n, r ` 1, γ̃s be semisimple strata split by V “ V1 ‘ V2 such
that rΛ, n, r ` 1, βs is equivalent to rΛ, n, r ` 1, γ̃s. Put Λ1 “ Λ X V1 and β1 “ β|V1 , and similarly
for Λ2, β2. Given θ̃ P C pΛ, r ` 1, γ̃q and an extension θ1 P C pΛ1, r, β1q of θ̃|Hr`2pβ1,Λ1q there is a
semisimple character θ P C pΛ, r, βq such that the restriction to Hr`1pβ1,Λ1q is θ1 and the restriction
to Hr`2pβ,Λq is θ̃.

Proof. By induction on the number of simple blocks of rΛ2, n2, r, β2s, we are reduced to the case
where rΛ2, n2, r, β2s is simple. The proof proceeds by induction along the critical exponent k0 “

k0pβ,Λq. If β “ 0 then we take θ the trivial character of Pr`1pΛq. Thus we can assume β ‰ 0;
in particular ´k0 ď n. Write V1 “

À

iPI1 V
1i for the splitting of rΛ1, n1, r, β1s; then the splitting

of rΛ, n, r, βs is either V “ V2 ‘
À

iPI1 V
1i (if β2 is a simple block of β) or V “

À

iPI1 V
i, where

(12.5) Vi “

#

V1i ‘V2 if i “ i0,

V1i otherwise,

for some (unique) value i0 P I1.
First we consider the case where r ă t´k02 u. If β2 is a simple block of β then [42, Lemma 3.15]

says that there exists θ P C pΛ, r, βq whose simple block restrictions are an extension of θ̃|Hr`2pβ2,Λ2q

to Hr`1pβ2,Λ2q, and the simple block restrictions of θ1; since a semisimple character is determined by
its simple block restrictions, we are done.

Otherwise we are in the second case (12.5) above, and β1i0 and β2 have the same minimal polynomial
over F. If we denote by θ2 P C pΛ2, r, β2q the transfer of the simple block restriction θ1i0 , then the
transfer of θ1i0 to C pΛ1i0 ‘ Λ2, r, β1i ` β2q restricts to θ1i0 b θ2 on Hr`1pβ1i0 ,Λ

1i0q ˆ Hr`1pβ2,Λ2q.
Applying [42, Lemma 3.15] as above, we find a semisimple character as required.

Now suppose r ě t´k02 u. Then we take a semisimple stratum rΛ, n,´k0, γs equivalent to rΛ, n,´k0, βs

which is split under the decomposition V2‘
À

iPI1 V
1i. We write γ1 for γ|V1 . Since k0pγ,Λq ă k0pβ,Λq,

we can apply the inductive hypothesis to find a common extension θγ P C pΛ, r, γq of θ1ψγ1´β1
and θ̃ψγ´β to Hr`1pβ,Λq “ Hr`1pγ,Λq. Then the character θ “ θγψβ´γ is as required. �

Lemma 12.6. Let rΛ1, n1, r, β1s be a semisimple stratum in V1 and let rΛ2, n2, r, β2s be a simple
stratum in V2 such that epΛ1q “ epΛ2q. Set V “ V1 ‘ V2, Λ “ Λ1 ‘ Λ2 and n “ maxtn1, n2u.
Then there exists β̃2 P EndFpV

2q such that rΛ2, n2, r, β̃2s is simple and equivalent to rΛ2, n2, r, β2s,
and rΛ, n, r, β1 ‘ β̃2s is semisimple.

Proof. Suppose rΛ, n, r, βs is not semisimple. Then, using notation as in the previous proof, there is an
index i0 P I1 such that the stratum rΛ1i0‘Λ2,maxtni0 , n

2u, r, β1i0‘β
2s is equivalent to a simple stratum.

We only need to find β̃2 such that rΛ1i0 ‘Λ2,maxtni0 , n
2u, r, β1i0 ‘ β̃

2s is simple and we may therefore
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assume |I1| “ 1, that is β1 “ βi. Then Frβ1s{F has the same ramification index and inertia degree
as Frβ2s{F. (This follows from [39, Theorem 6.16] and [12, Theorem 2.4.1] when the lattice sequences
are strict, and in general via a :-construction.) Thus there is an embedding ϕ : Frβ1s Ñ EndF V2 such
that Frϕpβ1qsˆ normalizes Λ2.

We set m1 “ dimF V1 and m2 “ dimF V2 and identify V1‘m
2

with V2‘m
1

. Then the strata

rΛ2 ‘ Λ2‘m
1

, n, r, β2 ‘ ϕpβ1q‘m
1

s and rΛ2 ‘ Λ1‘m
2

, n, r, β2 ‘ β1‘m
2

s

intertwine, while the latter is equivalent to a simple stratum by [39, Theorem 6.16]. Since the first
is certainly equivalent to a semisimple stratum, the matching of [39, Proposition 7.1] implies that it
must be equivalent to a simple stratum. Therefore

rΛ2 ‘ Λ2, n, r, β2 ‘ ϕpβ1qs

is equivalent to a simple stratum ([39, Theorem 6.16] again) so that rΛ2, n, r, β2s and rΛ2, n, r, ϕpβ1qs
intertwine. Then [39, Theorem 8.1] implies that there exists g P PpΛ2q such that rΛ2, n, r, gϕpβ1qg´1s

is equivalent to rΛ2, n, r, β2s and the element β̃2 :“ gϕpβ1qg´1 satisfies the assertion. �

Lemma 12.7. Let θ1 P C pΛ1, r, β1q and θ2 P C pΛ2, r, β2q be semisimple characters in AutFpV
1q

and AutFpV
2q respectively, and suppose that epΛ1q “ epΛ2q. Set V “ V1 ‘ V2, Λ “ Λ1 ‘ Λ2

and n “ maxtn1, n2u. Then there exist a semisimple stratum rΛ2, n2, r, β̃2s, such that C pΛ2, r, β̃2q “
C pΛ2, r, β2q and rΛ, n, r, β1 ‘ β̃2s is semisimple, and θ P C pΛ, r, β1 ‘ β̃2q such that θ|Hr`1pβ1,Λ1q “ θ1

and θ|Hr`1pβ2,Λ2q “ θ2.

Proof. We begin by reducing to the case that θ2 is a simple character. Indeed, the general case proceeds
from this case by induction on the number of simple blocks of rΛ2, n2, r, β2s as follows: Suppose this
stratum has splitting V2 “

À

iPI V2i and I “ JYti0u (disjoint union). Applying the inductive hypoth-
esis to θ1 and θ2J, we have a semisimple stratum rΛ2J, n2J, r, β̃

2
J s, such that C pΛ2J, r, β̃2Jq “ C pΛ2J, r, β2Jq

and rΛ1 ‘ Λ2J, nJ, r, β
1 ‘ β̃2J s is semisimple, and θJ P C pΛ1 ‘ Λ2J, r, β1 ‘ β̃2Jq with θJ|Hr`1pβ1,Λ1q “ θ1

and θJ|Hr`1pβ2J ,Λ
2Jq “ θ2J. Then the simple case applied to θJ and the simple block restriction θ2i0

give a (semi)simple stratum rΛ2i0 , n2i0 , r, β̃
2
i0
s and semisimple character θ P C pΛ, r, β1 ‘ β̃2J ‘ β̃2i0q

such that θ|Hr`1pβ1‘β̃2J ,Λ
1‘Λ2Jq “ θJ and θ|Hr`1pβ2i0

,Λ2i0 q “ θ2i0 . Putting β̃2 “ β̃2J ‘ β̃2i0 , we see

that θ|Hr`1pβ2,Λ2q is a semisimple character in C pΛ2, r, β̃2q whose restriction to any Hr`1pβ2i ,Λ
2iq

is θ2i , for i P I. It follows from Corollary A.8 that θ|Hr`1pβ2,Λ2q “ θ2 and C pΛ2, r, β̃2q “ C pΛ2, r, β2q,
as required.

So now we assume that θ2 is simple, and prove the statement by induction on r. If r “ n
then we take θ to be the trivial character. If r ă n then let rΛ1, n1, r ` 1, γ1s be a semisimple
stratum which is equivalent to rΛ1, n1, r ` 1, β1s and split with respect to the splitting of β1, and
let rΛ2, n2, r ` 1, γ2s be a simple stratum equivalent to rΛ2, n2, r ` 1, β2s. By the inductive hypoth-
esis, there are a simple stratum rΛ2, n2, r ` 1, γ̃2s and a character θγ P C pΛ, r ` 1, γ1 ‘ γ̃2q with
restrictions θ1|Hr`2pβ1,Λ1q and θ2|Hr`2pβ2,Λ2q. By the translation principle [39, Theorem 9.16], there is a
simple stratum rΛ2, n2, r, β̂2s such that C pΛ2, r, β2q “ C pΛ2, r, β̂2q and rΛ2, n2, r`1, β̂2s is equivalent
to rΛ2, n2, r`1, γ̃2s. Moreover, Lemma 12.6 implies that we can replace rΛ2, n2, r, β̂2s by an equivalent
simple stratum so that rΛ, n, r, β1 ‘ β̂2s is itself semisimple.

Now Lemma 12.4 provides a semisimple character θ̃ P C pΛ, r, β1‘β̂2q with restrictions θ1 on Hr`1pβ1,Λ1q

and θγ on Hr`2pβ1‘ β̂2,Λq. Thus there is an element a P a2´1´r such that θ2 “ θ̃ψa|Hr`1pβ2,Λ2q; more-
over, rΛ2, n2, r, β̂2 ` as is equivalent to a simple stratum by Lemma A.7(i). Applying Lemma 12.6
again, there is a simple stratum rΛ2, n2, r, β̃2s equivalent to rΛ2, n2, r, β̂2`as such that rΛ, n, r, β1‘β̃2s
is semisimple. Finally, setting θ “ θ̃ψa P C pΛ, r, β1 ‘ β̃2q, we are done. �

Proof of Proposition 12.3. Let Θ be a full pss-character supported on p0, βq, with index set I, and
write rΘs for the endo-class of Θ. Then Theorem 9.9(i) shows that FprΘsq is well-defined and |I| “
|FprΘsq|, and also that the map F is injective. For surjectivity, suppose we are given a finite set trΘis :
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i P Iu of full simple ps-characters and, for each i P I, choose a realization θi of Θi. Then Lemma 12.7
and induction on |I| give a full semisimple character θ which has simple character restrictions θi.
The corresponding pss-character Θ has simple block restrictions which must be Θi, by Lemma 9.6,
and FprΘsq “ trΘis : i P Iu, as required. �

Recall that the degree of a full simple character θ P C pΛ, 0, βq is defined to be rFrβs : Fs, and
is independent of intertwining between full simple characters and transfer, and that the degree of a
simple endo-class c P E is defined to be the common degree of the values of the ps-characters in c,
which we denote by degpcq.

Definition 12.8. An endo-parameter is a function f from the set E to the set N0 of non-negative
integers, with finite support. We define the degree of an endo-parameter f by

degpfq :“
ÿ

cPE

degpcqfpcq.

Given a full semisimple character θ P C pΛ, 0, βq, let Θ be the pss-character supported on p0, βq
with ΘpV, ϕβ ,Λ, 0q “ θ, where ϕβ denotes the canonical embedding of Frβs as usual, and ci be the
endo-classes of its simple block restrictions; we define the endo-parameter fθ to be the map with
support FprΘsq, and such that fθpciq :“ dimF Vi

degpciq
, for i P I.

Theorem 12.9. There is a canonical bijection from the set of intertwining classes of full semisimple
characters for rG “ GLFpVq to the set of endo-parameters f of degree dimFpVq, defined by mapping
the intertwining class of a full semisimple character θ to the endo-parameter fθ.

Proof. Suppose θ P C pΛ, 0, βq and θ1 P C pΛ1, 0, β1q are semisimple characters with index sets I, I1

respectively. By changing lattice sequences in their affine class, we may and do assume epΛq “ epΛ1q.
Let Θ be the pss-character supported on p0, βq with value θ at pV, ϕβ ,Λ, 0q, and similarly Θ1 the
pss-character supported on p0, β1q with value θ1 at pV, ϕβ1 ,Λ1, 0q.

First we prove that the map described is well-defined (on intertwining classes). Suppose θ and θ1

intertwine in rG. Then Theorem 8.8 gives a matching ζ : I Ñ I1 between index sets, and ζΘ1,Θ “ ζ by
Theorem 9.9(ii)(c). Since dimF Vi “ dimF V1ζpiq (from Theorem 8.8 again), it follows that fθ “ fθ1 .

Conversely, suppose that fθ “ fθ1 . Then, by comparing the support, we have FprΘsq “ FprΘ1sq,
so Θ « Θ1 by Proposition 12.3 and we have a matching ζΘ1,Θ : I Ñ I1, by Theorem 9.9(i). In
particular, the simple components rΘis “ rΘ1ζpiqs have the same degree so it follows from fθ “ fθ1

that dimF Vi “ dimF Vζpiq, for all i P I. Finally Theorem 9.9(ii)(d) implies that θ and θ1 intertwine.
Thus the map is injective.

Finally we prove surjectivity, so let f be an endo-parameter of degree dimFpVq. By Proposition 12.3,
there is a full pss-character Θ, supported on some p0, βq, such that supppfq “ FprΘsq “ trΘis | i P
Iu; further, each Θi is supported on the simple pair p0, βiq. For i P I, we choose pVi, ϕi,Λ

i, 0q P
Qp0, βiq with dimF Vi “ degprΘisqfprΘisq. Replacing the Λi in their affine classes, we may and
do assume that epΛiq is independent of i. Since f has degree dimFpVq, there is an isomorphism
between

À

iPI Vi and V; replacing the Vi by their images, we may assume this isomorphism is an
equality. Then pV,

À

iPI ϕi,
À

iPI Λi, 0q P Qp0, βq and f “ fθ for θ “ ΘpV,
À

iPI ϕi,
À

iPI Λi, 0q. �

12.2. The classical involution on E . We return to the classical setting so that we have an exten-
sion F{Fo of degree at most two, whose Galois group is generated by x ÞÑ x. We fix an algebraic
closure Falg of F and denote by PspFalgq be the set of full ps-characters supported on simple pairs p0, βq
such that Frβs is contained in Falg.

We choose an automorphism f of Falg extending the map x ÞÑ x on F and a sign ε. We are going
to define a map Θ ÞÑ Θf on PspFalgq which, a priori, depends on many choices we will make. In the
end we will find that it is in fact independent of these choices and, moreover, it induces an involution
on the set E of endo-classes over F which is independent of the choices of f , ε and Falg.

Definition 12.10. Given Θ P PspFalgq supported on a simple pair p0, βq, we set E “ Frβs and choose
the following:
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‚ a finite-dimensional F-vector space V such that rE : Fs divides dimF V;

‚ an F-linear field embedding ϕ : E Ñ A “ EndFpVq;

‚ a hyperbolic ε-hermitian space pVh, hq over F{Fo with a complete polarization Vh “ V‘V#;

‚ an oE-lattice sequence Λ in V.
In particular, the adjoint anti-involution of h defines a map from EndFpVq to EndFpV

#q. Then p0,´fpβqq
is a simple pair and we set E# “ fpEq, define the lattice sequence Λ# in V# by

Λ#prq “ tv P V# | hpv,Λp1´ rqq Ď pFu,

and denote by ϕ# : E# ãÑ EndFpV
#q the embedding ϕ#pxq “ ϕpf´1pxqq, for x P E#, where here

denotes the adjoint anti-involution on Vh. Then pV#, ϕ#,Λ#, 0q P Qp0,´fpβqq and we define Θf to
be the unique full ps-character supported on p0,´fpβqq such that

(12.11) Θf pV#, ϕ#,Λ#, 0qpyq “ pΘpV, ϕ,Λ, 0qpyqq
´1
, for y P H1pϕ#p´fpβqq,Λ#q.

Note that we are defining Θf by its single value at pV#, ϕ#,Λ#, 0q P Qp0,´fpβqq, and its value
at other elements of Qp0,´fpβqq is then given by transfer; it is for this reason that the definition
appears to depend on the choices of V, ϕ, pVh, hq,V

#,Λ. Note also that the value Θf pV#, ϕ#,Λ#, 0q

is in fact independent of the automorphism f : the group H1pϕ#p´fpβqq,Λ#q “ H1p´ϕpβq,Λ#q does
not depend on f and the formula (12.11) is clearly independent of f . However, the ps-character Θf

does depend on f since the simple pair p0,´fpβqq on which it is supported does.

Proposition 12.12. Let Θ,Θ1 be elements of PspFalgq.
(i) Θf is well-defined, i.e. is independent of the choices made.

(ii) pΘf qf is endo-equivalent to Θ.

(iii) If Θ is endo-equivalent to Θ1 then Θf is endo-equivalent to Θ1f .

(iv) The endo-class of Θf does not depend on f or ε.

Proof. We start with assertion (i). Suppose we have chosen pVi, ϕi, pVhi , hiq,V
#
i ,Λiq, for i “ 1, 2, as

in Definition 12.10. In order to show that these give rise to the same ps-character Θf , we need to show
that the characters θ#

i given by y ÞÑ pΘpVi, ϕi,Λi, 0qpyqq
´1 are related by transfer (from pΛ#

1 , ϕ
#
1 q

to pΛ#
2 , ϕ

#
2 q). Since the self-dual :-construction commutes with transfer, we can perform such a

construction to reduce to the case where pVh1
, h1q and pVh2

, h2q are isometric; conjugating then by a
suitable isometry, we can assume

h1 “ h2 “: h, Vh1
“ Vh2

“: Vh, V#
1 “ V#

2 “: V#.

Now, ΘpV, ϕ1,Λ1, 0q and ΘpV, ϕ2,Λ2, 0q are intertwined by an element g P AutFpVq which conju-
gates ϕ1 to ϕ2, because these characters are related by transfer (from pΛ1, ϕ1q to pΛ2, ϕ2q). Thus ḡ´1

intertwines θ#
1 with θ#

2 and conjugates ϕ#
1 to ϕ#

2 , i.e. they are transfers as required.
Now assertion (ii) follows immediately because, if the tuple pV, ϕ, pVh, hq,V

#,Λq is used to de-
fine Θf then pV#, ϕ#, pVh, hq,V,Λ

#q can be used to define pΘf qf so we see that ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, 0q “
pΘf qf pV, ϕ##,Λ, 0q; thus the intersection of the images of Θ and pΘf qf is non-empty and they
are endo-equivalent. Similarly, if Θ and Θ1 are endo-equivalent then they have a common value
ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, 0q “ Θ1pV, ϕ1,Λ, 0q by Lemma 5.1, Theorem 7.5 and Theorem 8.15(i); using this (together
with a choice of Vh,V

#), it follows immediately from (12.11) that Θf ,Θ1f have a common realization
so are endo-equivalent, and (iii) follows.

We are left with assertion (iv). That rΘf s is independent of f is clear from the formula (12.11)
(which is independent of f). To see that rΘf s is independent of ε, we can replace h by the twist pϕpβq ´ ϕpβqq

˚
phq

(which is a ´ε-hermitian form over F{Fo) in the construction; this replaces Λ# by a translate, which
affects nothing, so that the formula (12.11) remains the same. Thus the image of the resulting ps-
character has a non-trivial intersection with the image of Θf , and they are endo-equivalent. �
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The last proposition allows us to define an involution on E .

Definition 12.13. We define an action of Σ on E by σprΘsq :“ rΘf s, for Θ P PspFalgq.

Note that it also follows from Proposition 12.12 that this involution (defined on the set E , which
does not depend on the choice of Falg) does not in fact depend on the choice of algebraic closure.

12.3. Orbits and self-dual endo-classes. We fix ε, F{Fo and Falg as in the previous subsection.
We want to compare orbits of E with self-dual endo-classes. We therefore introduce the notion of full
self-dual endo-classes. We call a self-dual pss-character or endo-class full if the corresponding lift is
full and we call a self-dual semisimple character full if it is contained in C´pΛ, 0, βq for some self-dual
semisimple stratum rΛ, n, 0, βs. Let p0, βq be a self-dual semisimple pair. Recall that, attached to β
is an index set I together with an action of σ, and we choose a set I0 Y I` of representatives for the
orbits of σ, where I0 is the set of σ-fixed points, I` is a section through the orbits of length two, and
we put I´ :“ σpI`q. Analogously to the previous subsection, we denote by Ps´pF

algq the set of full
self-dual pss-characters Θ´ such that the attached semisimple pair p0, βq satisfies

|pI0 Y I`q| “ 1,

and such that E is a subset of ‘iPIFalg; in the case I` ‰ H, we will usually write I` “ t`1u
and I´ “ t´1u, and write Θ˘1 for the simple block restrictions of the lift Θ of Θ´. We denote by E´
the set of endo-classes of elements of Ps´pF

algq.

Lemma 12.14. Suppose Θ is a lift of a full self-dual pss-character Θ´ P Ps´pF
algq supported on p0, βq.

(i) If Θ is not simple then rΘ1s ‰ rΘ´1s “ σprΘ1sq.

(ii) If Θ is simple then rΘs “ σprΘsq.

Proof. We first prove (i). Take ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, 0q P Q´p0, βq so that V, β and ϕ decompose as

V1 ‘V´1, β “ β1 ` β´1, ϕ “ ϕ1 ‘ ϕ´1.

Following Definition 12.10 using the data pV1, ϕ1, pV, hq,V
´1,Λ1q and taking f : Falg Ñ Falg to be an

extension of the map x ÞÑ x on F such that fpβ1q “ ´β´1, we compute

Θf
1 pV

´1, ϕ´1,Λ
´1, 0qpyq “ Θf

1 ppV
1q#, ϕ#

1 , pΛ
1q#, 0qpyq

“ pΘ1pV
1, ϕ1,Λ

1, 0qpȳqq´1

“ Θ´1pV
´1, ϕ´1,Λ

´1, 0qpyq.

Thus Θf
1 and Θ´1 have a common value. They are already full and have the same degree so rΘ´1s “

σprΘ1sq. The inequality of (i) is a consequence of 9.6(ii).
The proof of (ii) is similar. We choose ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, 0q P Q´p0, βq and f an extension of the

generator of GalpE{Eoq. We define an ε-hermitian form h̃ on Ṽ “ V ‘V by

h̃ “

ˆ

0 h
h 0

˙

, i.e. h̃pv1 ` v2, w1 ` w2q :“ hpv1, w2q ` hpv2, w1q, for pv1, v2q, pw1, w2q P V ‘V.

Then Λ‘Λ is self-dual with respect to h̃. Applying the definition with pV‘ 0, ϕ‘ 0, pṼ, h̃q, 0‘V,Λq,
we obtain:

Θf p0‘V, 0‘ ϕ, 0‘ Λ, 0qp0‘ yq “ Θf ppV ‘ 0q#, pϕ‘ 0q#, pΛ‘ 0q#, 0qp0‘ yq

“ pΘpV ‘ 0, ϕ‘ 0,Λ‘ 0, 0qpȳ ‘ 0qq´1

“ pΘpV, ϕ,Λ, 0qpȳqq´1

“ ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, 0qpyq

“ Θp0‘V, 0‘ ϕ, 0‘ Λ, 0qp0‘ yq.

The third and the final equality follow from the fact that Θ respects transfers, while the fourth follows
from self-duality. �
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Using the notation of Lemma 12.14 we define a map Φ from E´ to E {Σ, the set of orbits of simple
endo-classes, by

(12.15) ΦprΘ´sq :“

"

trΘsu, if Θ is simple
trΘ1s, rΘ´1su, if Θ is not simple .

This map is well-defined and injective by Theorem 9.9 and Theorem 9.16. We now state the converse
of Lemma 12.14.

Theorem 12.16. The map Φ is surjective.

The key idea for the proof of the theorem is enclosed in the following lemma:

Lemma 12.17. Let pV, hq be an ε-hermitian space over F{Fo with a complete polarization

(12.18) V “ V1 ‘V´1

Suppose rΛ, n, r, βs is a semisimple stratum split by (12.18) such that Λ is self-dual and

C pΛ, r, βq “ C pΛ, r,´β̄q,

and such that rΛ1, n, r, β1s is simple. Then there exists a self-dual semisimple stratum rΛ, n, r, β1s split
by (12.18) such that

C pΛ, r, βq “ C pΛ, r, β1q.

Proof. We prove the statement by induction along r. If n “ r then we choose β1 “ 0 so suppose
now r ă n. We choose a semisimple approximation rΛ, n, r ` 1, γs of rΛ, n, r ` 1, βs split by (12.18).
Then by the induction hypothesis there is a self-dual semisimple stratum rΛ, n, r`1, γ1s split by (12.18)
with the same set of semisimple characters as rΛ, n, r` 1, γs. By [39, Theorem 9.16] there is a simple
stratum rΛ1, n, r, β11s such that rΛ1, n, r ` 1, β11s is equivalent to rΛ1, n, r ` 1, γ11s and

C pΛ1, r, β1q “ C pΛ1, r, β11q.

We choose θ P C ΣpΛ, r, βq and θ0 P C ΣpΛ, r, γ1q which coincide on Hr`2pβ,Λq “ Hr`2pγ1,Λq. Then
there exists an element a1 P a

1
´r´1 such that

θ1 “ ψa1`β11´γ11θ0,1.

Lemma A.7(i) applied to ψβ11´γ11θ0,1 (with |K| “ 1) implies that rΛ1, n, r, β11 ` a1s is equivalent to a
semisimple stratum rΛ1, n, r, β21 s, and Lemma A.7(ii) then implies

C pΛ1, r, β1q “ C pΛ1, r, β21q.

In particular rΛ1, n, r, β21 s is simple by Theorem 8.8 and therefore rΛ1, n, r,´β21 s is simple by duality.
We put β2 :“ β21 ´ β

2
1 . Then:

‚ if rΛ, n, r, β2s is not equivalent to a simple stratum, then it is semisimple (and already self-
dual);

‚ if rΛ, n, r, β2s is equivalent to a simple stratum, then it is equivalent to a self-dual simple
stratum split by (12.18), by [41, 1.10].

In any case rΛ, n, r, β2s is equivalent to a self-dual semisimple stratum rΛ, n, r, β3s split by (12.18).
Further we have:

θ1 “ ψβ31 ´γ11θ0,1, θ´1 “ ψ
´β31 ´γ

1
´1
θ0,´1.

Applying Corollary A.8 to the pair θ P C pΛ, r, βq and ψβ3´γ1θ0 P C pΛ, r, β3q, we obtain the desired
equality

C pΛ, r, βq “ C pΛ, r, β3q.

�
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Proof of Theorem 12.16. Let rΘs be a non-zero full simple endo-class and choose pV, ϕ, pVh, hq,V
#,Λq

as in Definition 12.10. Let θ “ ΘpV, ϕ,Λ, 0q, a simple character in C pΛ, 0, ϕpβqq, and define θ# P

C pΛ#, 0,´ϕpβqq by
θ#pyq :“ pθpȳqq´1.

Setting n “ ´vΛpϕpβqq, the strata rΛ, n, 0, ϕpβqs and rΛ#, n, 0,´ϕpβqs are simple, and therefore rΛ‘
Λ#, n, 0, ϕpβq‘p´ϕpβqqs is equivalent to a semisimple stratum split by V‘V#. Lemma 12.7 provides
us with a semisimple stratum rΛ‘Λ#, n, 0, β̃s split by V‘V# and a semisimple character θ̃ P C pΛ‘
Λ#, n, 0, β̃q with restrictions θ and θ#. Note that rΛ, n, 0, β̃|Vs and rΛ#, n, 0, β̃|V#s are simple strata:
they are certainly semisimple and, since C pΛ, 0, β̃|Vq “ C pΛ, 0, ϕpβqq, the matching of Theorem 8.8
implies that rΛ, n, 0, β̃|Vs is simple. We have θ̃ “ θ̃σ by Corollary A.8, and therefore by Lemma 12.17
we can choose rΛ ‘ Λ#, n, 0, β̃s to be self-dual. Let Θ̃´ be the self-dual pss-character supported
on p0, β̃q whose lift Θ̃ takes value θ̃ at pVh, ϕβ̃ ,Λ‘ Λ#, 0q. Then

ΦprΘ̃´sq “ tσprΘsq, rΘsu.

�

Let us illustrate the two cases which occur at the end of (the proof of) Theorem 12.16. If the lift Θ̃

is simple then Θ̃ and Θ are endo-equivalent and we have

rΘs “ rΘ̃s “ σrΘ̃s “ σprΘsq

so that ΦprΘ̃´sq “ trΘsu. Otherwise, the lift Θ̃ is not simple, the endo-classes rΘs and σprΘsq are the
non-endo-equivalent simple block restrictions of rΘ̃s, and ΦprΘ̃´sq consists of two elements.

12.4. Endo-parameters for ph,Gq. We now fix F{Fo and ε, and our ε-hermitian space pV, hq over F.
In this section, we parametrize the G “ UpV, hq- and Go-intertwining classes of full self-dual semisimple
characters (i.e. supported on a self-dual semisimple pair of the form p0, βq).

One invariant of an intertwining class of skew semisimple characters comes from the theory of
concordant pairs: if two skew semisimple characters θ´ P C´pΛ, 0, βq and θ1´ P C´pΛ, 0, β1q intertwine
by an element of G then the underlying simple block strata are concordant (see Theorem 8.17). We
now encode this into invariants in the following way.

Definition 12.19. Consider the class of pairs pβ, tq where p0, βq is a self-dual simple pair and t is an
element of WεpE{Eoq, where E “ Frβs as usual. Two pairs pβ, tq and pβ1, t1q are equivalent if

(i) pFrβs, βq and pFrβ1s, β1q are similar self-dual extensions (see Definition 3.33); and

(ii) wε,β1,βptq “ t1.
This is clearly an equivalence relation. We call the equivalence classes Witt types and we denote the
Witt type associated to a pair pβ, tq by rβ, ts.

Remarks 12.20. (i) Note that the diagrams (3.29) and (3.30) commute by similarity of pFrβs, βq
and pFrβ1s, β1q and Corollary 5.20. Therefore, in the non-symplectic case, the condition (ii)
is equivalent to the anisotropic dimensions of t and t1 having the same parity, together
with λ˚βptq “ λ˚β1pt

1q.

(ii) Given a self-dual field extension pE, βq, the set of all possible Witt types rβ, ts is in bijection
with WεpE{Eoq.

We are going to attach Witt types to elements of E´. Throughout this section we identify E´
with E {Σ, a consequence of Theorem 12.16 and (12.15); we will usually use O P E {Σ and write rΘ´s “
Φ´1pOq for the corresponding element of E´. We will write degpOq “ degpΘ´q so that, if ΘO is any
pss-character whose endo-class is in the orbit O, we have degpOq “ |O|degpΘOq.

Not all Witt types are suitable for a given O P E {Σ. We therefore define

WTpOq :“

#

trβ, ts | DΘ´ supported on p0, βq with ΦprΘ´sq “ O, t PWεpFrβs{Frβsoqu, if |O| “ 1,

tr0,0su, if |O| “ 2.
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In the non-simple case |O| “ 2 there is only one Witt type because all realizations of a correspond-
ing Θ´ use a hyperbolic space over F.

Remark 12.21. If O P E {Σ is an orbit of cardinality one and we choose a self-dual ps-character Θ´
supported on the self-dual pair p0, βq with ΦprΘ´sq “ O, then the map

WεpFrβs{Frβsoq Ñ WTpOq, t ÞÑ rβ, ts

is a bijection. Indeed, if Θ1´ is another self-dual ps-character, supported on the self-dual pair p0, β1q
and with ΦprΘ1´sq “ O then, since Θ´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent, Corollary 7.12 implies that the
self-dual extensions pFrβs, βq and pFrβ1s, β1q are similar.

If we have self-dual semisimple characters θ´ P C´pΛ, 0, βq and θ1´ P C´pΛ1, 0, β1q which intertwine
in G with matching ζ : I Ñ I1 then, for i P I, the dimensions dimEi Vi and dimE1

ζpiq
Vζpiq must coincide

and, for i P I0, the forms hβi and hβζpiq must have the same Witt index. We need invariants taking
this into account.

We define the set of possible endo-parameters for O P E {Σ to be

EPpOq :“ WTpOq ˆ N0.

Definition 12.22. Let O P E {Σ and let z “ prα, ts, nq be an endo-parameter for O. We define
‚ dimanpzq :“ dimanptq, the anisotropic dimension of z,

‚ degpzq :“ p2n` dimanpzqq
degpOq
|O|

, the degree of z,

‚ hermF{Fo
pzq :“ λ˚αptq, an element of the Witt group WεpF{Foq.

We are now able to define the parameters for the classification of intertwining classes of self-dual
semisimple characters.

Definition 12.23. A self-dual endo-parameter (with respect to pF{Fo, εq) is a section f´ of
ğ

OPE {Σ

EPpOq Ñ E {Σ

with finite support supppf´q “ tO P E {Σ | degpf´pOqq ‰ 0u. For f´ a self-dual endo-parameter, we
define its degree by

degpf´q “
ÿ

OPE {Σ

degpf´pOqq P N0

and also set
hermF{Fo

pf´q “
ÿ

OPE {Σ

hermF{Fo
pf´pOqq PWεpF{Foq.

Notice then that the endo-parameters for O are just the endo-parameters with support contained
in the singleton tOu.

Remark 12.24. A self-dual endo-parameter f´ defines a GL-endo-parameter f : E Ñ N0 by setting

fprΘsq “
degpf´pOqq

degpOq
, rΘs P O P E {Σ.

We have degpfq “ degpf´q.

Recall that Proposition 12.3 gives us a canonical bijection F from the set of all full semisimple
endo-classes to E fin. We write pE {Σqfin for the set of all finite subsets of E {Σ, and we have:

Proposition 12.25. There is a canonical bijection F´ from the set of all full self-dual endo-classes
to pE {Σqfin, defined by mapping a full self-dual endo-class rΘ´s with lift rΘs to FprΘsq{Σ, the set of
orbits of elements of FprΘsq.

The proof mimics that of Proposition 12.3. First we have an analogue of Lemma 12.4:
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Lemma 12.26. Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ, n, r`1, γs be self-dual semisimple strata which are split by V “

V1 kV2 and such that rΛ, n, r ` 1, βs is equivalent to rΛ, n, r ` 1, γs. Put Λ1 “ ΛXV1 and β1 “ β|V1 ,
and similarly for Λ2, β2. Given θ̃ P C ΣpΛ, r ` 1, γq and an extension θ1 P C ΣpΛ1, r, β1q of θ̃|Hr`2pβ1,Λ1q,
there is a semisimple character θ P C ΣpΛ, r, βq such that the restriction to Hr`1pβ1,Λ1q is θ1 and the
restriction to Hr`2pβ,Λq is θ̃.

We could prove this in a similar way to Lemma 12.4, but the group action of Σ provides a significant
simplification.

Proof. By the definition of semisimple character, in particular see [39, Definition 9.5], we have that
for any three characters θ0, θ1, θ2 P C pΛ, r, βq the character θ0θ1θ

´1
2 is also an element of C pΛ, r, βq.

Thus for θ11 P C pΛ1, r, β1q and θ̃1 P C pΛ, r ` 1, γq coinciding on Hr`2pβ1,Λ1q, since there always is an
extension to C pΛ, r, βq by Lemma 12.4, the number of such extensions does not depend on the choice
of pθ11, θ̃1q and therefore it is a divisor of the cardinality of C pΛ, r, βq. The cardinality of C pΛ, r, βq is
odd, and therefore the number of extensions of pθ1, θ̃q is odd; thus Σ has a fixed point which extends θ1

and θ̃. �

The analogue of Lemma 12.7 needs more subtle modifications.

Lemma 12.27. Let pV1, h1q and pV2, h2q be ε-hermitian spaces and let θ1 P C Σ1pΛ1, r, β1q and θ2 P
C Σ2pΛ2, r, β2q be characters for self-dual semisimple strata in V1 and V2 respectively, such that epΛ1q “
epΛ2q. Set V “ V1 k V2, Λ “ Λ1 ‘ Λ2 and n “ maxtn1, n2u. Then there exist self-dual semisimple
strata rΛ1, n1, r, β̃1s and rΛ2, n2, r, β̃2s in V1 and V2 respectively, such that rΛ, n, r, β̃1 ‘ β̃2s is self-dual
semisimple and such that there is a character θ P C ΣpΛ, r, β̃1 ‘ β̃2q with restrictions θ|Hr`1pβ̃1,Λ1q “ θ1

and θ|Hr`1pβ̃2,Λ2q “ θ2. Moreover, we can choose β̃1 and β̃2 with the same associated splittings as β1

and β2, respectively.

Note that, contrary to the case in Lemma 12.7, we do not claim that we can take β̃1 “ β1. We
cannot give a proof mutatis mutandis to that of loc.cit., because we would need to join non-skew
self-dual characters. Instead, the proof uses the full strength of the translation principle A.1.

Proof. We proceed by induction along r. If r “ n then β1 and β2 vanish, and we put β̃1 and β̃2 as
zero, so suppose r ă n. We choose approximations rΛ1, n1, r ` 1, γ1s and rΛ2, n2, r ` 1, γ2s for the
strata with β1 and β2, respectively. By the induction hypothesis we can find self-dual semisimple
strata rΛ1, n1, r` 1, γ̃1s and rΛ2, n2, r` 1, γ̃2s, with the same associated splittings as γ1 and γ2 respec-
tively, such that their direct sum is semisimple and such that there is a character θγ P C ΣpΛ, r ` 1, γ̃q
with restrictions θ1|Hr`2pβ1,Λ1q and θ2|Hr`2pβ2,Λ2q.

Using Theorem A.1 we find a self-dual semisimple stratum rΛ1, n1, r, δ1s and u1 P P1
´pΛ

1q which
normalizes every element of C pΛ1, r`1, γ̃1q, such that C pΛ1, r, δ1q “ C pΛ1, r, β1q and rΛ1, n1, r`1, δ1s is
equivalent to rΛ1, n1, r`1, γ̃1s, and γ̃1 respects the splitting of uδ1u´1. Moreover, replacing γ̃1 by u´1γ̃1u,
we can assume that γ̃1 respects the splitting of δ1; that is, rΛ1, n1, r, δ1s has an approximation given
by γ̃1. Similarly, we have a self-dual semisimple stratum rΛ2, n2, r, δ2s with approximation γ̃2 such
that C pΛ2, r, δ2q “ C pΛ2, r, β2q.

The stratum rΛ, n, r, δ1 ‘ δ2s is equivalent to a semisimple stratum and therefore, by [39, Theo-
rem 6.16], to a self-dual semisimple stratum respecting the splittings of δ1, δ2 and V1 k V2; thus we
may assume rΛ, n, r, δs is self-dual semisimple, where δ :“ δ1 ‘ δ2. We apply Lemma 12.26 to find a
character θδ P C ΣpΛ, r, δq with restrictions θ1, θγ . Then there is a skew a2 P a2

´pr`1q split by the
splitting of δ2 such that

θ2 “ θδψa2 on Hr`1pβ2,Λ2q.

The stratum rΛ, n, r, δ ` a2s is equivalent to a semisimple stratum by Lemma A.7 and therefore to a
self-dual semisimple stratum rΛ, n, r, β̃s split by the splittings of δ1, δ2 and V1kV2. Thus β̃ “ β̃1‘ β̃2

and θ “ θδψa2 satisfy the first part of the lemma. Finally Proposition A.9(ii) states that we can
conjugate β̃1 and β̃2 to the splittings of β1 and β2, which completes the proof. �
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Proof of Proposition 12.25. Let Θ´,Θ
1
´ be self-dual pss-characters, with lifts Θ,Θ1 and index sets I “

I0 Y I´ Y I` and I1 respectively. If rΘ´s and rΘ1´s are mapped to the same set, then FprΘsq{Σ “

F´prΘ´sq “ F´prΘ1´sq “ FprΘ1sq{Σ. It follows that FprΘsq and FprΘ1sq coincide because both sets are
union of orbits; indeed, σprΘisq “ rΘis for i P I0 and σprΘisq “ rΘ´is for i P I`, by Lemma 9.6(iii)(a)
and then Lemma 12.14 applied to Θt˘iu. Thus Θ and Θ1 are endo-equivalent by Proposition 12.3 and
therefore Θ´,Θ

1
´ are endo-equivalent by Theorem 9.16. The surjectivity follows inductively as in the

case of Proposition 12.3, using Lemma 12.27. �

We are finally ready to define endo-parameters for ph,Gq; note that these depend not only on the
group G but also on the isometry class of the form h.

Definition 12.28. We denote by EPph,Gq the set of those self-dual endo-parameters with hermF{F0
pf´q “

rhs and degpf´q “ dimF V, and we call it the set of endo-parameters for ph,Gq.

Let θ´ P C´pΛ, 0, βq be a self-dual semisimple character, let Θ´ be the self-dual pss-character
supported on p0, βq with value θ´ at ppV, hq, ϕβ ,Λ, 0q, and let Θ be its lift, with index set I “
I0 Y I` Y I´. We have

F´prΘ´sq “ tOi | i P I0 Y I`u Ď E {Σ,

where Oi is the orbit associated to the block restriction rΘis. For each i P I0, we have the ε-hermitian
form hidEi

given by Lemma 3.17. We attach to θ´ the endo-parameter with support F´prΘ´sq given
by

fθ´pOiq :“

#

p
“

βi, rhidEi
s
‰

,miq, i P I0,

pr0,0s,miq, i P I`,

where mi denotes the Witt index of hidEi
when i P I0, and mi “ dimEipV

iq for i P I`. Note that the
map θ´ ÞÑ fθ´ depends on h (not just the isometry class of h), which is why we have included h in
the notation EPph,Gq.

Theorem 12.29. There is a canonical bijection from the set of intertwining classes of full self-dual
semisimple characters for G “ UpV, hq to the set of self-dual endo-parameters EPph,Gq, defined
by mapping the intertwining class of a full self-dual semisimple character θ´ to the self-dual endo-
parameter fθ´ .

Before starting the proof, we give an example illustrating the dependence on h. Suppose that ´1
is not a square in F, that pV, hq is a symplectic space, and that ϕ : E ãÑ EndFpVq is a self-
dual embedding of a self-dual extension pE, βq such that dimE V is odd. Consider a self-dual sim-
ple character θ´ P C´pΛ, 0, ϕpβqq. Note that we have G “ UpV, hq “ UpV,´hq so that we also
have EPph,Gq “ EPp´h,Gq. However, rhϕs ‰ r´hϕs “ rp´hqϕs, because, ´1 R NE{EopEq. Therefore,
the G-intertwining class of θ´ is attached to a different self-dual endo-parameter in EPph,Gq than
in EPp´h,Gq.

The reason for this phenomenon is that the notion of self-dual endo-parameter is equivariant with
respect to isometries: in the above example, an isometry g from pV, hq to pV,´hqmaps the intertwining
class of θ´ to the intertwining class of gθ´; and θ´ is not intertwined with gθ´ by any element of G,
only by an isometry from h to ´h.

Proof. We need to show that the map described is well-defined, injective and surjective. Let θ´ P
C´pΛ, 0, βq and θ1´ P C´pΛ1, 0, β1q be self-dual semisimple characters in G with corresponding pss-
characters Θ´, Θ1´ and lifts θ, θ1,Θ,Θ1. Denote by I, I1 the corresponding index sets and decompose
them I “ I0YI`YI´ as usual, similarly for I1. For i P I, we put Ei “ Frβis as usual, rΘis for the simple
endo-classes corresponding to Θi, and Oi for the orbit of rΘis in E {Σ, with similar notation E1i1 , Θ1i1
and O1i1 , for i

1 P I1.
Suppose first that θ´ and θ1´ intertwine by an element of G “ UpV, hq, with matching ζ : I Ñ I1.

In particular, the self-dual pss-characters Θ´,Θ
1
´ are endo-equivalent so F´prΘ´sq “ F´prΘ1´sq and

the endo-parameters fθ´ , fθ1´ have the same support. Then, for all i P I, we have:
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‚ ζ commutes with σ, by Remark 8.9, and Θi is endo-equivalent to Θ1ζpiq so Oi “ O1ζpiq;

‚ dimF Vi “ dimF V1ζpiq;

‚ if i P I0 then the self-dual field extensions pEi, βiq and pE1ζpiq, β
1
ζpiqq are similar, by Corol-

lary 7.12;

‚ the pairs pβi, idEiq and pβ1ζpiq, idE1
ζpiq
q are phi, hζpiqq-concordant, by Theorem 8.17.

The final two points imply that the pairs pβi, rhidEi
sq and pβ1ζpiq, rhidE1

ζpiq

sq are equivalent, for i P I0;

then pVi, hidEi
q and pV1ζpiq, hidE1

ζpiq

q have the same anisotropic dimension and the same dimension so

also the same Witt index. This implies fθ´pOiq “ fθ1
´
pOiq, for i P I0, while the same is true for i P I`

simply by the comparison of dimensions. Thus fθ´ “ fθ1
´
, as required.

Conversely, suppose fθ´ “ fθ1
´

and let f : E Ñ N0 be the corresponding GL-endo-parameter (see
Remark 12.24). Then fθ “ f “ fθ1 by Theorem 12.9 and, applying the same theorem again, the
characters θ, θ1 intertwine by an element of AutFpVq with a matching ζ; thus Θi and Θ1ζpiq are endo-
equivalent and Oi “ Oζpiq for all indices i P I. The fact that fθ´pOiq “ fθ1

´
pOiq says that dimF Vi “

dimF V1ζpiq, for i P I, and that the pairs pβi, idEiq and pβ1ζpiq, idE1
ζpiq
q are phi, h1ζpiqq-concordant, for i P I0.

Therefore θ´ and θ1´ intertwine in G, by Theorem 9.16.
It remains to prove surjectivity. Let f´ be a self-dual endo-parameter for ph,Gq so that we need

to construct a semisimple character θ´ for G satisfying fθ´ “ f´. In fact it is enough to study
endo-parameters supported on a single orbit in E {Σ, since Lemma 12.27 then allows us to construct
self-dual semisimple characters in general. So we suppose supppf´q “ tOu and consider the two cases
for the cardinality of the orbit separately.

Suppose first that |O| “ 1 and f´pOq “ prβ, ts,mq. Let Θ´ be a self-dual ps-character supported
on p0, βq such that ΦprΘ´sq “ O, and set E “ Frβs. We choose pṼ, h̃q, an ε-hermitian space over E{Eo,
such that rh̃s “ t and with Witt index m, and a self-dual oE-lattice sequence Λ in Ṽ. Then λ˚βph̃q

is isometric to h, as λ˚βptq “ rhs and dimF Ṽ “ degpf´q “ dimF V. We identify λ˚βph̃q with h via an
isometry and then the character

θ´ “ Θ´ppV, hq, idE,Λ, 0q

satisfies fθ´ “ f´.
Finally, suppose |O| “ 2 and f´pOq “ pr0,0s,mq. Let Θ´ be a self-dual pss-character supported at

some pair p0, β1‘β´1q such that ΦprΘ´sq “ O, and write E1 “ Frβ1s and E´1 “ Frβ´1s. We take anm-
dimensional E1-vector space W, which we consider as an F-vector space and identify with a maximal
totally isotropic space of V as part of a complete polarization pW,W#q. We choose an oE1

-lattice
sequence Λ in W so that the stratum rΛ, n, 0, β1s is simple, for an appropriate integer n. Since β´1

and ´β1 have the same minimal polynomial over F, there is an embedding ϕ´1 : E´1 Ñ EndFpW
#q

which maps β´1 to ´β1. Then the character

θ´ “ Θ´ppV, hq, idE1
‘ϕ´1,Λ‘ Λ#, 0q

satisfies fθ´ “ f´. �

Let θ P C pΛ, 0, βq be the lift of a self-dual semisimple character θ´ P C pΛ, 0, βq. Then The-
orem 12.29, combined with Theorem 12.9, provides a way to count the number of G-intertwining
classes of self-dual semisimple characters whose lift is in the rG-intertwining class of θ, by counting
the number of endo-parameters f´ which give the same GL-endo-parameter (see Remark 12.24). We
denote this number by N pθ´, rG,Gq. Write

n0 :“

$

’

&

’

%

0, if G is symplectic and β has no zero component;
2, if G is orthogonal, β has zero component βi0 with dimF Vi0 ď 2 and dimanVi0 ď 1;
1, otherwise.
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Then we obtain
N pθ´, rG,Gq “ 2|I0|´n0 .

Note that the reason for the difference in the symplectic case lies in Proposition 6.10 and the remark
following it: concordance is implied by intertwining in rG in the non-symplectic case, but not in the
symplectic case. The difference in the orthogonal case comes from the fact that, when Vi0 is small,
there is no orthogonal space pV1, h1q such that dimF Vi0 “ dimF V1 and rhi0s ´ rh1s is the maximal
element of the Witt group W1pF{F0q.

12.5. Special orthogonal groups. We conclude with the parametrization of the Go-intertwining
classes of full self-dual semisimple characters in the orthogonal case (σ “ 1, ε “ 1). The partition
of the set of full self-dual semisimple characters for G into Go-intertwining classes is in general
finer than the partition into G-intertwining classes so it is necessary to augment the self-dual endo-
parameters. This will of course only happen when V is even-dimensional (since there is an element of
determinant ´1 in the centre in the odd-dimensional case), and will indeed only occur when the zero
endo-class is not in the support of the endo-parameter, by Theorem 10.2(i).

Definition 12.30. Two symplectic forms over F on an even-dimensional F-vector space V are p1`pFq-
equivalent if they are isometric by an automorphism of determinant in 1` pF. We write rh1s1`pF for
the p1` pFq-equivalence class of a symplectic form h1 on V.

Now let f´ be an endo-parameter for ph,Gq, and let Θ´ be a self-dual pss-character supported
on some pair p0, βq such that F´prΘ´sq is the support of f´. As usual, let I “ I` Y I0 Y I´ be the
corresponding index set, put E “ Frβs, and write F´prΘ´sq “ tOi | i P I0 Y I`u.

Definition 12.31. For ϕ : E Ñ EndF V a self-dual embedding with corresponding decomposition V “
À

iPI Vi, denote by fϕ,´ the endo-parameter for ph,Gq with support F´prΘ´sq such that

fϕ,´pOiq :“

#

prβi, rhi,ϕiss ,miq, i P I0,

pr0,0s,miq, i P I`,

where mi denotes the Witt index of hi,ϕi when i P I0, and mi “ dimEipV
iq for i P I`. We say that ϕ

is adapted to f´ if f´ “ fϕ,´.

We are interested in the following classes of symplectic forms if the support of f´ does not contain
the zero endo-class:

Hpf´q :“ trϕpβq˚hs1`pF
| ϕ an embedding adapted to f´u .

If the support of f´ contains the zero endo-class, then we formally just put Hpf´q :“ t0u. We need to
prove that Hpf´q is well-defined – that is, independent of the choice of self-dual pss-character Θ´.

Lemma 12.32. The definition of Hpf´q does not depend on the choice of Θ´.

Proof. If the support of f´ contains the zero endo-class then there is nothing to prove, so we sup-
pose otherwise. Let Θ1´ be a self-dual pss-character endo-equivalent to Θ´ and supported on p0, β1q
and take embeddings ϕ,ϕ1, of E,E1 respectively, which are adapted to f´. Take any self-dual oϕpEq
(respectively oϕ1pE1q)-lattice sequence Λ (respectively Λ1) in V. The characters

θ´ :“ Θ´ppV, hq, ϕ,Λ, 0q and θ1´ :“ Θ1´ppV, hq, ϕ
1,Λ1, 0q

intertwine in G by Theorem 12.29, because fθ´ “ fθ1
´
“ f´. Thus ϕpβq˚h is isometric to ϕ1pβ1q˚h by

an element of determinant congruent to ˘1 pmod pFq (and both are possible), by Lemma 10.1. �

It follows moreover from the proof that Hpf´q has cardinality two whenever it is non-trivial. We
are now able to define the endo-parameters for ph,Goq.

Definition 12.33. The set

EPph,Goq :“ tpf´, hq | f´ P EPph,Gq, h P Hpf´qu
is called the set of endo-parameters for ph,Goq.
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Let θ´ P C´pΛ, 0, βq be a self-dual semisimple character. We attach to θ´ the pair pfθ´ , hθ´q P
EPph,Goq, where

hθ´ :“

#

rβ˚hs1`pF , if β has no zero component,
0, otherwise.

Corollary 12.34. There is a canonical bijection from the set of Go-intertwining classes of full self-dual
semisimple characters to EPph,Goq, defined by mapping the Go-intertwining class of a full self-dual
semisimple character θ´ to the endo-parameter pfθ´ , hθ´q.

Proof. It follows immediately from Theorems 12.29 and 10.2 that the map is well-defined and injective.
For surjectivity, we only need to consider a pair pf´, hq P EPph,Goq such that the zero endo-class is not
contained in the support of f´. By Theorem 12.29 there is some θ´ P C´pΛ, 0, βq such that fθ´ “ f´.
We are done, if hθ´ “ h; if not, then we conjugate θ´ by any g P GzGo to find gθ´ P C´pΛ, 0,

gβq
while rpgβq˚hs1`pF

“ h, because Hpf´q consists of only two elements. �

Appendix A. From skew to self-dual semisimple characters

In this appendix, we generalize several previous results which are needed in the main body of the
paper, in particular to extend them from the case of skew semisimple characters [39] (where the index
set is pointwise fixed by the involution) to the case of self-dual semisimple characters.

Every cuspidal representation of Go contains a skew semisimple character by [42, Theorem 5.1] so,
for cuspidal representations, it suffices to only consider skew semisimple characters; thus many results
were originally only proved in the skew case. However, to consider the category of all smooth repre-
sentations of Go, it is necessary also to consider the broader class of self-dual semisimple characters:
indeed, every smooth representation contains a full self-dual semisimple character by [16, Proposi-
tion 8.5], and every self-dual semisimple character is contained in some irreducible representation;
moreover, if an irreducible representation contains two full self-dual semisimple characters then these
characters are endo-equivalent. In particular, skew semisimple characters do not suffice to study the
category of all smooth representations. For this reason, in the main text, we need to consider non-skew
self-dual semisimple characters and pss-characters.

In this highly technical appendix, we extend the results of [39] we need to the self-dual case, relying
heavily on (and assuming knowledge from) [39]. We will use the notation introduced in the main body
of the paper freely, in particular that in Section 8, though not, of course, any results from the main
paper.

A.1. The translation principle for self-dual semisimple characters. We first generalize the
translation principle of the second and third authors [39, Theorem 9.26]. Let rΛ, n, r, βs be a non-null
semisimple stratum and put k0 “ k0pβ,Λq. We write mrpβ,Λq for the oF-lattice

mrpβ,Λq “ n´rpβ,Λq X a´pr`k0qpΛq,

where n´rpβ,Λq “ ta P a | βa´aβ P a´ru. The pro-p subgroup 1`mrpβ,Λq of P´k0´rpΛq normalizes
the equivalence class of the stratum, and every character in C pΛ, r, βq; indeed, the group

Srpβ,Λq “ 1`mrpβ,Λq ` Jtp´k0`1q{2upβ,Λq,

also normalizes every character in C pΛ, r, βq, by [42, Lemma 3.16].

Theorem A.1. Let rΛ, n, r ` 1, γs and rΛ, n, r ` 1, γ1s be self-dual semisimple strata with the same
associated splitting V “

À

jPJ Vj such that

C pΛ, r ` 1, γq “ C pΛ, r ` 1, γ1q.

Let rΛ, n, r, βs be a self-dual semisimple stratum, with associated splitting V “
À

iPI Vi, such that rΛ, n, r`
1, βs is equivalent to rΛ, n, r ` 1, γs and γ is an element of

ś

iPI Ai. Then, there exist a self-dual
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semisimple stratum rΛ, n, r, β1s, with splitting V “
À

i1PI1 V
i1 and an element u of p1`mr`1pγ,Λqq X

ś

jPJ Aj XG, such that rΛ, n, r ` 1, β1s is equivalent to rΛ, n, r ` 1, γ1s, with uγ1u´1 P
ś

i1PI1 A
i1 and

C pΛ, r, βq “ C pΛ, r, β1q.

The proof will take the next few subsections.

A.2. Idempotents and self-dual minimal strata. Let pkrqrě0 be a decreasing sequence of σ-
invariant oF-lattices in A such that krks Ď kr`s, for all r, s ě 0, and

Ş

rě1 kr “ t0u.

Lemma A.2 ([39, Lemma 7.13]). Suppose that there is an element α of k0 which satisfies α2´α P k1.
Then there is an idempotent α̃ P α` k1. Moreover, if α “ α then we can choose α̃ such that α̃ “ α̃.

For the self-dual setting we also consider idempotents e P A which satisfy ee “ 0.

Lemma A.3. Suppose that there is an element α of k0 which satisfies α2 ´ α P k1 and αα, αα P k1.
Then there is a idempotent α̃ P α` k1 such that α̃α̃ “ α̃α̃ “ 0.

Proof. Lemma A.2 provides a symmetric idempotent e congruent to α ` α modulo k1. Then the
element α1 “ e

`

1`α´α
2

˘

e satisfies α1 ` α1 “ e. We follow now the idea of the proof of Lemma [39,
Lemma 7.13]. It is easy to check that α2 :“ 3α12´2α13 also satisfies α2`α2 “ e and the result follows
in the same way as in loc. cit.. �

Corollary A.4. Suppose that α1, . . . , αl are elements of k0 such that α2
i ´ αi, αiαj P k1, for all i, j

with i ‰ j. Suppose further that
ř

i αi ´ 1 P k1 and that there is an action of σ on I “ t1, . . . , lu such
that αi ´ ασpiq P k1, for all indices i P I. Then there are idempotents α̃i P αi ` k1 which are pairwise
orthogonal and such that

ř

i α̃i “ 1 and α̃i “ α̃σpiq for all i P I.

Proof. This follows from Lemmas A.2 and A.3, cf. [39, Corollary 7.14]. �

Recall that, whenever we have a splitting V “
À

iPI Vi, we have the associated idempotents ei with
image Vi and kernel

À

j‰i Vj .

Corollary A.5. Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ, n, r, β1s be equivalent self-dual semisimple strata. Suppose
that rΛ, n, r, βs is split by V “ ‘kPKVk and suppose that the set of idempotents of this splitting is
invariant under . Then there is an element u P p1`mrpβ,Λqq XG such that uβ1u´1 P

ś

kPK Ak.

Proof. The action of on the idempotents gives a sum 1 “
ř

kPK0
ek `

ř

kPK`
pek ` ekq and by [39,

Lemma 9.25] there is an element g of p1 ` mrpβ,Λqq X G such that gβ1g´1 is split by
À

risPK{Σ V
ris,

where K{Σ denotes the set of Σ-orbits in K. Thus we only need to consider the case where K is one
orbit with two elements. In this case K “ t`,´u, and we take idempotents e1` P e``mrpβ,Λq and e1´
commuting with β1 such that e1` “ e1´ and e1``e1´ “ 1, which exist by Corollary A.4 and comparison of
the descriptions of the intertwining of rΛ, n, r, βs in terms of β and β1. This case follows now from [39,
Lemma 9.15] which provides an element g “ pg`, g´q of pEndFpV

`,V1`q ˆ EndFpV
´,V1´qq X p1 `

mrpβ,Λqq such that gβ1g´1 P
ś

kPK Ak, and we take the element u “ pg`, g´1
` q P p1`mrpβ,ΛqqXG. �

Proposition A.6 (cf. [39, Lemma 7.19]). Let rΛ, n, n´1, αs be a self-dual stratum which is equivalent
to a semisimple stratum. Then it is equivalent to a self-dual semisimple stratum.

Proof. The stratum rΛ, n, n ´ 1, αs is equivalent to a semisimple stratum rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs with asso-
ciated splitting V “

À

iPI Vi and idempotents ei, for i P I. The skew-symmetry of α implies that
the strata rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs and rΛ, n, n ´ 1,´βs are equivalent and thus by [39, Lemma 7.17] the
idempotents are permuted by modulo a1; this defines an action of σ on I. Corollary A.4 provides
pairwise orthogonal idempotents e1i congruent to ei modulo a1 which sum to 1 and satisfy e1i “ e1σpiq.
The map g “

ř

i e
1
iei P P1pΛq conjugates rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs to a semisimple stratum which is split

by V “
À

iPI V1i, where V1i “ impe1iq. For the indices i fixed by σ we put β1i “ gβig
´1 and then

the stratum rΛ, n, n ´ 1, β1is is equivalent to a self-dual stratum and to a simple stratum, so to a
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self-dual simple stratum by [41, Proposition 1.10]; thus we may assume it is itself self-dual simple. For
the remaining indices we take a section I` through the non-singleton orbits and define β1i “ gβig

´1

and β1σpiq “ ´β1i for all i P I`. Then setting β1 “
ř

iPI β
1
i, we have found a self-dual semisimple

stratum rΛ, n, n´ 1, β1s equivalent to rΛ, n, n´ 1, αs. �

A.3. Equal sets of semisimple characters.

Lemma A.7 (cf. [39, Lemma 9.13]). Suppose that V “
À

kPK Vk is a splitting which refines the
associated splitting of a semisimple stratum rΛ, n, r, βs; denote by ek the idempotents of the decom-
position and βk “ ekβkek. Let θ P C pΛ, r, βq with restrictions θk P C pΛk, r, βkq and, for k P K,
let ak P a´r´1 XAk be such that θkψak P C pΛk, r, βkq. Put a “

ř

kPK ak.

(i) rΛ, n, r, β`as is equivalent to a semisimple stratum rΛ, n, r, β1s which is split by V “
À

kPK Vk,
and the sets C pΛ, r, β1q and ψaC pΛ, r, βq coincide.

(ii) Suppose rΛ, n, r, β2s is a semisimple stratum whose associated splitting is refined by V “
À

kPK Vk, such that Hr`2pβ,Λq “ Hr`2pβ2,Λq and such that there is a semisimple char-
acter θ2 P C pΛ, r, β2q with θ2k “ θkψak for all k P K. Then θψa “ θ2 and C pΛ, r, β2q “
C pΛ, r, β1q.

Proof. Although the statement is slightly different, the proof is the same as that of [39, Lemma 9.13].
�

Corollary A.8 ([39, Corollary 9.14]). Suppose that V “
À

k Vk is a splitting which refines the
associated splittings of two semisimple strata rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ, n, r, β1s, and suppose that there are
characters θ P C pΛ, r, βq and θ1 P C pΛ, r, β1q such that θk and θ1k coincide, for all k. Then θ “ θ1

and C pΛ, r, βq “ C pΛ, r, β1q.

The following result shows that, if C pΛ, r, βqXC pΛ, r, β1q is non-empty (or, equivalently, these sets
are equal) then there is an element of Srpβ,Λq which maps the splitting of β to the splitting of β1.

Proposition A.9 ([39, Proposition 9.9(iv)], cf. [39, 9.23(iii)]). Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ, n, r, β1s be
semisimple strata with associated splittings V “

À

iPI Vi and V “
À

i1PI1 V
1i1 respectively, with cor-

responding idempotents ei and e1i1 . Suppose that C pΛ, r, βq “ C pΛ, r, β1q, and let τ : I Ñ I1 be the
bijection of [39, Proposition 9.9], such that ei ” e1τpiq pmod a1pΛqq, for all i P I.

(i) There is an element g P Srpβ,Λq such that geig´1 “ e1τpiq.
(ii) If rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ, n, r, β1s are also self-dual then there exists g P Srpβ,Λq X G such

that geig´1 “ e1τpiq.

Notice that the element g in Proposition A.9 normalizes every element of C pΛ, r, βq. We denote
the normalizer of a character θ P C pΛ, r, βq by npθq. Note that all elements of C pΛ, r, βq have the
same normalizer, because they have the same set of intertwining elements.

Proof. Part (i) is given by [39, Proposition 9.9(iv)] so we prove (ii). Take a decomposition I “
I0 Y I` Y I´ as usual, which gives a decomposition into idempotents 1 “ e0 ` e` ` e´, and the same
for I1 “ I10 Y I1` Y I1´ with I1` chosen to coincide with τpI`q. Then e0 ” e10, e` ” e1` and e´ ” e1´
modulo Srpβ,Λq´ 1 by [39, Proposition 9.9(iv)]. By [39, Proposition 9.23(iii)] there is an element g P
P1
´pΛq X npθq which sends V0 to V10. Thus by Corollary A.8 we only have to prove the proposition

for the cases where I0 or I` is empty. The case where I` is empty is [39, Proposition 9.23(iii)] so let
us assume that I0 is empty. By [39, Proposition 9.9(iv)] there is an element g “ pg`, g´q P Srpβ,Λq
which maps Vi to V1τpiq for all i P I; then u “ pg`, g´1

` q P P1
´pΛq also maps Vi to V1τpiq.

Take a character θ P C ΣpΛ, r, βq “ C ΣpΛ, r, β1q, so that θu
´1

i “ θτpiq for all i P I`; since u P G and θ
is self-dual, this equality holds for all i P I. Then Corollary A.8 implies that the sets C pΛ, r, uβu´1q

and C pΛ, r, β1q are the same and indeed that uθ “ θ. Since P1
´pΛq X npθq “ pSrpβ,Λq X GqP1

´pΛEq

and P1
´pΛEq commutes with β, this finishes the proof. �
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A.4. Proof of the translation principle. Here we prove Theorem A.1, granted that we have
already the Theorem for the skew case ([39, Theorem 9.26]) and the rG-case ([39, Theorem 9.16]).
Let J “ J0YJ`YJ´ be a partition with respect to the action of σ as usual, and write J`´ “ J`YJ´.

(i) First we assume that J0 is empty. By [39, Theorem 9.16] (the rG-case) there is a semisimple
stratum rΛJ` , n, r, β1J`s such that C pΛJ` , r, βJ`q “ C pΛJ` , r, β1J`q and such that γ1J` satisfies
the desired conjugation property. Setting β1 “ β1J`´β

1
J`

, we deduce that rΛ, n, r, β1s is a self-
dual stratum whose set of semisimple characters coincides on the blocks of VJ` and VJ´ with
the corresponding restrictions of characters in C pΛ, r, βq, and such that γ1 “ γ1J`YJ´

satisfies
the desired conjugation property. Take θ P C ΣpΛ, r, βq and an extension θ1 P C ΣpΛ, r, β1q
of θ|Hr`2pβ,Λq. By Proposition A.9(i), conjugating β with an element of Srpβ,Λq X G, we
can assume that β and β1 have the same associated splitting. Take a skew-symmetric a P
a´r´1 X

ś

iPI Ai such that θ “ θ1ψa. Then by Lemma A.7 the stratum rΛ, n, r, β1 ` as is
equivalent to a self-dual semisimple stratum rΛ, n, r, β2s with the same associated splitting
as β1 and such that C pΛ, r, β2q “ C pΛ, r, βq.

(ii) Now we reduce to the case where J is a singleton, so suppose we have proven the theorem
in that case. By (i) and the singleton case we find rΛ, n, r, β1s such that C pΛ, r, β1q coincides
with C pΛ, r, βq on every simple block for j P J0 and on the block corresponding to J`´ (and
the conjugation property is satisfied). Using Proposition A.9 we can assume that β and β1
have the same associated splitting and we finish the proof using Lemma A.7 in the same
manner as at the end of (i).

(iii) Finally we prove the case where J is a singleton. We follow the step (iv) of the proof of [39,
Theorem 9.16]. Note that, by Corollary A.5, we are free to replace rΛ, n, r`1, γ1s by any equiv-
alent stratum. Thus, by [39, Proposition 9.24], we can assume that C pΛ, r, γq “ C pΛ, r, γ1q.
Take tame corestrictions s and s1, for γ and γ1 respectively, which commute with the adjoint
anti-involution and which satisfy the assertions of [13, Lemma 5.2]; in particular spxq ” s1pxq
pmod alq, for all x P al´1 and all integers l. The stratum rΛ, r, r ` 1, spβ ´ γqs is equivalent
to a semisimple stratum, by [39, Corollary 6.15], and as in step (iv) of the proof of [39,
Theorem 9.16] it follows that rΛ, r, r ` 1, s1pβ ´ γqs is equivalent to a semisimple stratum;
further, s1pβ ´ γq is skew-symmetric and, by Proposition A.6, this stratum is equivalent to a
self-dual semisimple stratum, say with associated splitting V “

À

i2PI2 Vi2 and corresponding
idempotents ei2 . Thus rΛ, n, r, γ1`

ř

i2PI2 ei2pβ´γqei2s is equivalent to a self-dual semisimple
stratum rΛ, n, r, β2s with associated splitting V “

À

i2PI2 Vi2 by [39, Corollary 6.15] and [41,
Proposition 1.10]. Finally, by [39, Proposition 7.6] there is an element u P p1`mr`1pγ

1,ΛqqXG
such that β1 :“ uβ2u´1 is congruent to γ1`β´γ modulo a´r. This element β1 is as required.

A.5. Asymmetric statements. We now prove some asymmetric versions of results already in the
literature.

Proposition A.10. Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n, r, βs be semisimple strata with epΛq “ epΛ1q.
(i) Let θ P C pΛ, r, βq and θ1 “ τΛ1,Λ,βpθq. Then

I
rGpθ, θ

1q “ Srpβ,Λ
1qrGβSrpβ,Λq.

(ii) Suppose rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1, n, r, βs are self-dual and let θ´ P C´pΛ, r, βq and θ1´ “ τΛ1,Λ,βpθ´q.
Then

IGpθ´, θ
1
´q “ pSrpβ,Λ

1q XGqGβpSrpβ,Λq XGq.

Proof. The proof is analogous to that of [26, Theorems 4.9, 4.10].
(i) Let us at first assume that both lattice sequences are block-wise regular strict. There is an

element g P rGβ such that gΛ is equal to Λ1 and the conjugation with g realizes the transfer
from C pΛ, r, βq to C pΛ1, r, βq. Thus we can reduce to the case where θ is equal to θ1 which
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follows from [42, Theorem 3.22] (see also [39, Proposition 9.8] and the paragraph following
it).

We now consider the general case. Applying the :-construction, we obtain semisimple
characters θ: P C pΛ:, r, β:q and θ1: P C pΛ1:, r, β:q, where Λ: and Λ1: are strict and regular of
the same block size. From the first case, we have the formula (i) for I

rG:pθ
:, θ1:q. Moreover,

exactly as in the proof of [26, Lemma 4.6], we have the simple intersection property

Srpβ
:,Λ1:qxSrpβ

:,Λ:q X rGβ: “ pSrpβ
:,Λ1:q X rGβ:qxpSrpβ

:,Λ:q X rGβ:q,

for all x P rGβ: . As in [40, Corollary 4.14], it follows from [26, Theorem 4.10] that the
intertwining formula behaves well under intersection with the Levi group M: attached to
the :-construction, i.e.

I
rG:pθ

:, θ1:q XM: “ pSrpβ
:,Λ1:q XM:qprGβ: XM:qpSrpβ

:,Λ:q XM:q.

Finally, we restrict to the first block of M: to obtain the desired description of I
rGpθ, θ

1q.
(ii) This follows from (i) and a standard cohomology argument [26, Theorem 2.12], as in the

proof of [26, Theorem 4.10].
�

The proofs of the following two lemmas are mutatis mutandis to the proofs of [39, Proposition 9.17]
and [39, Proposition 9.27] respectively, except that one uses Proposition A.10 instead of [39, Propo-
sitions 9.8,9.22].

Lemma A.11 (cf. [39, Proposition 9.17]). Suppose m ă q ´ 1 and let rΛ, q,m, βs and rΛ1, q,m, β1s
be semisimple strata with epΛq “ epΛ1q, and with splitting V “

À

iPI Vi and V “
À

iPI1 V
1i. Sup-

pose that rΛ, q,m ` 1, γs and rΛ1, q,m ` 1, γs are non-null simple strata equivalent to rΛ, q,m ` 1, βs

and rΛ1, q,m` 1, β1s respectively, and that γ lies in both
À

iPI Ai and
À

i1PI1 A
i1 . Let θ0 P C pΛ,m, γq

and set θ10 “ τΛ1,Λ,γpθ0q P C pΛ1,m, γq. Let θ P C pΛ,m, βq and θ1 P C pΛ1,m, β1q be semisimple
characters which satisfy

θ “ θ0ψβ´γ`c and θ1 “ θ10ψβ1´γ ,

for some c P a´pm`1q. Let sγ be a tame corestriction with respect to γ. Then we have:

(i) For any g P I
rGpθ, θ

1q there are elements x P Sm`1pγ,Λ
1q and y P Sm`1pγ,Λq and g1 P rGγ such

that g “ xg1y; moreover, g1 intertwines rΛ,m`1,m, sγpβ´γ`cqs with rΛ1,m`1,m, sγpβ
1´γqs.

(ii) For any g1 P rGγ which intertwines rΛ,m` 1,m, sγpβ´ γ` cqs with rΛ1,m` 1,m, sγpβ
1´ γqs,

there are elements x P 1`mm`1pγ,Λ
1q and y P 1`mm`1pγ,Λq such that xg1y intertwines θ

with θ1.

Lemma A.12 (cf. [39, Proposition 9.27]). In the situation of Lemma A.11, suppose additionally that
all strata are self-dual, all semisimple characters are self-dual, c P a´

´pm`1q, and sγ commutes with the
adjoint anti-involution.

(i) For any g P IGpθ, θ
1q there are elements x P Sm`1pγ,Λ

1qXG and y P Sm`1pγ,ΛqXG and g1 P
Gγ such that g “ xg1y; moreover, g1 intertwines rΛ,m ` 1,m, sγpβ ´ γ ` cqs with rΛ1,m `
1,m, sγpβ

1 ´ γqs.
(ii) For any g1 P Gγ which intertwines rΛ,m` 1,m, sγpβ´ γ` cqs with rΛ1,m` 1,m, sγpβ

1´ γqs,
there are elements x P p1 ` mm`1pγ,Λ

1qq X G and y P p1 ` mm`1pγ,Λqq X G such that xg1y
intertwines θ with θ1.

A.6. Intertwining and conjugacy for self-dual semisimple characters. In this final subsec-
tion, we prove an intertwining implies conjugacy theorem for self-dual semisimple characters, which
generalizes a result of the second and third authors [39, 10.2,10.3] for skew semisimple characters.
Let rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ, n, r, β1s be self-dual semisimple strata in A.
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Theorem A.13. Let θ P C´pΛ, r, βq and θ1 P C´pΛ, r, β1q be self-dual semisimple characters which
intertwine in G and such that the matching ζ : I Ñ I1 of [39, Theorem 10.1] satisfies

Λij{Λ
i
j`1 – Λ

ζpiq
j {Λ

ζpiq
j`1,

for all indices i P I and all integers j. Then there is an element of P´pΛq X
ś

iPI HomFpV
i,V1ζpiqq

which conjugates θ to θ1.

Proof. The involution σ acts on the index sets I and I1 and this action commutes with the map ζ by
the matching theorem [39, Theorem 10.1]. We write I “ I0Y I`Y I´ as usual, and similarly for I1. We
deduce that ζ sends I0 to I10 and I` Y I´ to I1` Y I1´. We abbreviate V0 “ VI0 so that VK0 “ VI`YI´ ,
and similarly V10.

The hyperbolic spaces VK0 and V1K0 are isometric since they have the same dimension, so V0 and V10
are isometric. Take an isometry g of pV, hq which sends V0 to V10 and VK0 to V1K0 . By [38, Proposi-
tion 5.2] we can modify g such that g is an element of P´pΛq. Conjugating θ by g, we may assume
without loss of generality that V0 and V10 coincide.

We show next that there is an element of GXpAutFpV0qˆAutFpV
K
0 qq which intertwines θ with θ1. By

Theorem [39, Theorem 10.2] there is an element g̃ P PpΛqX
ś

iPI HomFpV
i,V1ζpiqq which conjugates θ

to θ1. Taking the intertwining formula of Proposition A.10 and conjugating back with g̃ we obtain

I
rGpθ, θ

1q “ Srpβ
1,ΛqrGβ1 g̃Srpβ,Λq Ď Srpβ

1,ΛqpAutFpV0q ˆAutFpV
K
0 qqSrpβ,Λq.

By a standard cohomology argument, as in [40, Corollary 4.14], we see that

IGpθ, θ
1q Ď pSrpβ

1,Λq XGqppAutFpV0q ˆAutFpV
K
0 qq XGqpSrpβ,Λq XGq

and thus we obtain that the restrictions of θ and θ1 on V0 and on VK0 intertwine by an element
of UpV0q and UpVK0 q respectively. Thus, by Corollary A.8 we can restrict to the cases where I “ I0

or I “ I`´. The first case is precisely [39, Theorem 10.3] and the second case is an easy exercise using
Theorem [39, Theorem 10.2] (for V` “ VI` and V1` “ VI1`) and Corollary A.8. �
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